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In 1990 one of the authors of the present work published The Acta Eruditorum under the editorship 
of Otto Mencke. The history of an international learned journal between 1682 and 1707. (Amsterdam  
& Maarssen, APA-Holland University Press).  It was the translation of a Dutch dissertation, which had 
appeared in 1986. That dissertation was the result of the first detailed survey into the external 
history of the highlight of the early scholarly periodical press in the German Countries, so far. 
Together with its successor, The Nova Acta Eruditorum, the periodical lasted for a whole century, 
from 1682 till 1782. So it became one of the most important vehicles of learned communication of 
the Enlightenment, not only within the German Countries, but across the entire Republic of Letters. 
 The journal was presented to the world as a product of collective authorship by the 
Collectores Actorum Eruditorum. But in reality the management of the publication rested in the 
hands of the editor-in-chief, from the start till 1707 Otto Mencke, and thereafter his son, Johann 
Burkhard, who in turn was succeeded by his son Friedrich Otto. During the last two decades of the 
existence of the journal (from 1756 onwards), Johanna Catherina Mencke, the widow of Friedrich 
Otto, entrusted the management to Karl Andreas Bel, professor Poëseos and librarian at Leipzig 
university. Part of the task of the editor-in-chief was to guard an unquestionable objectivity, above all 
of the reviews of newly-published works. Otherwise the journal could incur the stigma of being the 
mouthpiece of a particular scholarly or religious faction. So the Acta not only strove for the greatest 
possible impartiality, the editorship also wanted to ensure that its journal would not become a 
battleground for contentious parties, since anything of this kind would soon harm the journal’s 
reputation as an independent review organ. If a review unintentionally provoked a heated response, 
the opponent’s attack was answered in a separate publication. Only an apologia of this kind could in 
turn be reviewed in the Acta. In consequence, we find no long-drawn-out polemics in the Leipzig 
journal. 
 Another important concern of the Collectores Actorum, and particularly of the editorship, 
was the propaganda of courtesy and mutual respect, virtues which were highly esteemed in the 
Republic of Letters. Reviews of books which contained coarseness, mockery and severe criticism 
were often rejected as not appropriate. With a similar eagerness they tried to avoid such tendencies 
in articles submitted for publication in the Acta. Nevertheless one can say that contributors of 
articles was given a slightly freer rein. They at least were offered the opportunity of airing conflicting 
opinions, provided that this was done objectively and with respect for other ideas. Since most of the 
articles were restricted to mathematics and natural sciences, the risk of irreconcilable differences 
was much smaller than it would have been with theological and philosophical subjects. 
 Against this background the Collectores Actorum published their reviews consequently 
anonimously. As far as the articles are concerned, we see a mixed approach. A lot of it mention the 
name of the author (in full or initials only). But a very substantial part of these were published 
nameless, as well. 
 The find of a few copies of the Acta Eruditorum with marginal notes, mentioning the names 
of the contributors, made it possible to reconstruct, to a very large extent, the vast and steadily 
renewing team of contributors who gave hand to the publication of the journal. In the above 
mentioned publication the present author already revealed the names of the authors and reviewers 
for the years 1682-1706. Now a complete listing of all authors and reviewers of the Acta Eruditorum 
for the years 1682-1731, the full period of its existence under the original title, is presented. In 
addition to this are included the names of the authors and reviewers of the Nova Acta Eruditorum for  
1732-1735, the only years of the continuation of the Acta with annotations of the names of the 
contributors  of the journal. However, as far as completeness is concerned some restrictions have to 
be made: the copies with marginal notes do not contain the names for each and every contribution 
to the Acta. Besides that, it was not always possible to identify the person mentioned with a 100% 
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certainty, and a few times different copies mention different names. But all-in all, the result does not 
stay more than a tiny percentage away from a complete overview of the Collectores Actorum. 
Hopefully these listings will be a useful addition to the history of the Acta Eruditorum, as published 
before, as well as to that of learned journalism, more in general. Furthermore it might contribute in 
some respects to the intellectual history of the Republic of Letters, and to that of Leipzig university 
and Saxony in particular, from where this international project was directed for a full century.  And 
last, but not least, it may add valuable information to the biographies and bibliographies of the 




1. The Collectores Actorum Eruditorum: the choice of collectivity. 
 
Even the earliest speculations about the publication of a learned journal for the German countries, 
such as those expressed in 1668 by Leibniz with a view to the compilation of a Nucleus librarius 
semestralis1 , envisaged a format in which the editorial work would be done by a group of associates. 
Since Leibniz, after all, wanted to achieve the selection and review of a hundred outstanding books 
from the offerings at the half-yearly Messe, as well as the printing of an “abstract journal”, all within 
the space of six weeks2, it seems highly unlikely that the philosopher contemplated bringing off such 
a tour de force unaided. Leibniz’s plans never came to fruition, but the idea of collectivity manifested 
itself again in the organization of the oldest scholarly journal in the German territory, the Miscellanea 
curiosa Medico-physica..., published by the Academia Leopoldina in 1670. 
 From the outset, the Acta Eruditorum followed the same line: responsibility for the 
publication was, it is true, vested in one person, who acted both as senior editor and publisher, but 
was borne by a group of associates who carried out the difficult reviewing work anonymously and 
without payment. The journal was therefore presented as the product of the collaboration and 
shared responsibility of the Collectores Actorum, while the publisher and senior editor never 
appeared in the foreground in the publication itself. The reasons for this approach were apparantly: 
the broad spectrum of disciplines, languages and countries to be covered was too much for one 
person to manage; the enterprise had its roots in the activities of a number of learned societies in 
Leipzig; and right from the start the initiators seem consciously to have sought to give the Acta the 
standing of the official journal of a sort of Saxon academy, since they undoubtedly expected this to 
produce numerous advantages in terms of acquiring a privilege, subsidies, acceptance and sales. 
Besides that, and perhaps above that, came the more idealistic considerations of objectivity and 
moderation, as discussed in the Introduction above. 
                                                          
1
 G.W. Leibniz, Sämtliche Schriften und Briefe, Hrsg. von der Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu 
Berlin, Berlin, Leipzig, Darmstadt 1923-. Here Reihe I, Bd. 1, N. 1 and N. 2. 
2
 Cf. A.H. Laeven, The Acta Eruditorum under the editorship of Otto Mencke. The history of an international 
learned journal between 1682 and 1707, Amsterdam & Maarssen 1990, chapter I.2.c. 
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2. The finding of five annotated copies of the Acta. 
 
In many cases, regrettably, it is difficult to determine precisely who submitted regular contributions, 
in the shape of book reviews, book news and other announcements, to the editors of the journals of 
the Ancien Régime. Often, only the prime movers are known, while the great host of collaborators 
remains largely untraceable. Initially, it appeared that this would also be the case with the Acta 
Eruditorum: nowhere in the journal itself are the names of the Collectores Actorum mentioned. A 
happy coincidence, however, made it possible to reconstruct almost in its entirety the group of 
associates who contributed regularly and incidentally to the Acta. Among the copies of the Acta 
which have been preserved are a few in which the names of the contributors have been noted in the 
margin. Although none of the annotated copies which have been traced can be said to be complete 
in this respect, they supplement one another to a significant degree. These annotated sets are to be 
found in the Universitatsbibliothek in Leipzig3 , the Sächsiche Landes- und Universitätsbibliothek in 
Dresden4, the Niedersachsische Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek in Göttingen5 and the 
Universitätsbibliothek Heidelberg.6 Finally, the Wissenschaftliche Allgemeinbibliothek Schwerin 
(Landesbibliothek Mecklenburg-Vorpommern) has a single volume, and this the first, 1682 volume7, 
with a few annotations, while the Biblioteca Nazionale “Vittorio Emanuele III” in Naples also has a 
series with marginal notes.8 
 In order to compile the list of reviewers and correspondents of all volumes of the Acta 
Eruditorum 1682-1731 and of the Nova Acta Eruditorum 1732-1735, we consulted and studied the 
copies in Dresden, Göttingen, Heidelberg and Leipzig. Comparison of the marginal notes leads to the 
supposition that the senior editor or one of his colleagues noted the names of the authors of the 
various contributions on a “master copy” and that this then served as an example for copying the 
marginalia into a limited number of copies intended for a small circle of confidants. This surmise is 
based on the striking similarities between the annotations in the various copies: if a name is missing 
in one copy, it is usually missing from the others; in all sets, the annotations in the 1702 volume are 
particularly patchy. If a name is qualified with certain adjectives or epithets in one copy, they are 
usually repeated in the others, while the variant spellings of the names used are remarkably 
consistent in all the copies. Only incidentally the names in the copies differ. 
 In no single case was it possible to trace these copies right back tot heir origin. There are no 
provenance details at all for the single volume in Schwerin. The earliest provenance information for 
the set in Naples dates from the nineteenth century. Until 1812, this series was owned by Marchese 
                                                          
3
 Shelf mark: Deutsche Zeitschr. 12. Volumes 1682-1685, 1694-1717 and supplements I-VI are annotated. The 
issues of the supplements appeared on an unregular basis next to the monthly issues of the regular yearly 
volumes. The six supplement volumes, which are annotated, were completed in 1692 (Suppl. I), 1696 (Suppl. II), 
1702 (Suppl. III), 1711 (Suppl. IV), 1713 (Suppl. V) and 1717 (Suppl. VI). In total 10 supplementary volumes were 
published in addition to the yearly volumes of the Acta Eruditorum (between 1692 and 1734) and 8 to the Nova 
Acta Eruditorum (between 1737 and 1757). 
4
 Shelf marks: Ephem. Lit. 125 and Ephem. Lit. 126. Volumes 1682-1698, 1703-1714, 1716-1727, 1729-1731 and 
supplements II and IV are annotated. All missing volumes are registered as casualties of war. Of the Nova Acta, 
volumes 1732-1735 and Supplement I (1735) are annotated. The shelf mark of the Nova Acta Eruditorum is 
Ephem. Lit. 127, and Ephem. Lit. 128 for the Supplements.. 
5
 Shelf marks: 8
0
 Ephem. Lit. 136/17 and 8
0
 Ephem. Lit. 136/13 (supplements). The 1682-1701 and 1704-1731 
volumes are annotated. 
6
 Shelf mark: H 330. Volumes 1682-1717 and supplements I-V are annotated; supplement II, however, contains 
only two handwritten notes. 
7
 Shelf mark: Af I b 10. 
8
 Shelf mark: Periodici Tedeschi 119. All volumes of the Acta and the first two volumes of the Nova Acta (1682 
to the end of 1733) are annotated. The data on this copy are very sketchy. They are based on information from 
Dott.
a
 Paolo Curzo of the Biblioteca Nazionale in Naples. 
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Francesco Taccone9 of Naples (1763-1818), after which it formed part of the Biblioteca Borbonica 
until about 1860, when it went to what was at that time the royal library of Naples. The Leipzig copy, 
too, betrays nothing of its origin. It is bound in plain parchment covers and bears no trace of previous 
owners. It is generally assumed that this is “Mencke’s author’s copy”, but this should not be taken 
too litterally. Undoubtedly the notes were made by various hands, including that of Otto Mencke. 
Christoph Pfautz also appears to have played a part in recording the names of the contributors. It 
may perhaps be a copy which was deposited in the library by one of Mencke’s closest associates 
some considerable time after his death. It is, however, equally conceivable that the editor-in-chief 
and his successors faithfully supplied a copy of every issue or volume to the library of their university. 
There are several possible reasons for their breaching the anonymity of the contributions in this 
“archive copy”. It may have been compulsory because of the censorship exercised by the university; 
perhaps they also wanted in this way to preserve the names of the contributors for posterity. It 
remains unclear, however, why the volumes for 1686 to 1693 and those after 1717 in the Leipzig 
university library copy are not annotated. The records in the former library’s loose-leaf, handwritten 
catalogue, as consulted back in the nineteen eighties, and the inscriptions on the spines of the 
volumes lead to the supposition that the unannotated volumes were added to the set at a later date 
because it was incomplete. 
 It is likewise impossible to provide a definitive explanation of the origin of the Dresden copy. 
All the annotated volumes were at one time part of Heinrich Graf von Brühl’s immense collection of 
books10, which was acquired for the electoral library after his death in 1768: the leather bindings are 
all embossed with the Graf von Brühl’s coat of arms. The annotations in the early volumes of the 
journal appear to have been written in part by Otto Mencke himself, in part by Christoph Pfautz and 
in part by Friedrich Benedikt Carpzov. The count must therefore have succeeded in buying a series of 
volumes of the journal from the inner circle of the editors. The last annotated volume in the Dresden 
set is that for 1735, while the last volume bearing the Von Brühl arms dates from 1753. The count 
probably purchased the entire series which had appeared up to that date shortly after 1753, without 
thereafter troubling to collect any further issues of the journal, which was still being published. This 
“bibliophile’s” library in fact served only to gratify his vanity and did not really testify to any true 
intellectual interest. In view of the fact that Friedrich Otto Mencke has died in 1754 and his entire 
holding of books was split up and sold in lots shortly afterwards11, the Dresden copy may perhaps 
have belonged to the third editor-in-chief of the Acta. It is also possible, however, that the count, 
who was many years chancellor to Augustus III, Elector of Saxony and King of Poland, took into his 
private collection a copy which Mencke had given to the court.12 
 According to the ex-libris, the copy in the Niedersächsische Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek 
in Göttingen came from the library of the Hanoverian Joachim Freiherr von Bülow (1650-1742).13 
Having served for  a number of years as privy councillor to Queen Sophia Amalia of Denmark, he 
went on to hold several important posts at the court of Duke Georg Wilhelm of Lüneburg-Celle, after 
which he was appointed “grand warden” and “privy minister of state” by Georg I, King of Great 
Britain and Ireland and Elector of Hanover. Von Bülow was a bibliophile who managed to amass an 
                                                          
9
 Cf. L. Alquò-Lenzi, Gli scrittori Calabresi, Messina 1913, p. 410; for further biographical references see L. 
Ferrari, Onomasticon. Repertorio bibliografico degli scrittori Italiani dal 1501 al 1850, Milano 1947. 
10
 W. Schultze, “Bibliotheca Brühliana” in: Zeitschrift für Bücherfreunde 39 (1935), pp. 151-154; Sächsische 
Landesbibliothek Dresden 1556-1956, Leipzig 1956, pp. 30, 39, 54, 141, 147, 249. 
11
 Cf. Catalogus bibliothecae Menkenianae, Partes I-III, Lipsiae, ex officina Loeperia, 1755-1757. The Acta, it is 
true, do not appear in these catalogues. However, since it is inconceivable that the editor-in-chief should not 
have had a copy of his own journal in his library, we must consider the possibility that it was perhaps sold 
outside the auction.  
12
 W. Fläschendräger, “Rezensenten und Autoren der Acta Eruditorum 1682-1731”, in: Universitates Studiorum 
saec. XVIII et XIX. Etudes présentées par la Commission Internationale pour l’Histoire des Universités en 1977, 
Warszawa 1982, pp. 66-67. 
13
 A. von Bülow, Bülowsches Familienbuch, Bd. I, Tl. II, Schwerin i. M. 1911, pp. 257 and 261. 
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exquisite collection of some 9,000 volumes.14 He devoted immense care to the maintenance, binding, 
organization and cataloguing of his library, compiling the earliest catalogues in his own hand. 
Although not a scholar himself, he bought primarily scholarly books and rarities, showing particular 
interest in theological, historical, political, mathematical, architectonic and genealogical works. His 
collection also included a number of manuscripts, more than two thousand maps and tables, and a 
collection of astronomic, mathematical and optical instruments. As time passed, Von Bülow 
increasingly left the care of his library to assistants, the most important of whom was the candidatus 
iuris Philipp August Schlüter, who continued to look after the collection after Von Bülow’s death, 
until it was taken to Göttingen in 1735. 
 For some time after Von Bülow’s death in 1724 there was uncertainty about where the 
library should go, since the baron had changed the relevant provisions in his will several times. In any  
event, he had left a fund of 600 Thaler to maintain the collection. Possible destinations mentioned 
were his house in Hanover, the defunct college of arms in Lüneburg – at least if it were to be 
reopened – and the university of Helmstedt. An appraisal of the various testamentary dispositions in 
1734 revealed, however, that the heirs were not bound in any way and were entitled to dispose of 
the legacy of books as they wished. At this time, the curators of the new university of Göttingen were 
working assiduously on the organization of the university library and the rapid acquisition of a sound 
scholarly collection. In searching for possibilities, their attention turned to the Von Bülow collection 
and, with the assistance of the Hanoverian court, they were able to persuade the heirs, three 
nephews of the childless Joachim Heinrich, to donate the library to the new university.  
How Von Bülow obtained an annotated copy of the Acta remains, however, unclear. A 
remarkable feature is that the marginal notes are also found in the volumes which appeared after his 
death (up to 1731). Did Von Bülow perhaps had special contacts during his lifetime, for example 
through Leibniz, with the Leipzig editors, and were these continued by Schlüter after the baron’s 
death? Is it possible that he acquired Leibniz’s set upon the philosopher’s death in 1716, together 
with the “privilege” of receiving an annotated subscription? While the provenance of this copy can 
thus indeed be traced to the (probable) first owner, by whom and for what purpose the marginal 
notes were made remains, regrettably, unknown.  
This is also true in the case of the copy of the Acta which have been preserved at Heidelberg. 
According to the ex-libris, which has had a new endpaper pasted over it in most of the volumes, this 
set belonged to Christoph Heinrich Graf von Watzdorf (1670-1729). Von Watzdorf made a great 
career for himself at the Dresden court.  Zedler15 had this, among other things, to say about him: 
“Nachdem er eine Zeitlang Königlicher Cammerherr gewesen, ward er an des Grafen Adolph 
Magnus von Hoym Stelle Ober-Steuer-Präsident und General-Accis-Director, und einige jahre 
darauf würckl. Geheimer Rath und geheimer Cabinets-Minister. Im Jahre 1719 im Junius 
Monate ward er von dem Kayser aus Selbsteigener Bewegnis in des Heiligen R.R. Grafen-
Stand erhoben, und von dem Könige in Polen mit dem Orden des weissen Adlers beehret. Im 
Jahre 1722 erhielt er die Dom Probstey zu Budissin. Auch ist er des hohen Stifts Meissen 
Dom-Herr, Cammer-Herr und Hauptmann des Leipziger Kreises gewesen”. 
Here too, however, it is not possible to see any clear connection with the editors of the Acta 
Eruditorum in Leipzig. 
 All-in all, the annotated copies provide an unexspected opportunity to reconstruct the group 
of reviewers on whose assistance the Leipzig editors could rely in order to achieve their objective – 
to review books in all areas of scholarship. Moreover, the marginal notes are a wonderful 
supplement to the correspondence of the Menckes, only a small part of which has survived. Many of 
those who contributed to the Acta would have remained unknown to us, had we been forced to 
draw solely on the letters from and to the senior editors which are known to exist today and on other 
“external” sources. 
                                                          
14
 K.J. Hartmann & H. Füchsel, Geschichte der Göttinger Universitäts-Bibliothek, Göttingen 1937, pp. 15-19. 
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3. Discovering the authors of the individual contributions. 
In an attempt to compile as full a list as possible of all the reviewers and authors who contributed to 
the Acta, the copies of the journal in Dresden, Göttingen, Heidelberg and Leipzig were analyzed and 
compared. Since there are gaps in the source material here and there, and the information it 
provides is sometimes ambiguous, the reconstruction of the circle of associates cannot claim to be 
complete. For example, not all the contributions to the journal mention the names of the people who 
submitted them. Often, too, the initials of the forenames are missing from all the copies we 
consulted. In several instances, variations in spelling added to the ambiguity, since in the case of 
certain names, the marginal notes in all the annotated sets of the Acta give different spellings from 
issue to issue for one and the same name. Partly for these reasons, it proved impossible in some 
cases to arrive at a satisfactory identification of the associates. Furthermore, in a few cases all 
attempts to find biographical data about the contributors proved fruitless. Even as far as the inner 
circle of the Collectores Actorum is concerned the lists of these Collectores in Christoph Ernst Sicul’s 
Neo-Annales Lipsienses oder…Leipziger Jahr-Buch…1719-172216, seem to be not complete. In his lists 
of the members of the Leipzig Societäten, which were updated periodically, Christoph Ernst Sicul 
gives a summary of the Collectores Actorum Lipsiensium who one after another, between 1682 and 
1716, joined the illustrious company, which according to this author occupied the undisputed first 
place among the Leipzig learned societies: 
“Diese [Collectores] machen in Ansehung ihres Endzweckes, nemlich die Gelehrsamkeit durch 
wohlgefasste Bücher-Extracte zu befördern, eine gar ansehnl. Societät aus und verdienen 
allhier vor andern den ersten Platz, nachdem sie ihre Bemühungen und Excerpta so gleich 
dem Publico, und zwar unausgesetzt in unverrückter Monats-Ordnung, mittheilen, da 
hingegen die andern Societäten oder Collegia ihre Sammlungen nur unter sich gemein haben. 
Zu geschweigen, dass unter denen Herren Collectoribus Actorum, caeteris paribus, ungleich 
mehr ansehnl. und ausnehmliche Membra, als wohl in denen andern Collegiis sich 
befinden….”17 
Sicul’s lists are, unfortunately, of little use: in the first place, his inventory appears to be rather 
selective, omitting the names of some people who are known for certain to have collaborated on the 
Acta. Furthermore, he never mentions which reviews or other contributions the collector in question 
was responsible for. Therefore we have compiled as complete a list as possible of the contributors 
from two standpoints – the authorship of the individual contributions and the frequency with which 
the various reviewers or authors contributed work to the Acta. To this end, we first drew up lists in 
which we recorded the contributor of each contribution in all the volumes for the period 1682-1735. 
                                                          
16
 a. Neo-Annalium Lipsiensium Prodromus oder Des mit dem 1715
ten
Jahre Neuangehenden Leipziger Jahr-Buchs 
Erste Probe, Leizig 1719, pp. 149-150. 
b. Neo-Annalium Lipsiensium Continuatio I oder des….Leipziger Jahr-Buchs Andere Probe…, Leipzig 1719, pp. 
423-424. 
c. Neo-Annalium Lipsiensium Continuatio III oder des…Leipziger Jahr-Buchs Vierte Probe…., Leipzig 1719, pp. 
725-726. 
d. Neo-Annalium Lipsiensium Continuatio IV oder des….Leipziger Jahr-Buchs Fünffte Probe…, Leipzig 1719, pp. 
879-880. 
e. Christoph Ernst Siculs Leipziger Jahr-Geschichte 1719. Oder des bisherigen Leipziger Jahr-Buchs zu dessen 
andern Bande Erste Fortsetzung, Leipzig 1720, pp. 47-48. 
f. …Leiziger Jahr-Geschichte 1720. Oder des….Leipziger Jahr-Buchs….Andere Fortsetzung, Leipzig 1721, pp. 135-
137. 
g. …Leipziger Jahr-Geschichte 1721. Oder des…Leipziger Jahr-Buchs.…Dritte Fortsetzung, Leipzig 1722, pp. 247-
249. 
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From these lists, we then compiled an index of the authors and submitters of the reviews and 
articles. In drawing up the lists, we felt it useful to divide the contributions into three categories: 
reviews, articles, and contributions taken from other contemporary journals. 
 As far as the reviews are concerned, we must point out that the review of a single work is 
often split up into a number of partly reviews in various issues of the journal; it is likewise not 
unusual to find that various books are discussed in one review; sometimes an “excerpt” appears to 
be the result of collaboration between two reviewers; and, in view of the “excerpt” character of 
many of the reviews, it comes as no surprise that a considerable number of book reviews were 
submitted by the authors of the works themselves. The original contributions are predominantly 
scientific and mathematical articles and formulations of problems, letters and excerpts from letters, 
reports of natural phenomena and physical experiments. The articles taken in full or condensed form 
from contemporary journals are always translated into Latin. Sometimes, a contribution consists of a 
selection from the offerings in a whole volume or a number of issues of a contemporary journal. In 
these cases, it was evidently the intention simply to pass on the scholarly news contained in such 
journals to the readers of the Acta. There are also instances in which the first issue or volume of a 
new periodical was really reviewed, so that the readers could form an impression of the nature of 
the new journal. For this reason, the former contributions have been classified in the list as articles 
taken from contemporary journals, while the latter have been listed under the reviews. A few times 
the names of the reviewers differ in the copies consulted. Of course, we have registered both names 
mentioned. As far as the nova literaria is concerned we did not mention explicitly the name of the 
author, but in one case. Normally this work was done by the editor-in-chief, a few times with the 
assistance of a colleague from the inner circle of the collectores. Only once it was explicitly 
mentioned that the nova literaria came from Spain, relied to books published in Spain and that this 
contribution was made by a scholar from Valencia. We have recorded this contribution under the 
articles. 
 In the following listings the name of the author or editor is given for each work reviewed, and 
the name of the author is given for each article. Where these data were not known, we have 
confined ourselves to the first words of the title. We did not attempt to identify anonymous or 
pseudonymous authors. As far as possible, we worked with the data provided by the Acta 
themselves. In view of our purpose, there seemed little point in verifying bibliographically and 
completing all the titles of the works reviewed, as given in the Acta Eruditorum, nor in the 
normalization of the author’s names, which are usually given in the Latin version in the Acta.  
 As far as possible, the many errors in the pagination of the Acta Eruditorum were corrected 
without reference to the incorrect numbering. We indicate an error only where the same page 
number occurred twice, by adding *.  
 After the author’s name or, if this is unknown, the abbreviated title of the contribution or the 
work reviewed, we indicate the systematic category in which the work or article in question is 
classified in the indices of the Acta Eruditorum. The headings used are: I. Theologica et ad Historiam 
Ecclesiasticam spectantia, II. Juridica, III. Medica et Physica, IV. Mathematica, V. Historica et 
Geographica, VI. Philosophica et Philologica Miscellanea. In some cases, a publication was entered 
under more than one heading at a time. 
 In the last column, we list the reviewer of the work in question. In the case of original 
articles, the submitter (who acted as a middle-man between the author and the editor) is entered 
here. In many instances, however, the names of the people who submitted these original 
contributions are not given in the copies of the Acta we analyzed. Frequently, if not always, these 
articles will have been submitted by the authors themselves. In the case of contributions taken from 
other journals, the name of the person who revised the contribution, when known, is given in this 
column.  
 Finally, the index contains, first, the names of the reviewers. These have been normalized 
and, if possible, identified, mainly with the aid of biographical refence works. In a number of cases, 
the identification of reviewers required interpretation of the data, for example because of spelling 
variations, and the omission of forenames in the annotations. In a few instances, a choice had to be 
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made between various people with the same name. The choice is not always explained in doubtful 
cases, since the biographical data referred to in the Index was usually conclusive. In a few cases, 
supplementary data, e.g. from correspondences, determined the choice. The choices made are, as 
far as seemed justified, also applied to the listing of the individual contributions. Remaining 
uncertainties and doubts are indicated in the Index by square brackets and/or designations as 
“probably” or “possibly” and the like. The same list also includes the names of the authors who 
submitted original articles to the editors. However, if the article in question was submitted to the 
editors by or through the intermediary of another person, this submitter is also listed in the index, 
since in a case of this kind he was, in fact, acting as a Collector Actorum. In the case of articles taken 
from other journals, only the person who revised the article is listed in the index, since it was only 
through him that this contribution found a place in the Acta. Where the author and submitter of an 
article are not the same, the name of the submitter is added to the author’s entry, indicated by (<…), 










4. List of reviews and reviewers 1682-1735 
 
The list gives, in sequence, the year of the relevant issue of the Acta Eruditorum, the number of the 
page on which the review starts, a brief indication of the work reviewed (name of the author, the 
editor or the first few words of the title), the classification(s) of the reviewed work in the Acta’s 
annual indexes, and lastly the name of the reviewer. Double paginations in the AE are indicated with 
an asterisk. The indications of the works reviewed are based solely on data taken from the Acta 
Eruditorum. No consistent attempt has been made to normalize and complete author’s names, nor 
to identify anonyms or pseudonyms. 
Uncertainties about the identity of some contributors are (mostly) indicated in the Index of 
contributors to the Acta Eruditorum 1682-1735, and not in this list. If a review has been drawn up by 
two authors, both names are given, separated by /. If there are found different names for the 
reviewer of one and the same contribution in the annotated copies of the Acta Eruditorum, these 




1682 1 N. Grew III M. Ettmüller 
 4 E. Schelstrate I V. Alberti 
 6 W. Gundling I J. Olearius 
   7 L. du May V F.B. Carpzov 
 9 F. de Launay II  F.B. Carpzov 
 9 E. Tyson  III J. Bohn 
 11 G. Blasius  III J. Bohn 
 12 W. Bates V A. Rechenberg 
 13 Ammianus Marcellinus V O. Mencke 
 15 A. Munting III M. Ettmüller 
   17 G.J. Grelot V O. Mencke 
 19 J.A. Scherzer I  J. Olearius 
  33 N. Grew III M. Ettmüller 
 38 H.N. Grim III M. Ettmüller 
 40 G.F. Borri III M. Ettmüller 
 47 J. Olearius I J. Olearius 
 47 V. Alberti I A.G. Heshusius 
 49 C. Ziegler II O. Mencke 
 50 S. Schelckens II H.S. Eckhold 
 51 J. Thomasius VI O. Mencke 
 52 T. Muncker V  F.B. Carpzov 
 53 R. Boyle III M. Ettmüller 
 55 P. Lotich VI A.G. Heshusius 
 56 G. de Launay IV C. Pfautz 
 57 N. Grew III M. Ettmüller 
 61 J.C. Wagenseil I J. Olearius 
 64 J. Ludolf V A. Rechenberg 
 68 L. Moréri V O. Mencke 
 69 B. Stolberg I A. Rechenberg 
 70 T. Burnet I A.G. Heshusius 
 76 De la guérison… III J. Bohn 
 79 T. Sydenham III M. Ettmüller 
 81 J.G. Greisel III M. Ettmüller 
 81 E. Hagendorn III M. Ettmüller 
 83 W. Senguerdius III J. Cyprian 
 84 J.G. Wilcke V A. Rechenberg 
1682 85 J. Huguetan V F.B. Carpzov 
 85 G.A. de La Roque VI F.B. Carpzov 
 86 H. Noris I F.B. Carpzov 
 89 T. Reinesius VI F.B. Carpzov 
 93 Epiphanius I F.B. Carpzov 
 94 R. Simon I J. Olearius 
 104 A. Acoluthus I T. Ittig 
 105 D. Papin III J. Bohn 
 116 J.C. Sturm IV C. Pfautz 
 119 F. Spanheim I V. Alberti 
 121 I. Foy-Vaillant V O. Mencke 
 123 S. Rachel II H.S. Eckhold 
 124 C. Menzel III M. Ettmüller 
 127 B. Paulinus Petrocorius V F.B. Carpzov 
 129 J. Mabillon VI A.G. Heshusius 
 135 J.B. Cotelier I T. Ittig 
 138 J.R. Wetstein VI A.G. Heshusius 
 140 U. Obrecht V T. Ittig 
 145 J. Moore IV C. Pfautz 
 147 B. de Volder III J. Cyprian 
 148 A. Tylkowsky VI J. Cyprian 
 151 G.H. Welsch III J. Bohn 
 153 O. Borrichius III M. Ettmüller 
 154 G. Lamy III J. Bohn 
 156 F. de Roye II O. Mencke 
 158 J. Schilter II O. Mencke 
 159 Ambrosius…Camaldulensis V A. Rechenberg 
 159 G. Ménage VI F.B. Carpzov 
 160 P. Allinga I V. Alberti 
 163 P.M. Cavina IV C. Pfautz 
 168 J.C. Rumetsch I J. Olearius 
 169 M. Velser V O. Mencke 
 171 J.C. Suicer I J. Olearius 
 172 C. Renaldini VI A.G. Heshusius 
 174 Pompeius Festus/Verrius Flaccus VI F.B. Carpzov 
 176 Antiquitates eccl. orientalis I A. Rechenberg 
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1682 178 M. Zimmermann I T. Ittig 
 178 Jak. Bernoulli IV C. Pfautz 
 181 M.E. Mohammed el Houssein III J. Cyprian 
 184 C. Libertinus S.J. I V. Alberti 
 184 J. Pico Mirandula VI F.B. Carpzov 
 199 H. Witsius I J. Olearius 
 200 B. Zech VI O. Mencke 
 201 S. ben Joseph Bass VI J.B. Carpzov 
 205 J. Wulfer I J.B. Carpzov 
 206 C. Cellarius I C. Cellarius 
 207 F. Turretini I  J. Olearius 
 209 N. Alexandre I T. Ittig 
 214 J. B. Bossuet V O. Mencke 
 217 T. Bonet III J. Bohn 
 217 J.J. Harder/J.C. Peyer III J. Bohn 
 218 J.C. Peyer III M. Ettmüller 
 220 N. de Blegny III J. Bohn 
 223 M.A. Baudrand V V. Alberti 
 224 Stephanus Byzantinus V F.B. Carpzov 
 226 C.F. Ménestrier VI F.B. Carpzov 
 241 B. Balbinus V J. Cyprian 
 247 C. Wittichius I J. Olearius 
 249 B. Bebel I T. Ittig 
 250 H. de Valois VI A.G. Heshusius 
 252 R.G. Knichen VI A. Rechenberg 
 253 J. Lomeier VI A. Rechenberg 
 253 C. Langen II H.S. Eckhold 
 254 J. Brunnemann II H.S. Eckhold 
 255 G. Schweder II H.S. Eckhold 
 256 O. Borrichius VI A. Rechenberg 
 257 P. Megerlin IV C. Pfautz 
 258 J.C. Sturm III J.C. Sturm 
 260 A.Q. Rivinus III J. Bohn 
 265 B. Balbinus V A.G. Heshusius 
 271 D.G. Morhof VI F.B. Carpzov 
 279 Andreas abbas Bamberg. OSB V - - 
 
1682 280 S. Gardiner I A. Rechenberg 
 282 J.A. Osiander I T. Ittig 
 288 J.D. Cassini IV C. Pfautz 
 292 D. Gulielmini IV C. Pfautz 
 297 P. Petit VI F.B. Carpzov 
 299 G.A. Struve II H.S. Eckhold 
 299 J.S. Schütze II H.S. Eckhold 
 300 J. Deckherr II H.S. Eckhold 
 301 A. Cleyer III J. Bohn 
 303 P. La Givre III M. Ettmüller 
 304 L.M. Barberi III J. Bohn 
 305 D. Papin III J. Bohn 
 308 C. Molinet VI F.B. Carpzov 
 310  Moyens surs et honestes… I - - 
 312 Prodromus corporis theologiae… I V. Alberti 
 313 P. Allinga I V. Alberti 
 314 L.H. Hiller VI J. Cyprian 
 315 A.B. Denston III J. Cyprian 
 318 Lettre à M.L.A.D.C… IV F.B. Carpzov 
 327 P. de Marca I F.B. Carpzov 
 329 Beda Venerabilis I O. Mencke 
 331 J. Boileau I T. Ittig 
 333 C. Knittel VI A.G. Heshusius 
 336 S. Pufendorf V A. Rechenberg 
 347 D. Bartoli III M. Ettmüller 
 351 J.A. Borelli III J. Bohn 
 354 C. Frassen I J. Olearius 
 356 J. Toubeau II R. Teller 
 359 P. Francius VI F.B. Carpzov 
 361 C. Weise VI F.B. Carpzov 
 366 C. Sincerus II - - 
 369 Innocentius III VI J. Cyprian 
 374 C. Patin V F.B. Carpzov 
 376 Lysias VI F.B. Carpzov 
 378 A. Calovius I V. Alberti 




1682 380 J.L. Schönleben V A. Rechenberg 
 382 A. de Terlon V O. Mencke 
 384 T. Sydenham III M. Ettmüller 
 393 J.H. Juncken III - - 
 394 R. Boyle III - - 
 397 O.P. Zaunschliffer II H.S. Eckhold 
 399 V. Placcius II H.S. Eckhold 
 400 V. Balbinus V  A.G. Heshusius 
 401 J.P. Bruno III - - 
1683 1 St. Augustinus I T. Ittig  
 4 Acta Sanctorum Maii… I F.B. Carpzov 
 13 J. Camus I F.B. Carpzov 
 14 V.H. Vogler I A. Rechenberg 
 15 J.N. Colbert VI J. Cyprian 
 17 C.F. Ménestrier VI F.B. Carpzov 
 20 M. Ruarus I J. Olearius 
 25 St. Anastasius I T. Ittig 
 27 E.F. von Borgsdorff IV C. Pfautz 
 30 G. Pontier V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 32 J.A. Borelli III J. Bohn 
 36 I. Michault III J. Bohn 
 38 J.H. Jungken III J. Bohn 
 39 C. Wittichius I A. Rechenberg 
 40 C. Wittichius I V. Alberti 
 41 St. Caecilius Cyprianus I T. Ittig 
 47 M. Leijdekker I A. Rechenberg 
 49 Seneca VI F.B. Carpzov 
 51 C.F. Ménestrier VI V.L. von Seckendorf
 59 A. Varenius I J. Olearius 
 62 J. Thomasius I A. Rechenberg 
 63 J.A. Borelli III J. Bohn 
 67 E. Mariotte III J. Bohn 
 77 Claudius Ptolemaeus IV C. Pfautz 
 81 Livius V F.B. Carpzov 
 87 G. Guillet V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 89 L. Maimbourg V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 
1683 97 J. Rou V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 100 Notae..in …Furstenerii… II H.S. Eckhold 
 102 C. Thomasius II H.S. Eckhold 
 102 P.A. Orthen II H.S. Eckhold 
 103 L.G. Martin II H.S. Eckhold 
 104 J. Schilter II H.S. Eckhold 
 106 Jak. Bernoulli III J. Cyprian 
 113 H. Noris V J. Feller 
 127 C. Du Fresne I F.B. Carpzov 
 128 G. Montanari IV C. Pfautz 
 129 J. Schilter I G. Schubart 
 132 G.P. Oliva VI V.L. von Seckendorf 
 134 J. Thilo I T. Ittig 
 135 Leo de Modena I C. Cellarius 
 137 R. Simon I C. Cellarius 
 139 T. Reinesius VI F.B. Carpzov 
 140 J. de Wicquefort VI A. Rechenberg 
 140 J. Eggeling VI J. Feller 
 147 A. Buchner VI J. Feller 
 152 J. Thomasius VI J. Feller 
 156 R. Restaurant III J. Bohn 
 157 R. Restaurant III J. Bohn 
 158 Le medecin de soi-même… III J. Bohn 
 161 L.A. Porzio III G. Thomasius 
 163 P. Ango IV C. Pfautz 
 169 J.C. Sturm IV C. Pfautz 
 169 J. Hancke IV C. Pfautz 
 173 C. Fleury VI V.L. von Seckendorf 
 174 C. Fleury VI V.L. von Seckendorf 
 176 J.L. Fabritius VI A. Rechenberg 
 177 I. Bullart V F.B. Carpzov 
 179 Justinus V F.B. Carpzov 
 180 A. Calovius I V. Alberti 
 181 La Genèse traduite… I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 184 J. Ray III J. Feller 




1683 188 E. Klotz II H.S. Eckhold 
 189 E. Gockel II H.S. Eckhold 
 189 J. Voet II H.S. Eckhold 
 190 J. Scotus Erigena I T. Ittig 
 194 D.G. Morhof III J. Feller 
 197 G. Calafatti III - - 
 198 J.C. Brunner III J. Bohn 
 201 J.A. a Gehema III J. Bohn 
 202 Traité…des billets… VI F.B. Carpzov 
 203 J.B. de Rocoles V - - 
 207 I. Boulliau IV C. Pfautz 
 210 G. Burnet I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 212 Réflexions sur l’union… I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 213 Conférences des Protestants… I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 221 C. Fischer VI A.G. Heshusius 
 225 Aelius Antonius Nebrissensis VI J. Feller 
 227 W. Dugdale V O. Mencke 
 230 J.B. Bossuet I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 231 J.B. Bossuet I T. Ittig 
 235 A. Pagi V J. Feller 
 237 P. Mandosio V J. Feller 
 238 C.F. Ménestrier VI F.B. Carpzov 
 241 S. Spinola I V. Alberti 
 242 J.M. Marci von Kronland III J. Cyprian 
 247 N. de La Volpilière I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 249 J.H. Olhoff IV C. Pfautz 
 250 C.F. Ménestrier VI V.L. von Seckendorf 
 251 N. Lemery III J. Bohn 
 255 Considérations sur les Lettres… I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 257 H. Hahn II H.S. Eckhold 
 260 Miscellanea Curiosa…1682 III J.Bohn 
 261 C.F. Ménestrier V O. Mencke 
 265 A. Desgodets IV O. Mencke 
 267 F. Vavasseur VI J. Feller 
 269 Cassianus a S. Elia, O.Carm. II A. Rechenberg 
 270 T. Andreae III J. Bohn 
 273 V. Riedlin III J. Bohn 
1683 281 O. Borrichius V J. Feller 
 284 P. Muller II C. Thomasius 
 285 C.E. Borjon II C. Thomasius 
 286 F. Sadarini II H.S. Eckhold 
 288 C. Colombet II - - 
 289 J. Doujat II - - 
 299 A. de Grassis V J. Feller 
 301 G.J. de Verney III J. Bohn 
 306 Traité de la raison… I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 307 C. Lupus I T. Ittig 
 311 Julianus Apostata VI F.B. Carpzov 
 312 De Mainville VI F.B. Carpzov 
 313 W. Helmhard von Hohberg VI A.G. Heshusius 
 317 J. Glanvil I O. Mencke 
 320 J.A. Kunadus I J. Feller 
 321 P.L. Hanneken I V. Alberti 
 322 J. Yonge III J. Bohn 
 323 C. d’Acuna S.J. V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 328 Brevissimae juris.institutiones… II C. Thomasius 
 329 M. Thevenot V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 332 G.P. Oliva VI V.L. von Seckendorf 
 332 P. Gazzotti V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 333 F. Damiani V J. Feller 
 335 J.E. Schweling III J. Cyprian 
 341 B. van Broekhuizen III J. Cyprian 
 341 P. Megerlin V J. Feller 
 343 P. Muret VI F.B. Carpzov 
 344 C.F. Ménestrier VI F.B. Carpzov 
 345 C. Lupus I T. Ittig 
 347 F. Blondel IV C. Pfautz 
 350 V. Stansel IV C. Pfautz 
 354 C. Bontekoe III J. Bohn 
 355 C. Bontekoe III J. Bohn 
 358 Institutiones juris publici… II C. Thomasius 
 360 E. König III J. Bohn 
 361 J. Becher III J. Bohn 
 362 F. de Mesgnien Meninski VI T. Ittig 
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1683 364 M.F. Dyrois I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 369 J. Spon VI F.B. Carpzov 
 371 J. Hommey I J. Feller 
 373 L. Hennepin V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 380 J.J. Hofmann VI A. Rechenberg 
 381 Nouveaux dialogues des morts VI F.B. Carpzov 
 383 C. Lupus I T. Ittig 
 385 P.D. Huet VI A. Rechenberg 
 387 F. Nunnez de Cepeda I J. Feller 
 387 H. Ruvereus VI J. Feller 
 389 J. a Marck VI A.G. Heshusius 
 392 L. Maimbourg V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 396 P. Jurieu I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 399 Tacitus VI F.B. Carpzov 
 402 A. Le Fèvre VI F.B. Carpzov 
 404 A. Le Fèvre VI F.B. Carpzov 
 405 A. Hulsius I J. Cyprian 
 407 M. Charas III J. Bohn 
 410 The anatomy of .bodies... III J. Bohn 
 411 H. Tencke III J. Bohn 
 411 C.F. Ménestrier V O. Mencke 
 414 J. Strauch II C. Thomasius 
 417 C. Patin V F.B. Carpzov 
 418 J. von Sandrart VI F.B. Carpzov 
 420 L. Le Blanc I - - 
 422 F. Spanheim I - - 
 423 J.W. Imhof V - - 
 438 A. Arnauld I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 443 J. Claude I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 451 M. Dechales III G.H. Lehmann 
 464 E. Maynwaring III J. Bohn 
 465 Harpocratio VI F.B. Carpzov 
 466 Ph. De La Hire IV C. Pfautz 
 468 A. Jourdan V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 472 F. Bernier III G.H. Lehmann 
 476 Les imaginaires… I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 492 Dedu III J. Bohn 
1683 494 E. Richter I T. Ittig 
 501 E. Schelstrate I T. Ittig 
 504 M.F. Beck I A. Rechenberg 
 506 Histoire de la hérésie… I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 507 L’histoire…du Calvinisme… V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 508 A. de Heide III J. Bohn 
 512 G. Naudé VI F.B. Carpzov 
 513 J. Gronovius I F.B. Carpzov 
 517 J. Commelinus III J. Feller 
 520 P. Jurieu V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 530 J.L. de Fenis I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 532 J. Caramuel VI V. Alberti 
 534 A.N. Amelot de la Houssaie VI G.H. Lehmann 
 536 F. van der Zijpe III J. Bohn 
 538 G. Cuper VI J. Feller 
 543 L. Chameau III J.W. Pauli 
 544 A. Reiser I J. Feller 
 548 R. Descartes IV J. Cyprian 
 550 E. Richter I T. Ittig 
 556 La vie de Madame Helyot. V F.B. Carpzov 
 559 H.G. Thulemeyer II H.S. Eckhold 
1684 1 F. Sandford V G.H. Lehmann 
 8 Ruben ben Hoschke I J.B. Carpzov 
 10 Moses Maimonides I P. Leyser 
 14 P. Parisio VI F.B. Carpzov 
 15 Historia Calvinismi… I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 28 J.B. de Luca VI A. Rechenberg 
 29 Traitté des excommunications… I P. Leyser 
 35 J.H. Eggeling VI J. Feller 
 42 L. Bellini III J. Bohn 
 46 G. Lamy III J.W. Pauli 
 48 J. Le Mort III J. Bohn 
 49 U. Huber II C. Thomasius 
 51 C. Magni V G.H. Lehmann 
 52 S. Twardowski V O. Mencke 
 54 J.A. Scherzer I T. Ittig 
 55 J.H. Heidegger I V.L. von Seckendorf 
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1684 60 P. Sarpi  I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 65 J. Mabillon I T. Ittig 
 68 A. Bynaeus VI F.B. Carpzov 
 71 N. Grew III G.H. Lehmann 
 79 U. Hiärne III J. Bohn 
 82 D. Duncan III J.W. Pauli 
 84 I. Barrow IV C. Pfautz 
 89 U. Huber II C. Thomasius 
 92 M. Lister III J. Cyprian 
 96 W. Momma I A. Rechenberg 
 101 J. Rohault III J. Cyprian 
 102 I. Moroni II H.S. Eckhold 
 103 E. Richer I T. Ittig 
 107 Censura sacrae facultatis… I T. Ittig 
 108 Histoire…des martirs… V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 110 L. Maimbourg V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 112 L. de Gaya V O. Mencke 
 114 P. Ricaut V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 121 Arrianus VI F.B. Carpzov 
 128 C. Perrault IV C. Pfautz 
 137 Les proportions du corps… IV C. Pfautz 
 151 Experimentorum medico-chym… III J.W. Pauli 
 153 J. Gibbon VI G.H. Lehmann 
 154 W. Dugdale VI G.H. Lehmann 
 155 G. Muet V G.H. Lehmann 
 158 N. Hanbury IV C. Pfautz 
 159 H. van Reede tot Draakenstein III J. Feller 
 164 Les Césars… V F.B. Carpzov 
 166 Eutropius V F.B. Carpzov 
 167 C. Cellarius VI G.H. Lehmann 
 168 G. Clark IV C. Pfautz 
 169 Monumenta Westmonasteriensia… VI G.H. Lehmann 
 170 Britanniae speculum… V G.H. Lehmann 
 172 J. Boileau I A. Rechenberg 
 173 E. Baluze I T. Ittig 
 175 A. Arnauld I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 176 Le Janséniste convaincu… I V.L. von Seckendorf 
1684 181 J. Eisenhard II H.S. Eckhold 
 183 T. Sydenham III J. Bohn 
 186 J.G. Greulich III J. Bohn 
 194 F. Mauriceau III J. Bohn 
 198 J.F. Koeber VI A. Rechenberg 
 199 F.M. Biragi VI J. Feller 
 201 B. Contino IV  G.H. Lehmann 
 202  T. Jansson van Almeloveen V  J. Feller 
 206 C. Sagittarius I O. Mencke 
 207 A. van Dale VI J. Feller 
 212 C. Nifanius I J. Cyprian 
 213 H. Witsius I O. Mencke 
 218 A.M. Mallet V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 221 N. Alexandre I T. Ittig 
 225 F. Blondel IV C. Pfautz 
 231 J. Spon VI F.B. Carpzov 
 236 A. Arnauld VI G.H. Lehmann 
 241 N. Malebranche VI G.H. Lehmann 
 242 F. Tolet III J.W. Pauli 
 247 G. Patin VI V.L. von Seckendorf 
 253 W. Charleton III J.W. Pauli 
 254 Brevissimae juris…institutiones… II - - 
 255 J. Le Roy VI J. Feller 
 259 G. Guarini IV C. Pfautz 
 262 P. Scholirius VI J. Feller 
 263 C.C. Malvasia VI J. Feller 
 266 C. Ziegler II H.S. Eckhold 
 269 S. Clark V G.H. Lehmann 
 271 J. van Sande II C. Thomasius 
 273 A. Felici III G.H. Lehmann 
 275 A. Varillas V V.L. von Seckendorf
 279 S. Parcker I G.H. Lehmann 
 282 C. Sandius I A. Rechenberg 
 283 G. Clauder III J. Bohn 
 284 J. Pascal III J. Bohn 
 286 J. Fecht I J. Thomasius/ 
    F.B. Carpzov 
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1684 291 J. a Lent V J. Feller 
 294 J. Schilter II H.S. Eckhold 
 295 Praestantium…epistolae… I O. Mencke 
 297 J. Le Royer de Prade V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 302 H. Noris VI J. Feller 
 304 J. Selden II G.H. Lehmann 
 306 J. Darmanson III G.H. Lehmann 
 307 Receuil…concernant…Descartes. VI G.H. Lehmann 
 309 Kabbalae denudatae… VI G.H. Lehmann 
 311 Traité de la circulation… III J. Bohn 
 313 P. Colomiès VI V.L. von Seckendorf 
 315 N. Alexandre I T. Ittig 
 328 P. Petit VI F.B. Carpzov 
 331 A. Morell VI F.B. Carpzov 
 333 J. Melchior I V. Alberti 
 334 J. Jones III J. Bohn 
 337 J. Dicemann I A. Rechenberg 
 337 St. Athenagoras I A. Rechenberg 
 338 W. ten Rhijne III J. Bohn 
 342 C. Kortholt I  A. Rechenberg 
 343 St. Hieronymus I A.G. Heshusius 
 348 E. Baluze I T. Ittig 
 356 L. de La Guitonnière I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 359 P. Messia VI G.H. Lehmann 
 364 G.B. de St. Romain III J. Bohn 
 370 J.L. d’Amiens V C. Pfautz 
 374 J. Claude I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 382 G. Burnet V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 394 J.F. Vigani III J. Bohn 
 397 Cicero VI F.B. Carpzov 
 399 S. Pufendorf VI A. Rechenberg 
 400 A.M. Vianoli V G.H. Lehmann 
 404 L’espion du grand seigneur… V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 406 N. Alexandre I T. Ittig 
 410 P. Yvon I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 415 W. Gundling I T. Ittig 
 426 A. de Heide III J.W. Pauli 
1684 429 J. Spon III O. Mencke 
 430 Augustinus abbas Einsidlensis I T. Ittig 
 431 A. Calovius I V. Alberti 
 431 C. Kirchmann V A. Rechenberg 
 432 L. Crasso V G.H. Lehmann 
 433 J.L. Prasch VI F.B. Carpzov 
 434 R. Boyle III J.W. Pauli 
 436 A. de Olea II R. Teller 
 438 Nouveaux dialogues des morts… VI F.B. Carpzov 
 439 Angelus a S. Josepho, O.Carm. VI P. Leyser 
 443 A. Paciuchelli I O. Mencke 
 444 J. Graft I  V. Alberti 
 445 A. Pfeiffer I T. Ittig 
 446 D.A. de Brueys I  V.L. von Seckendorf 
 448 D.A. de Brueys I  V.L. von Seckendorf 
 452 Le prosélyte abusé… I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 454 Considérations…sur…Brueys. V L. von Seckendorf 
 473 L. Strauss III J. Cyprian 
 473 G.C. Schelhammer III J. Cyprian 
 478 O. Scarlatini VI G.H. Lehmann 
 480 C. Durante III G.H. Lehmann 
 480 J.B. Bertrand III J.W. Pauli 
 486 N. von Schoenberg VI A. Rechenberg 
 487 L. Holstenius V F.B. Carpzov 
 490 R. Simon I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 497 J. a Costa I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 505 N. Malebranche VI V.L. von Seckendorf
 511 J.F. Vanni IV C. Pfautz 
 514 C. Vitringa I J. Cyprian 
 517 G. Salden I T. Ittig 
 521 J. Dubsky I  V. Alberti 
 522 T. Bonet III O. Mencke 
 524 C. Passarelli V A. Rechenberg 
 526 J. dos Santos V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 527 P. Mauroceno V J. Feller 
 529 J. Moreau III J.W. Pauli 
 532 S. Schmidt I P. Leyser 
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1684 534 V. Alberti I V. Alberti 
 542 J. van Broekhuizen VI F.B. Carpzov 
 543 St. Fulgentius I T. Ittig 
 547 Tolérance des religions… I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 550 J. Cloppenburg I O. Mencke 
 551 J. Meursius V F.B. Carpzov 
 553 J. Nalson V G.H. Lehmann 
 555 W. Whitlock V G.H. Lehmann 
 556 T. Jansson van Almeloveen III C.J. Lange 
 558 F. Lossius III J.W. Pauli 
 559 Observationes in…Homeri… VI J. Feller 
 563 C. Huygens IV C. Pfautz 
 570 D.G. Morhof VI A.G. Heshusius 
 580 A. Moulins III J.W. Pauli 
 583 S. von Stryk II C. Pincker 
 587 G.C. Patina VI J. Feller 
 589 R. Zouch II C. Pincker 
1685 1 S. Eleisar ben Juda V J.B. Carpzov 
 2 Disquisitiones criticae… I J.B. Carpzov 
 10 A. Varillas V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 12 A. Varillas V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 18 B. Balbinus V O. Mencke 
 22 Memoires of…the Stuarts. V G.H. Lehmann 
 24 D. Abercromby III C.J. Lange 
 25 T. Backer IV C. Pfautz 
 27 J. Hildebrand I A. Rechenberg 
 28 P. Merula V J. Feller 
 30 C. Bartholin III C.J. Lange 
 31 F. Laniterzio IV J. Cyprian 
 37 J. Lelet II C. Pincker 
 41 C. Ziegler II C. Pincker 
 45 J.N. Pechlin III C.J. Lange 
 46 J. Swammerdam III J. Cyprian 
 47 Theodoretus, bp. I T. Ittig 
 56 V. Placcius V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 59 Quatre dialogues… I  V.L. von Seckendorf 
 60 L. Ferrand I V. Alberti 
1685 61 P. Hevin II C. Pincker 
 65 T. Govean V A.G. Heshusius 
 68 An apology for the Protestants… I G.H. Lehmann 
 70 J. Bernier V G.H. Lehmann 
 71 The triumph of christianity… I G.H. Lehmann 
 72 Catullus V F.B. Carpzov 
 83 B. Martin III J.W. Pauli 
 85 W. Cave I G.H. Lehmann 
 87 J.S. Weidenfeld III C.J. Lange 
 89 B. Gracian V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 92 J. Keynes I A. Rechenberg 
 93 J.C. Sturm III J. Cyprian 
 94 Tractatus adv. reprobationis… I O. Mencke 
 95 D. Hervé I J. Cyprian 
 100 R. Zouch II C. Pincker 
 106 R. Cosin I C. Pincker 
 107 L. Soefve II C. Pincker 
 113 C.F. Ménestrier V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 117 W. Cave I G.H. Lehmann 
 119 An answer to…Henry More… I  G.H. Lehmann 
 120 W. Lloyd I G.H. Lehmann 
 123 G.W. Wedel III C.J. Lange 
 124 J. Groenevelt III C.J. Lange 
 126 J. Abbadie I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 129 B.L. Schwendendörffer II C. Pincker 
 130 I.G. Pardies IV C. Pfautz 
 131 J. Dolaeus III C.J. Lange 
 132 La France toute catholique… I  V.L. von Seckendorf 
 138 H.G. Thulemeyer II H.S. Eckhold 
 141 J. Hevelius IV C. Pfautz 
 143 Rerum anglicarum… V O. Mencke 
 144 S. Blankaart III G.H. Lehmann 
 147 H.C. Hennin V J. Feller 
 153 L. Soefve II C. Pincker 
 157 La France toute catolique… I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 163 F. Blondel IV C. Pfautz 
 173 R. Sibbald III C.J. Lange 
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1685 176 C. Renaldini IV C. Pfautz 
 179 J. Fecht I F.B. Carpzov 
 183 T. Spizelius I A.G. Heshusius 
 188 J. Eichel II C. Pincker 
 191 A. Varillas V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 194 C.F. Ménestrier V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 197 St. Theophilus I T. Ittig 
 198 J. Turner I C. Pincker 
 205 S. Cradock I C. Pincker 
 207 J. Gronovius V J. Feller 
 210 F. Pomey V J. Feller 
 212 V. Chartarius V  J. Feller 
 216 L. Maimbourg I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 227 J. Muys III C.J. Lange 
 228 P. Amman III J. Feller 
 230 R. Boyle I J. Cyprian 
 232 D. Leclerc I J. Cyprian 
 235 V. Estancel IV C. Pfautz 
 237 J.A. van der Muelen II C. Pincker 
 239 J. Le Mort III J.W. Pauli 
 245 C. Cellarius V P. Leyser/C. Cellarius 
 246 Clemens Alexandrinus I T. Ittig 
 247 P. Casati IV G.W. Leibniz 
 253 Cassianus a S. Elia, O.Carm. I  O. Mencke 
 255 A discourse concerning…confession… I C. Pincker 
 265 Lactantius I T. Ittig 
 267 P. Biarnoy de Merville II C. Pincker 
 268 F. Clarke II C. Pincker 
 269 T. Everard IV G.W. Leibniz 
 271 L. Beger V J. Feller 
 272 L. Agostini V  J. Feller 
 274 J. Harduin V J. Feller 
 276 P. Walsh I  J. Cyprian 
 282 J. Dandini V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 286 N. Malebranche I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 295 G. Bidloo III J.W. Pauli 
 296 D. Leclerc/J.J. Manget III J.W. Pauli 
1685 297 Essays of natural experiments… III G.H. Lehmann 
 299 D. Clasen II C. Pincker 
 300 Journal du Palais… II C. Pincker 
 302 Aristophanes V F.B. Carpzov 
 303 G. Leti V C.G. Franckenstein 
 305 N. Malebranche I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 309 A. Arnauld I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 327 P.J. Spener I V. Alberti 
 329 N. Alexandre I T. Ittig 
 332 B. Alaray III J. Spon 
 334 R. Vieussens III C.J. Lange 
 338 C. Le Cointe I O. Mencke 
 341 M. Ettmüller (3 x) III O. Mencke 
 343 V.L. von Seckendorf I A.G. Heshusius 
 349 J. Spon V F.B. Carpzov 
 353 S. Schmidt I  P. Leyser 
 355 S. Schmidt I P. Leyser 
 357 C. Cellarius V J. Feller 
 359 Simeon ben Jochai I J.B. Carpzov 
 361 C. Sagittarius V J. Feller 
 363 C. Sagittarius V J. Feller 
 366 J.W. Itter II C. Pincker 
 367 J. Boileau I A. Rechenberg 
 370 C.F. Ménestrier V F.B. Carpzov 
 374 G. Moebius V J. Feller 
 376 E. Lombardi I J. Cyprian 
 384 J.C. Peyer III A.Q. Rivinus 
 390 P. Petit V F.B. Carpzov 
 392 J. Heiss von Kogenheim V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 399 P. de La Hire IV G.W. Leibniz 
 401 H. van Rheede tot Draakestein III J. Feller 
 403 M. Lipenius I J. Feller 
 404 J. Bohn III C.J. Lange 
 405 N. de La Volpilière I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 407 J. de Thevenot V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 408 H. Witten I A. Rechenberg 
 409 P. Jurieu I G.H. Lehmann 
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1685 412 J. Le Fèvre I G.H. Lehmann 
 414 A. Arnauld V G.H. Lehmann 
 416 N. Malebranche V G.H. Lehmann 
 417 Nouvelles Lettres… I  G.H. Lehmann 
 419 H. van Quellenburg V G.H. Lehmann 
 420 J.C. Sturm IV J. Cyprian 
 422 R. Boyle III J. Cyprian 
 424 Aphorismes d’Hippocrate… III J.W. Pauli 
 425 Curtius Rufus V F.B. Carpzov 
 426 J. Nixdorf II C. Pincker 
 437 F. Blondel IV C. Pfautz 
 *433 D. Papebroch V O. Mencke 
 *437 F. Combessis V T. Ittig 
 441 P. Rainsant V C. Pincker 
 445 Pomponius Mela V O. Mencke 
 447 L. Nicodemo V C.G. Franckenstein 
 448 Tacitus e.a. (4x) V  F.B. Carpzov 
 449 Papinius Statius/Plinius Secundus V F.B. Carpzov 
 452 J. Eisenhart V A. Rechenberg 
 453 A.D. Alteserra II C. Pincker 
 454 N. de Blegny III J.W. Pauli 
 455 L. de Bony V G.H. Lehmann 
 456 S. Blankaart III J.W. Pauli 
 460 Themistius V J. Feller 
 464 J. Hommey I J. Feller 
 466 J.C. von Uffenbach II C. Pincker 
 469 J.P. Lancellot II H.S. Eckhold 
 480 J.B. Tarragon IV G.W. Leibniz 
 480 H. Gautier IV G.W. Leibniz 
 481 The elements of…geometry. IV G.W. Leibniz 
 481 J. Ozanam IV G.W. Leibniz 
 482 P.M. Paulinus Nolanus I T. Ittig 
 485 F. Angeloni V C.G. Franckenstein 
 487 J. Perizonius V F.B. Carpzov 
 488 P. Possin I  A. Rechenberg 
 491 V. Placcius V J. Cyprian 
 492 J.H. Suicer III J. Cyprian 
1685 493 Athenagoras I A. Rechenberg 
 493 J. Ceva IV G.W. Leibniz 
 496 Essais de physique… III G.W. Leibniz 
 506 Lettres de quelques protestants… I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 509 St. Athanasius Alexandrinus I T. Ittig 
 518 A. Furetière V F.B. Carpzov 
 519 La génie de la langue françoise V C. Pincker 
 520 D. de Sainte-Marthe I C. Pincker 
 522 Préjugez légitimes… I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 529 J.G. Nicolai II H.S. Eckhold 
 530 J. Schilter II H.S. Eckhold 
 531 L.T. Gronovius II C. Pincker 
 533 J. Meursius II F.B. Carpzov 
 533 A. van Leeuwenhoek III C.J. Lange 
 535 C. Plot III J. Cyprian 
 539 A. Calovius I O. Mencke 
 541 E. Schelstrate I O. Mencke 
 547 P. Poiret I J. Cyprian 
 548 G. Burnet I G.H. Lehmann 
 555 D. de Larroque I G.H. Lehmann 
 557 N. Biffi V J. Feller 
 558 P. Sacchi III C.J. Lange 
 560 P. Sacchi III C.J. Lange 
 561 L. Ferrand I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 565 L. Ferrand I V.L. von Seckendorf
 581 C. Patin V J. Feller 
 583 J.L. Prasch V J. Feller 
 584 Lactantius I - - 
 585 Lactantius I - - 
 586 M. Lister III C.J. Lange 
 587 R. Boyle III J.W. Pauli 
 590 F. D’Anguien I - - 
 592 J.M. Cenni V G.H. Lehmann 
 593 G. Schubart V F.B. Carpzov 
1686 3 I. de Diemerbroeck III C.J. Lange 
 9 A. Bourignon I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 17 J. Mabillon I J. Feller 
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1686 20 J. Mabillon I  W.E. Tentzel 
 23 N. Malebranche I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 31 C. Peutinger V F.B. Carpzov 
 32 G. Stiernhielm V A. Rechenberg 
 34 M. Wasmuth IV C. Pfautz 
 48 F. Redi III G.H. Lehmann 
 57 J. Mabillon I J. Feller 
 61 H. Dodwell I T. Ittig 
 70 E. Le Moyne I W.E. Tentzel 
 74 Cicero VI F.B. Carpzov 
 75 G. Brice V C. Pincker 
 76 C. Le Maire V C. Pincker 
 78 W. Charleton III C.J. Lange 
 86 G. della Torre III J. Feller 
 87 A. Varillas V V.L. von Seckendorf
 88 A. Varillas V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 98 Wiskonstige betooging IV G.H. Lehmann 
 100 R. Simon I P. Anton 
 104 C.M. de Veil I P. Anton 
 106 R. Simon I P. Anton 
 108 P. Bonanni III G.H. Lehmann 
 111 N. Sprye III A.Q. Rivinus 
 113 J. Spencer I O. Mencke 
 120 J. Lightfoot I C. Pincker 
 127 A. Paets I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 130 G. de Courtilz, sr. de Sandras V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 132 E.H. de Cherbury V  C. Gryphius 
 134 W. van Loon II C. Pincker 
 136 L. Frizon VI J. Feller 
 138 J. Francke III A.Q. Rivinus 
 139 J. Goedart III J. Cyprian  
 140 Actes …du clergé… I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 145 E. Le Moyne I W.E. Tentzel 
 150 J. Gaillard I P. Leyser 
 154 P.S. Du Four III F.B. Carpzov 
 154 J. Eisenhard II C. Pincker 
 158 A. Nuck III C.J. Lange 
1686 164 W. Cave I C. Pincker 
 169 J. Craige IV C. Pfautz 
 177 W. Cave I O. Mencke 
 179 N. Malebranche I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 183 A. Arnauld I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 191 R. Rapin V A.G. Heshusius 
 198 G. de Vries VI J. Cyprian 
 198 C. Wittich I J. Cyprian 
 199 Le monde naissant… III G.H. Lehmann 
 201 Observations sur…N.T. I P. Anton 
 205 H. Hody I W.E. Tentzel 
 208 Les véritables motifs… I V.L. von Seckendorf
 211 C. Dellon V G.H. Lehmann 
 212 J.A. Quenstedt I V. Alberti 
 213 G. Monterchi VI F.B. Carpzov 
 215 Catullus, Tibullus, Propertius VI F.B. Carpzov 
 215 D. Abercromby III C.J. Lange 
 217 J.B. Triumfetti III A.Q. Rivinus 
 219 C. Sigonio VI A. Rechenberg 
 220 G. Du Choul VI O. Mencke 
 221 Suite du génie… VI C. Pincker 
 222 G. Kirch IV C. Pfautz 
 223 J. Feller VI J. Feller 
 225 J. Bohn III J.W. Pauli 
 230 A. Charlas I T. Ittig 
 239 The life of William Bedell… V C. Pincker 
 245 T. Tanner I C. Pincker 
 249 R. O’Flaherty V A. Rechenberg 
 251 Jugemens des sçavans… VI G.H. Lehmann 
 253 C. Vitringa I P. Leyser 
 258 Isocrates a.o. VI O. Mencke 
 259 Voyages de l’empereur… V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 263 R. Papin V A.G. Heshusius/ 
    P. Anton 
 270 St. Athanasius Alexandrinus I T. Ittig 
 271 Lettres des Protestants… I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 *269 J. Lightfoot I O. Mencke 
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1686 *270 Acta Sanctorum Maii… I F.B. Carpzov 
 *273 C.F. Paullinus V F.B. Carpzov 
 *274 G. Choiseul du Plessy V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 *276 E. Baluze I T. Ittig 
 *277 Histoire de….la Floride… V C. Pincker 
 *278 V. Fabricius VI J. Feller 
 *279 G. Ent III C.J. Lange 
 280 S. Morland IV G.W. Leibniz 
 283 J. Wallis IV G.W. Leibniz 
 303 J. Turner VI G.H. Lehmann 
 303 P. Portal III J.C. Straus 
 307 E. Schelstrate I J. Feller 
 311 M. Diefenbach V F.B. Carpzov 
 313 G. de Cordemoy V C. Pincker 
 315 G. Mackenzie VI G.H. Lehmann 
 317 G. Mackenzie V G.H. Lehmann 
 318 W. Briggs III A.Q. Rivinus 
 323  P. Actolinus/Galeota/Novarius II C. Pincker 
 325 J.L. Prasch VI J. Feller 
 327 J.P. Erich VI J. Feller 
 331 J.D. Major VI J. Feller 
 334 F. de Mézeray V C. Pincker 
 336 C. Galanus V W.E. Tentzel 
 337 C.A. de Luca II C. Pincker 
 338 E.T. Majer II G.H. Lehmann 
 339 J.C. Herold II V. Pincker 
 341 J. de Launoy I V. Alberti 
 342 J. de Launoy I V. Alberti 
 343 L. Maimbourg I V.L. von Seckendorf
 361 G.W. Wedel III C.J. Lange 
 367 L. di Capoa III G.H. Lehmann 
 373 R. Boyle III A.Q. Rivinus 
 376 V.L. von Seckendorf VI C. Weise 
 380 S. Pufendorf V A. Rechenberg 
 382 J. du Rondel VI C. Pincker 
 385 L. Cozzando V G.H. Lehmann 
 396 C. Oudin I T. Ittig 
1686 402 J.D. Stair III J. Cyprian 
 407 Juvenalis/Persius VI J. Feller  
 410 E. Le Noble V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 413 T. Jansson van Almeloveen VI P. Leyser 
 415 J. Ozanam IV C. Pfautz 
 416 T. Bonet III O. Mencke 
 417 G.A. Mercklin III O. Mencke 
 418 G.C. Peisker VI J. Feller 
 421 P. Hachenberg V A.G. Heshusius 
 429 S. Pufendorf V A. Rechenberg 
 431 C. Cellarius V C. Cellarius 
 432 R. Simon I P. Anton 
 439 R. Simon I P. Anton 
 444 S. Derham III J.W. Pauli 
 447 F. Eschinardi IV H. Hickmann 
 451 P. Petit VI F.B. Carpzov 
 458 F.J. Leicker V C. Pincker 
 459 L. de Valmarana II C.G. Franckenstein 
 460 A. Matthaeus VI C. Pincker 
 462 J. Reiske I J. Feller 
 471 A. Everaerts III O. Mencke 
 472 C. Drelincourt III A.Q. Rivinus 
 478 P. Boccone III J.W. Pauli 
 483 J.P. des Coutures VI C. Pincker 
 485 Exercitatio ad N. Chwalkovii… V C. Pincker 
 488 E. Morin I H. von der Hardt 
 498 V. Placcius VI A.G. Heshusius 
 502 G. Brachi III J.W. Pauli 
 504 C.M. Du Veil I T. Ittig 
 505 A. Varillas V V.L. vond Seckendorf 
 515 P. van Limborch I J. Cyprian 
 522 Herbert of Hereford VI C. Pincker 
 527 I. Abarbanel I H. von der Hardt 
 535 I. Abarbanel I H. von der Hardt 
 535 J.B. van Lamzweerde III J.C. Straus 
 541 G. Ménage VI C. Pincker 
 551 W. Cave I T. Ittig 
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1686 555 H. Regius III J.C. Straus 
 567 C. Ziegler I  K.S. Schurtzfleisch 
 573 C. Vizich VI J. Feller 
 575 Origenes I T. Ittig 
 576 E. Pocock I C. Wagner 
 587 C. Kinschoten VI J. Feller 
 588 G. Bartolucci de Celleno VI H. von der Hardt 
 601 J.W. Bayer I V. Alberti 
 602 H.G. Herfeld III J. Cyprian 
 605 T. Sydenham III C.J. Lange 
 606 Dissertatio…de Missa. I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 610 A. Bulifon VI C. Cellarius 
 611 La vie de Gaspar de Coligny… V C.G. Franckenstein 
 614 C. Stalpaert van der Wiel III J.W. Pauli 
 618 R. Wiseman III J.W. Pauli 
 629 M. Battaglini I T. Ittig 
1687 1 J. Chardin V C. Pincker 
 9 V. Terra Rossa V C. Cellarius 
 11 An answer to……Buckingham I C. Pincker 
 16 M. Malpighi III J.W. Pauli 
 17 V. Conrart VI F. Calenus 
 19 P. Segneri I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 29 Giornale de’Letterati 1686 V C. Wagner 
 32 Bibliothèque universelle…1686 VI C. Wagner 
 33 G. Bodaan I P. Anton 
 42 B. Crasso VI J. Feller 
 43 J. Boileau I C. Wagner 
 46 Dialogues entre Photin et Irenée… I P. Leyser 
 54 E. König III J.C. Straus 
 57 J. Schmid I C. Wagner 
 58 G. Burnet V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 65 G. Burnet V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 68 R. Boyle III J.W. Pauli 
 74 R. Desmarets VI A. Rechenberg 
 78 C. Weise VI A.G. Heshusius 
 85 N. Amelot de la Houssaie VI F. Calenus 
 88 Abraham ben Mordecai Azulai I C. Wagner 
1687 91 M. Siricius I V. Alberti 
 92 T. Smith I T. Ittig 
 99 J.L. Prasch V J. Feller 
 105 J. Ray III A.Q. Rivinus 
 107 A. de Chaumont V O. Mencke 
 111 N. Lloyd VI O. Mencke 
 113 R. Parr V C. Pincker 
 122 H. Hammond I C. Wagner 
 127 Orophile en désordre… III J.C. Straus 
 129 A. Muller VI W.E. Tentzel 
 133 P. Stockmans II C. Pincker 
 135 Johannes Parisiensis O.P. I W.E. Tentzel 
 138 St. Clemens I T. Ittig 
 142 P. Jurieu I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 148 P. Jurieu I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 162 S. Blankaart III J.W. Pauli 
 165 W. Dugdale V  C. Pincker 
 169 F. Wiloughby III O. Mencke 
 172 P. Sarnelli I C. Wagner 
 180 P. Lemée II C. Pincker 
 181 P. Jurieu I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 190 R. Boyle III J. Cyprian 
 195 W. Senguerdius III J. Cyprian 
 196 D. Gregory IV G.W. Leibniz 
 197 I.F.V.-Exegeses… IV G.W. Leibniz 
 198 C. Ziegler I K.S. Schurtzfleisch 
 204 C. Kortholt I A.G. Heshusius 
 210 C. Kortholt I A.G. Heshusius 
 211 N. Malebranche I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 217 I. Vossius VI J. Feller 
 220 I. Vossius VI J. Feller 
 224 J. Gronovius VI J. Feller 
 226 R. Fabretti VI J. Feller 
 229 L. Lealis III A.Q. Rivinus 
 233 Defensio…de…Burignonia… I O. Mencke 
 234 C. Sontag I C. Wagner 
 235 A. Arnauld I V.L. von Seckendorf 
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1687 242 J.A. Scherzer I V. Alberti 
 244 H. Fabritius III C.J. Lange 
 245 P. Hermann III C.J. Lange 
 246 H.C. Nuis IV C. Pfautz 
 248 P. Sarnelli I C. Wagner 
 254 W. Cave I C. Pincker 
 267 J.B. Neri II C. Pincker 
 268 Avertissement charitable… I C. Wagner 
 269 H. Meibom V A. Rechenberg 
 271 S. Piccinardi I T. Ittig 
 276 D. Papin III C. Pincker 
 289 J.H. Heidegger I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 297 Articles de Réunion… I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 300 J.W. Imhoff V C. Wagner 
 301 J.W. Imhoff V C. Wagner 
 302 J.W. Imhoff V C. Wagner 
 303 J. Harduin I W.E. Tentzel 
 305 J. Sylvius III J.C. Straus 
 308 W. Robertson VI C. Wagner 
 311 W. Robertson VI C. Wagner 
 311 J. Leusden VI C. Wagner 
 311 J.C. Schambogen II C. Pincker 
 313 A. Heidanus I J. Cyprian 
 324 D. Papin III C. Pincker 
 335 C. Cellarius V C. Cellarius 
 335 A. Arnauld I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 345 S. Pufendorf I A. Rechenberg 
 348 A. Pfeiffer I C. Wagner 
 349 Tacitus V F.B. Carpzov 
 353 Abregé…de la congregation… I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 360 J.C. Bruslé de Montpleinchamp V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 363 J. Leclerc I C. Wagner 
 367 R. Simon I C. Wagner 
 372 Le grand dictionaire… VI C. Pincker 
 375 J. Schilter II C. Pincker 
 377 J. a Marck I J. Schmid 
 381 J.B. Cotelier I T. Ittig 
1687 383 J. Dez I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 393 J. Tollius III J. Feller 
 396 J. Muys III C.J. Lange 
 399 J. Muys III C.J. Lange 
 401 J. Meursius V  G. Graevius 
 404 U. Huber VI H.S. Eckhold 
 405 U. Huber I J. Schmid 
 408 P. Casati III J.F. Ortlob 
 424 Traité de l’aiman. III C. Pincker 
 429 S. Schmidt (3x) I C. Wagner 
 434 N. Alexandre I T. Ittig 
 440 F. Turrettini I J. Schmid 
 445 H. Grotius I W.E. Tentzel  
 455 A. Varillas V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 464 M. Zimmermann VI A. Rechenberg 
 465 A. Pezron V C. Wagner 
 477 N. Malebranche I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 487 J.C. Heroldt II C. Pincker 
 488 P. Riboudeaud I J. Cyprian 
 492 A. Varillas V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 500 P.J. Spener I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 505 J.B. Pacichelli V C. Pincker 
 508 D. Abercromby III C.J. Lange 
 527 A. de Laurentio VI J. Cyprian 
 529 P. Pezron V C. Wagner 
 541 W.E. Tentzel I W.E. Tentzel 
 543 F. Maurolico IV C. Pfautz 
 549 T. Mohr II C. Pincker 
 551 G. Burnet V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 563 J. Basnage I - - 
 569 Rutilius Namatianus V J. Schmid 
 570 Lucianus Samosatensis VI F.B. Carpzov 
 573 G. Ménage VI F.B. Carpzov 
 573 A. Baillet VI C. Wagner 
 577 W. Winstanley V C. Wagner 
 581 B. Broeckhuysen III J.F. Ortlob 
 581 P.M. Coronelli V G. Graevius 
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1687 588 M. de Molinos I C. Wagner 
 589 Decretum Inquisitionis… I C. Wagner 
 593 J. Mabillon/M. Germain V T. Ittig 
 605 B. Balbinus V A.G. Heshusius 
 607 F. Sanchez de las Brozas VI C. Cellarius 
 610 L. Maimbourg I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 623 W. Molyneux IV M. Knorre 
 627 F. Spoleti I  M. Knorre 
 629 R. Martin I J. Schmid 
 638 Simeon Ashkenazi I C. Wagner 
 639 Judah ben Nissan I C. Wagner 
 640 J.C. Wagenseil VI C. Wagner 
 644 A.E. von Seidel VI C. Gryphius 
 645 O. Sperling VI C. Wagner 
 646 F. Graverol VI C. Wagner 
 649 G.A. Cavazzi V R.F. Schulte 
 657 A.R. de Ladevèze V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 663 Johannes Zonaras V T. Ittig 
 668 F. Spanheim I W.E. Tentzel 
 670 H. de Beauvau V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 677 Sr. Des Joanots du Vignau V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 684 C. Fouet III J.F. Ortlob 
 686 F. de Saint-André III J.C. Straus 
 693 G. Cuper VI J. Feller 
 702 E.W. von Tschirnhaus III/IV E.W. von Tschirnhaus 
 703 H. Grotius VI O. Mencke 
 703 J.B. Pacichelli V C.G. Franckenstein 
1688 1 V.L. von Seckendorf I F.B. Carpzov 
 6 G. Tachard V C. Pfautz 
 12 F.T. de Choisy V C. Pfautz 
 13 Curtius Rufus V C. Cellarius 
 14 J.H. Majus V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 22 I. Goad III M. Knorre 
 24 E. Stillingfleet I C. Wagner 
 31 E. Schelstrate I C. Wagner 
 35 F. Laniterzio III J. Cyprian 
 40 C. de Caballis III A.Q. Rivinus 
1688 41 C. Freschot V R.F. Schulte 
 46 J.L. Prasch VI J. Feller 
 48 N. de Blegny III J.F. Ortlob 
 51 B. Balbinus V C. Weise 
 54 C. Cellarius VI C. Cellarius 
 55 C. Cellarius VI C. Cellarius 
 57 F. Spanheim I J. Schmid 
 64 St. Ambrosius I T. Ittig 
 70 L’espion du grand seigneur… V  O. Mencke 
 71 J.S. d’Aguirre I T. Ittig 
 74 Martyrologium… I W.E. Tentzel 
 76 M. Fèvre V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 83 B.L. Schwendendörffer II C. Pincker 
 84 Journal du Palais, p. X II C. Pincker 
 87 N. de Blegny III C.J. Lange 
 88 H. de Beauvau V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 103 P. Champion V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 108 Cicero VI F.B. Carpzov 
 109 N. Alexandre I T. Ittig 
 115 J.J. Harder III A.Q. Rivinus 
 116 C. Baudelot de Dairval VI G. Graevius 
 123 Aulus Gellius VI F.B. Carpzov 
 125 J. Usser I W.E. Tentzel 
 129 N. Malebranche I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 132 R. Simon I W.E. Tentzel 
 139 A.O. Oexmelin V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 145 A. Cornelius Celsus III G. Thomasius 
 147 Discursus de suprematu… II G.W. Leibniz 
 158 A. Geropoldi V R.F. Schulte 
 163 P. Bizot V O. Mencke 
 167 P. Sarnelli VI C. Wagner 
 170 F. Verdizzotti V C. Wagner 
 172 G. Towerson I M. Knorre 
 174 Traité des baromètres… IV C. Pincker 
 184 N. Alexandre I  T. Ittig 
 193 D.A. Brueys I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 203 Acta…Philexoticorum… III J.F. Ortlob 
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1688 206 G. Marcel IV V.L. von Seckendorf 
 212 P. van Limborch I J.B. Carpzov 
 223 C. Ziegler II F.B. Carpzov 
 224 J.F. Boekelmann II C. Pincker 
 225 A.C. Rothen VI F.B. Carpzov 
 226 M.A. Rousseau I C. Wagner 
 228 J.N. Jacobi I J. Cyprian 
 230 F. Pithou I T. Ittig 
 237 P. Allix I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 242 J. Olearius I  A.G. Heshusius 
 244 G. Towerson I M. Knorre 
 246 A. Varillas V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 248 D. de Larroque V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 252 S. Pufendorf V A. Rechenberg 
 254 Confucius VI J. Schmid 
 265 J. Cyprian III J. Cyprian 
 267 J. Richard I C. Wagner 
 270 F. de Cocq II C. Pincker 
 271 F. Spanheim I C. Cellarius 
 272 C. Cellarius V C. Cellarius 
 275 C. Francke I V. Alberti 
 276 J. Reichart I V. Alberti 
 278 S. Schelwig I V. Alberti 
 279 P. Sacco III J.F. Ortlob 
 282 S. Reiher IV C. Pfautz 
 283 J.W. Imhoff V O. Mencke 
 286 H. Meibomius Jr. V F.B. Carpzov 
 291 J.O. Tabor II O. Mencke 
 294 Apologie por l’Eglise Anglicane. I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 303 I. Newton IV C. Pfautz 
 315 F. Schrag II C. Pincker 
 317 C. Fleury VI V.L. von Seckendorf 
 332 J.B. Rosler II C. Pincker 
 334 T. Pfanner I W.E. Tentzel 
 399 F. Jessop IV M. Knorre 
 342 J. Pearson I T. Ittig 
 353 L.Donckers III J.C. Straus 
1688 362 P. de Quesnel I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 369 C. Fleury VI V.L. von Seckendorf 
 378 Epistolae Samaritanae… VI C. Cellarius 
 380 C. Cellarius V C. Cellarius 
 382 P.J. d’Orléans V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 385 P. Couplet V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 388 P. Freher V O. Mencke 
 390 B. Lamy IV M. Knorre 
 391 J. Ozanam IV M. Knorre 
 394 J. Ozanam IV C. Pfautz 
 395 M. Schoock VI O. Mencke 
 397 S. Schmidt I C. Wagner 
 402 P. de Quesnel I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 405 B. Balbinus V C. Weise 
 408 G. Horn I T. Ittig 
 408 S. de Rennefort V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 411 P. Varignon IV M. Knorre 
 420 P. ab Eyndhoven II C. Pincker 
 422 Trois lettres touchant…Italie… V J.G. Pritius 
 426 Receuil… concernant…Quiétisme… I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 431 J. Usser I T. Ittig 
 432 H. Witte V A. Rechenberg 
 433 Remarques…traitè historique I R.F. Schulte 
 443 M.F. Beck VI C. Wagner 
 444 M. de Larroque I W.E. Tentzel 
 447 G. Aletophilus I W.E. Tentzel 
 450 E. Weigel IV C. Pfautz 
 452 J. Braun I J. Schmid 
 454 I.L. de Sacy Lemaistre V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 460 G. Burnet V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 463 G. Burnet V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 464 U. Huber II C. Pincker 
 467 U. Huber II C. Pincker 
 470 U. Huber II C. Pincker 
 475 Opuscula mythologica… V O. Mencke 
 479 H. van Rheede tot Draakestein III O. Mencke 
 481 J. Le Mort III J.C. Straus 
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1688 482 J. Meyer I J. Schmid 
 487 C. Bontekoe III M. Knorre 
 490 R. Boyle III J.W. Pauli 
 502 J. Fecht I A.G. Heshusius 
 505 N. Gervaise V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 510 F. Piacenza V R.F. Schulte 
 523 M.V. Coronelli V R.F. Schulte 
 526 J. Gousset I C. Wagner 
 531 G.W. Wedel III J. Cyprian 
 537 A. v. L.-Dissertatio…de febribus III J.C. Straus 
 540 W. Salden VI T. Ittig 
 543 S. Broderic V C. Pfautz 
 545 R. Vieussens III J.W. Pauli 
 557 C. Patin I J. Feller 
 564 D.G. Morhof V F.B. Carpzov 
 569 S. Parcker I C. Pfautz 
 574 Réponse au…Samuel Parker… I C. Pincker 
 578 J. Picard IV M. Knorre 
 582 J. Claude I R.F. Schulte 
 586 A. Kühnen I V. Alberti 
 590 C. Heunisch I J. Cyprian 
 596 P. Jurieu I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 602 P. Jurieu I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 616 C. Bontekoe III J.W. Pauli 
 617 J. Shipton III J.W. Pauli 
 618 St. Augustinus I T. Ittig 
 623 A. Geulincx III M. Knorre 
 625 P. Jurieu I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 634 A discourse…of idolatry… I C. Pincker 
 639 Les opérations de chirurgie… III J.C. Straus 
 647 G. Bull I T. Ittig 
 653 J.P. Olivekrans VI F.B. Carpzov 
 654 J. Torre I C. Pincker 
 658 J. Ciampini I T. Ittig 
 661 A. Varillas V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 667 H. Pott II A.G. Heshusius 
 669 N. Dubois de Riaucourt V - - 
1689 1 H.L.C. Piscopia VI J. Feller 
 5 E. Stillingfleet I C. Wagner 
 12 Cicero VI F.B. Carpzov 
 13 Cornelius Nepos V C. Cellarius 
 14 N. Grimbergh III J.W. Pauli 
 15 S. Galle VI J. Schmid 
 17 J. Claude I R.F. Schulte 
 27 J. Le Grand V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 32 A. Baillet V C. Wagner 
 47 N. Malebranche I M. Knorre 
 52 C. Sagittarius V C. Sagittarius 
 55 A. Masson I C. Wagner 
 55 C. Hazart I C. Wagner 
 57 Acta Sanctorum Maii… I F.B. Carpzov 
 62 C. du Fresne VI T. Ittig 
 64 J.B. Bossuet I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 75 M. Leydecker I A. Rechenberg 
 78 B. von Sanden I A.G. Heshusius 
 101 J. Bohn III J.W. Pauli 
 104 J.J. Waldschmid III J.F. Ortlob 
 105 C.F. Paulinus III J.F. Ortlob 
 106 P.J. Cantel VI C. Cellarius 
 108 Cherubin d’Orléans III M. Knorre 
 109 La manière de bien penser… VI O. Mencke 
 113 R. Simon I C. Wagner 
 121 D. Peifer V A. Rechenberg 
 123 E. Veiel I T. Ittig 
 127 M. Benvega V R.F. Schulte 
 127 J. Claude I R.F. Schulte 
 134 E.A. Stryck II L. Mencke 
 137 J. Reiske VI J. Feller 
 144 J.S. Schoder VI J. Feller 
 146 R. Blome V C. Pfautz 
 157 J.B. Bossuet I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 166 R. Simon I C. Wagner 
 171 A. van Leeuwenhoek III J.W. Pauli 
 174 A. Bulifon V C. Pincker 
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1689 177 N. Le Tourneux I C. Wagner 
 180 J. Lanzoni III J.W. Pauli 
 181 A. Varillas I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 198 C. Cellarius VI C. Cellarius 
 220 Memorie istoriografiche… V R.F. Schulte 
 222 F.T. de Choisy V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 226 W. Neuhausen III J.F. Ortlob 
 227 P. de Quesnel I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 235 D. Gulielmini III M. Knorre 
 237 Stephanus Byzantinus V F.B. Carpzov 
 239 S.V. de St. Real VI V.L. von Seckendorf 
 245 C. Saumaise III F.B. Carpzov 
 249 G. Cinelli-Calvoli I C. Wagner 
 251 P. Lasena V C. Wagner 
 257 J.C. Sturm IV C. Pfautz 
 260 C. Ancillon VI V.L. von Seckendorf 
 264 F. Poitevin V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 270 H. Hulsius I J. Cyprian 
 275 J. Regius I J. Cyprian 
 278 C. Sfondrate VI T. Ittig 
 286 D.C. von Lohenstein V J.G. Pritius 
 290 Nouvelle manière de fortifier… IV C. Pfautz 
 299 V. Placcius VI F.B. Carpzov 
 301 V.L. von Seckendorf I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 302 U. Huber II C. Pincker 
 306 S. Hirsch I C. Wagner 
 307 C. Cramer III J.F. Ortlob 
 324 Sentimens desinteressés… I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 329 Défense de l’apologie… I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 336 Jacob ben Joseph Reischer I C. Wagner 
 338 J. Deken VI J. Feller 
 339 J. Koenig III J.C. Straus 
 344 G. Cinelli-Calvoli V C. Wagner 
 347 J. Sannazaro VI O. Mencke 
 348 G./G.B./C. Amaltheo VI O. Mencke 
 349 F. Hoffmann III J.F. Ortlob 
 352 G. Hennicke III J.F. Ortlob 
1689 354 E. Schnegasse II C. Pincker 
 358 E. Veiel I T. Ittig 
 359 Du droit des franchises… VI V.L. von Seckendorf 
 365 L’innocence opprimée… I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 370 Relation de l’établissement I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 372 M. Zimmermann VI A. Rechenberg 
 373 Cebes Thebanus VI F.B. Carpzov 
 374 J. Barner III J.F. Ortlob 
 376 W. Drechsler V J. Feller 
 388 M.F. Geuder III J.W. Pauli 
 395 R. Sanderson VI J. Schmid 
 397 P. Allix I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 402 J. Claude I R.F. Schulte 
 410 L. & J. Cappelli I C. Wagner 
 416 A. Varillas V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 421 C. Lyncker II O. Mencke 
 423 J.F. Vanni IV M. Knorre 
 425 A. Marchetti IV M. Knorre 
 427 H. Coets IV M. Knorre 
 428 A. de Bourbon Conti I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 435 L’impiété des communions… I P. Anton 
 439 J.B. Scaramucci III J.W. Pauli 
 441 La toison d’or… V F.B. Carpzov 
 445 P. Allix I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 449 J. Coccejus VI A. Rechenberg 
 450 G. Mackenzie V J.G. Hardt 
 460 G. Wheler V C. Pincker 
 469 M. Zeidler I A.G. Heshusius 
 477 M. Zeidler I A.G. Heshusius 
 479 G. Tachard V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 489 L. & J. Cappelli I C. Wagner 
 494 G. Ménage VI F.B. Carpzov 
 498 Histoire de la guerre de Hollande. V O. Mencke 
 500 J. Luyts IV M. Knorre 
 501 C. Wittichius I J. Cyprian 
 507 L’histoire de Filipe Emanuel… V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 511 A. Varillas V V.L. von Seckendorf 
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1689 519 La juste idée de la grace… I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 529 E. Bernard IV M. Knorre 
 531 H. Andreae II C. Pincker 
 532 A. Matthaeus II L. Mencke 
 534 T. Craanen III J.W. Pauli 
 539 T. Craanen III J.F. Ortlob 
 541 R.C. von Wedel I J. Feller 
 543 Capita…doctrinae…christianae… I T. Ittig 
 544 Histoire des révolutions… V R.F. Schulte 
 549 J.W. Valvasor V  C. Pincker 
 559 J. Dolaeus III J.W. Pauli 
 562 J. Munnicks III J.W. Pauli 
 564 P. Pellisson-Fontanier I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 568 C. Fleury I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 575 P. Petit III F.B. Carpzov 
 578 Défense de l’Eglise Romaine… I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 584 J. van der Wayen I J. Schmid 
 585 Aristides VI A. Rechenberg 
 588 C. Vitringa I C. Wagner 
 593 J.P. Pfeiffer VI G. Möbius 
 597 J. Abbadie I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 606 J. Ramon II - - 
 606 C. Vitringa I C. Wagner 
 616 A. Arnauld I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 620 Nouvelle héresie… I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 625 T. Bartholin VI J. Feller 
 645 J. Brunsmann I - - 
 645 G.A. Struve II - - 
 647 L. Mencke II - - 
 649 J.H. Jungkens III - - 
 650 J.H. Jungkens III - - 
 651 E. Schnegasse II - - 
1690 1 J.B. Bossuet I  V.L. von Seckendorf 
 8 P.D. Huet VI M. Knorre 
 17 M. Baumann I T. Ittig 
 17 A. Arnauld I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 26 V. Alberti I V. Alberti 
1690 27 Th. Bartholin VI J. Feller 
 35 F. Bordoni II C. Schreiter 
 44 P. Castaldi II C. Pincker 
 47 Histoire de Guillaume I… V C. Pfautz 
 51 Engelands Godsdienst… V C. Pfautz 
 55 S. Blankaart III M. Knorre 
 57 J. Ludolf IV C. Pfautz 
 58 J. Bompart I A.A. Hochstetter 
 62 Sibyllina Oracula… VI F.B. Carpzov 
 67 J. de La Caille V C. Wagner 
 74 J.C. Heroldt II C. Schreiter 
 75 W. Cave I T. Ittig 
 83 J.J. Becher III J.W. Pauli 
 89 J. Bechtold II C. Pincker 
 90 A.C. Rösener II C. Pincker 
 91 R. Simon I C.Pincker/ 
    C. Wagner 
 98 Orpheus VI F.B. Carpzov 
 99 La religion des Jésuites… I  V.L. von Seckendorf 
 105 J.W. Valvasor V C. Pincker 
 115 A. Bynaeus I A.A. Hochstetter 
 126 La France interessée… V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 129 R. Simon I C. Wagner 
 134 Nouvelle ostéologie… III J.W. Pauli 
 137 W. Senguerdius III M. Knorre 
 138 J.F. Hackius I A.A. Hochstetter 
 142 S. Reisel IV C. Pfautz 
 147 Les loix civiles… II C. Pincker 
 152 G. Lohmeier V O. Mencke 
 153 S. Schmidt I C. Wagner 
 156 J. de Launoy I T. Ittig 
 161 La philosophie du prince… VI M. Knorre 
 161 J. Wolff III J.F. Ortlob 
 173 J. Crasset I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 182 C. Wächtler I A.G. Heshusius 
 186 De Meuve III J.W. Pauli 
 187 C.A. Oernhielm V H. Muhle 
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1690 192 E. Dubois de Bretteville VI A.A. Hochstetter 
 197 E.H. Henckel III F.B. Carpzov 
 198 C. Heunisch I A.A. Hochstetter 
 202 A. Baillet VI F.B. Carpzov 
 209 J. Hackmann II C. Schreiter 
 216 F. Passera III J.W. Pauli 
 239 J. Crasset I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 249 J. Vlak I J. Schmid 
 258 J.J. Zimmermann IV C. Pfautz 
 265 A.Q. Rivinus III A.Q. Rivinus 
 267 A.Q. Rivinus III A.Q. Rivinus 
 268 J.W. Imhof V C. Wagner 
 271 D.C. von Lohenstein V J.G. Pritius 
 276 G. Burnet I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 281 P. Richelet VI C. Pincker 
 285 L.J. du Jarry I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 291 J. Mabillon I W.E. Tentzel 
 296 W. Harris III J.W. Pauli 
 297 A. Nuck I J.W. Pauli 
 300 Josippon I C. Wagner 
 303 H. de Rosis II C. Schreiter 
 304 T. Ittig I T. Ittig 
 313 O.L. Erberg I O. Mencke 
 321 A. Furetière VI C. Pincker 
 328 Nouveaux élémens de géometrie… IV M. Knorre 
 329 A. Arnauld I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 337 P. de Quesnel I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 345 C. Wittichius I H. Muhle 
 354 A.W. Schowart VI C. Wagner 
 355 J. Muys III J.W. Pauli 
 361 C. Patin VI A.G. Heshusius 
 363 P.J. Villani VI C. Wagner 
 365 G. Mackenzie VI F.B. Carpzov 
 366 W.A. Lauterbach II C. Schreiter 
 368 M. Faucher VI F.B. Carpzov 
 369 A. Pagi I T. Ittig 
 381 A. Arnauld I V.L. von Seckendorf 
1690 388 La theorie…des vaisseaux. VI C. Pincker 
 392 J. Basnage I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 407 C. Weise VI F.B. Carpzov 
 408 W. Grotius V F.B. Carpzov 
 414 J. Ciampini VI J. Feller 
 425 E. Noris VI C. Wagner 
 439 Thomas Magister VI F.B. Carpzov 
 442 A. Arnauld I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 449 P.J. Spener VI C. Wagner 
 456 P.J. Spener I J. Cyprian 
 464 J.L. Prasch VI J. Feller 
 468 G.H. Ursinus VI J. Feller 
 472 J. Basnage I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 477 A.C. Rösener II C. Schreiter 
 478 J.F. Mayer I C. Wagner 
 480 Suetonius V F.B. Carpzov 
 481 C. Huygens III M. Knorre 
 487 M. Leydecker I T. Ittig 
 490 S. Schmidt I C. Wagner 
 492 P. de La Faye I C. Wagner 
 497 J. van Isselsteyn I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 502 A. Arnauld I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 507 U. Huber II C. Pincker 
 510 B. Accolti VI J. Feller 
 513 J.C. Barckhausen III J.W. Pauli 
 514 P. Keuchen I C. Wagner 
 517 J. Basnage I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 537 J. Oudaan V C. Wagner 
 541 J. Pearson I C. Wagner 
 542 S. Schelwig I C. Wagner 
 544 G. van der Hoolk V C. Wagner 
 544 A.A. von Haugwitz VI C. Wagner 
 545 Polynaenus V F.B. Carpzov 
 547 H. Dodwell I T. Ittig 
 561 F. de Bruin I C. Wagner 
 561 C. Huygens III M. Knorre 
 565 R. Richard I V.L. von Seckendorf 
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1690 575 G.J. Vossius VI F.B. Carpzov 
 580 A. Arnauld I C. Wagner 
 582 C. Lupus I T. Ittig 
 585 G. Roberti VI C. Wagner 
 586 A. Jagel I C. Wagner 
 588 J.J. Waldschmiedt III J.C. Straus 
 590 J.H. Majus I J.G. Pritius 
 600 M. Honcamp I C. Wagner 
 601 O. Bulgarini V C. Wagner 
 608 R. Richard I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 618 C.M. Carafa IV C. Pfautz 
 619 J.B. Bossuet I  V.L. von Seckendorf 
 624 L. Bacatelli V T. Ittig 
 *601 Antiqua lit. monumenta… I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 *603 A. Ansaldi II C. Pincker 
 *607 J. von Felde II C. Schreiter 
 *608 E.H. Henckel III J.W. Pauli 
1691 1 C.C. Malvasia VI C. Wagner 
 2 E. Gee I C. Wagner 
 5 J. Overall I C. Wagner 
 23 F. Deseine VI O. Mencke 
 24 T.P. Blount VI O. Mencke 
 25 A. Varillas I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 37 J.C. Wagenseil IV C. Pincker 
 43 P. Spindler III J.W. Pauli 
 49 B.L. Schwendendörffer II C. Pincker 
 52 C. Grubel VI J. Feller 
 56 J. Hoornbeek I O. Mencke 
 56 S. Bochart I O. Mencke 
 57 Praxeos Mayernianae…syntagma. III J.C. Straus 
 63 G.W. Leibniz IV G.W. Leibniz 
 64 Joh. Bernoulli III G.W. Leibniz 
 66 F. Ruysch III J.W. Pauli 
 72 D. Gulielmini IV G.W. Leibniz 
 75 J. du Rondel VI C. Wagner 
 78 J. Hevelius IV M.Knorre 
 81 T. Smith I T. Ittig 
1691 86 G. Ménage VI F.B. Carpzov 
 89 A. Rechenberg VI A. Rechenberg 
 90 S. Schmidt I C. Wagner 
 92 J.H. Ernesti VI C. Wagner 
 93 P. Gautruche VI O. Mencke 
 97 E. Warren I C. Wagner 
 104 A. Arnauld I C. Wagner 
 109 T. Godwin I C. Wagner 
 110 De Farges, capitain V C. Pfautz 
 119 C. Ancillon V C. Wagner 
 121 G. Sermes III J.W. Pauli 
 122 L. van den Bos III J.W. Pauli 
 123 T. Comber I C. Pincker 
 130 La vie de Charles V… V C. Wagner 
 131 J. Mazarin V C. Wagner 
 132 L’histoire de Don Jean d’Autriche… V C. Wagner 
 134 E. Brown I T. Ittig 
 142 F. Porter I T. Ittig 
 144 C. Funck V A. Rechenberg 
 144 C.F. Ménestrier I C. Pincker 
 153 J.-P. de La Roque, abbé I C. Wagner 
 162 M. Lequien I C. Wagner 
 173 J.H. Majus I J.G. Pritius 
 183 N. Coppola IV G.W. Leibniz 
 183 A. Arnauld I C. Wagner 
 185 B. Ramazzini III J.W. Pauli 
 189 O. Rinaldi I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 201 G.P. Bellori VI C. Pfautz 
 202 G.B. Fabri V C. Wagner 
 204 G. Leti V C. Wagner 
 205 J.J. Zimmermann IV C. Pfautz 
 207 F. Cameli VI C. Pfautz 
 213 W. Sherlock I C. Wagner 
 217 P. Hermann III A.Q. Rivinus 
 220 L.I. Eling V J.H. Ernesti 
 222 T. Hyde V C. Wagner 
 228 J.R. Wetstein I C. Wagner 
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1691 230 J.N. Pechlin III J.W. Pauli 
 237 J. Perizonius I F.B. Carpzov 
 244 Flavius Josephus I T. Ittig 
 246 G. Mige V C. Wagner 
 247 J.W. Imhof V C. Wagner 
 249 I. Loria I C. Wagner 
 250 Eliezer ben Jacob Bellin IV C. Wagner 
 250 Nathan Nata Spira I C. Wagner 
 251 Sepher Orchoth Zaddikim I C. Wagner 
 251 Misnae…Zeraim… I C. Wagner 
 253 J.C. Schomer I A. Rechenberg 
 254 P. Allix I C. Pincker 
 265 G.H. Ursinus VI J.H. Ernesti 
 267 H. Coets IV C. Pfautz 
 268 G. Noodt II C. Schreiter 
 290 J. Usser I T. Ittig 
 299 P. Varignon III Jak. Bernoulli 
 301 H. Vitali IV C. Pfautz 
 302 V.H. Vogler VI F.B. Carpzov 
 305 C.M. Carafa VI C. Wagner 
 306 J. Ciampini V C. Wagner 
 309 A. Rechenberg V A. Rechenberg 
 310 J. Palazzi V C. Wagner 
 315 J.C. Eisenschmidt IV M. Knorre 
 321 N. Schaten V A.G. Heshusius 
 324 W. Fleetwood VI C. Wagner 
 327 G.A. Struve II C. Schreiter 
 329 E. Warren I C. Wagner 
 331 A. Rovetta V T. Ittig 
 333 Dictys Cretensis V F.B. Carpzov 
 335 T. Crenius I O. Mencke 
 340 H. Ainsworth I H. Muhle 
 345 V.L. von Seckendorf I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 357 Suetonius V F.B. Carpzov 
 359 C. Feltmann II C. Schreiter 
 361 J. Ludolf V W.E. Tentzel 
 374 J. Clauberg VI J. Cyprian 
1691 375 J.F. Gronovius VI J. Schmid 
 376 N. Gürtler I J.H. Ernesti 
 378 S. Schmidt I C. Wagner 
 380 P. Segneri I R.F. Schulte 
 388 F. de Honuphriis III A.Q. Rivinus 
 390 F. Spanheim I F.B. Carpzov 
 397 J.B. Thiers I J.G. Pritius 
 401 J. Ciampini III C. Pincker 
 405 M.A. Severino (2x) VI C. Wagner 
 407 W. Petty VI C. Pincker 
 418 J. de Saulx V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 422 H. von der Hardt I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 424 A. Varillas V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 431 A. Petermann a.o. VI M. Knorre 
 477 J.H. Eggeling VI C. Wagner 
 449 P. Jurieu I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 460 Abregé de la…tolérance… I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 463 W. Leybourn IV M. Knorre 
 464 G. Feltmann II C. Schreiter 
 471 D. Tauvry III M. Knorre 
 473 H. Coggeshall IV M. Knorre 
 473 A. Anzi V R.F. Schulte 
 479 J. Castenet de Puysegur V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 485 R. Boyle III C. Pincker 
 496 C. Cellarius VI J.G. Pritius 
 *493 L. Plukenet III A.Q. Rivinus 
 501 J. Locke III M. Knorre 
 505 L. Beger VI C. Wagner 
 511 R. Boyle III C. Pincker 
 520 I. de Larrey V V.L. von Seckendorf
 523 M. Leydecker I J. Schmid 
 525 C. Wittichius I H. Muhle 
 529 A. Arnauld (2x) I V.L. von Seckendorf
 533 A. Arnauld I V.L. von Seckendorf
 535 G. Ménage V F.B. Carpzov 
 541 L. Odhelius I C. Wagner 
 547 L. Nogueira I O. Mencke 
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1691 549 C.C. Patina VI F.B. Carpzov 
 555 B. Cavalieri IV C. Pfautz 
 560 J. Segers I  J. Cyprian 
 563 C. Weise VI J.G. Pritius 
 568 Suite de l’innocence… I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 570 J.B. Bossuet I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 573 C. Havers III C. Pincker 
 589 C.M. Felina V O. Mencke 
1692 1 T. Gale V F.B. Carpzov 
 7 L. Verduc III J.W. Pauli 
 9 J. Ozanam IV G.W. Leibniz 
 14 J.C. Wagenseil VI C. Wagner 
 19 B. Bekker I T.A. Rivinus 
 27 G. Feltmann II C. Schreiter 
 35 A. Wood V C. Wagner 
 37 R. Carr III J.W. Pauli 
 39 N. Machiavelli VI O. Mencke 
 39 M.A. Fardella VI C. Pfautz 
 49 Avis important aux réfugiez… VI V.L. von Seckendorf 
 54 P. Jurieu I/VI V.L. von Seckendorf
 62 M. Steyaert I V.L. von Seckendorf
 66 C. Donatus VI M. Knorre 
 67 G. van der Muelen II C. Schreiter 
 69 J. de Raei VI J. Cyprian 
 74 J. Ray I/III C. Pincker 
 83 Musarum Anglicanarum analecta… VI F.B. Carpzov 
 84 Terentius VI J.G. Pritius 
 88 Horatius VI J.G. Pritius 
 91 Monumens antiques… VI C. Wagner 
 92 J. Lanzoni III O. Mencke 
 92 J. Lanzoni III J.W. Pauli 
 93 J. Shipton III J.W. Pauli 
 94 J. Moller V F.B. Carpzov 
 96 N. de Fer IV C. Pfautz 
 97 A. Nuck III J.W. Pauli 
 106 Joannes Antiochenus Malala V C. Wagner 
 117 P. Bayle VI V.L. von Seckendorf 
1692 121 P. Jurieu I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 124 C. Waechtler I A.G. Heshusius 
 129 A. Arnauld I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 135 P.S. Regis VI G.W. Leibniz 
 144 Lucianus VI O. Mencke 
 145 P.D. Huet I  F.B. Carpzov 
 154 D. Whitby I J. Schmid 
 155 S. Basnage I T. Ittig 
 165 M.A. Fardella IV C. Pfautz 
 171 Histoire…du Kouakerisme… I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 179 P.S. Regis VI G.W. Leibniz 
 187 E. Noris IV M. Knorre 
 193 S. Loria I C. Wagner 
 194 N. Toinard I T. Ittig 
 213 G. de Vries VI J. Cyprian 
 216 D. Gans V C. Wagner 
 218 J.W. Jäger I O. Mencke 
 219 J.H. Berger II L. Mencke 
 220 B. Ramazzini III J.W. Pauli 
 224 J.P. Bellori VI C. Wagner 
 227 H. Witsius I C. Wächtler/ 
    A.G. Heshusius 
 235 H. Hody I T. Ittig 
 241 P. Pellisson-Fontanier I G.W. Leibniz 
 249 Marcus Aurelius Antoninus VI V.L. von Seckendorf 
 253 Historiae rei numariae… V/VI A. Rechenberg 
 254 H. Brückner II H. Brückner 
 259 J. Benoist I V.L. von Seckendorf
 265 P. Boyer I V.L. von Seckendorf
 273 A.Q. Rivinus III A.Q. Rivinus 
 279 Pacificus Maximus VI F.B. Carpzov 
 281 A. Baillet V C. Pincker 
 297 P.D. Huet I C. Wagner 
 299 T. Jansson van Almeloveen VI F.B. Carpzov 
 301 F.M. Misson V C. Wagner 
 305 S. Hill I J. Schmid 
 315 Diogenes Laertius V/VI F.B. Carpzov 
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1692 319 H. Witsius I C. Wächtler 
 329 L. Marracci I C. Cellarius 
 337 Du Fay, abbé IV C. Pfautz 
 342 G. Lomeier V O. Mencke 
 343 T. Crenius VI O. Mencke 
 345 P. Francius VI F.B. Carpzov 
 349 J.A. Schmidt I A.G. Heshusius 
 352 Lettre d’un abbé… I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 357 Mémoires de mathématique… IV C. Pincker 
 371 L. Marracci I C. Cellarius 
 382 C. Vitringa I C. Wagner 
 387 A. Reinbeck I H. von der Hardt 
 391 H. Maurice I C. Wagner 
 401 B. Altimari V C. Wagner 
 409 B. Bacchini VI A.G. Heshusius 
 413 J. Hildebrand I J. Cyprian 
 414 S. Przipcovius I J. Olearius 
 424 Le Janséniste converti… I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 425 A. Bynaeus I C. Wächtler 
 431 D. Gulielmini IV G.W. Leibniz 
 446 C. Fleury I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 448 J.C. Schomer I A. Rechenberg 
 449 S. Schelwig I J. Schmid 
 456 H. Grotius VI O. Mencke 
 457 Histoire des Conciles… I T. Ittig 
 462 W. Cave I O. Mencke 
 464 V. Alberti I V. Alberti 
 466 P. Bouhours VI O. Mencke 
 466 Cicero VI J.G. Pritius 
 468 Cicero VI J.G. Pritius 
 471 J. Ansidei Vi R.F. Schulte 
 473 C. Weise Vi J.G. Pritius 
 474 P. Bayle VI V.L. von Seckendorf 
 477 J.M. Caro I T. Ittig 
 479 S. de La Loubère V V.L. von Seckendorf  
    (T.I)/C. Pfautz (T.II) 
 491 R. Boyle III J.W. Pauli 
1692 492 R. Boyle III J.W. Pauli 
 493 R. Boyle III J. Cyprian 
 494 D. de Nessel V C. Wagner 
 498 D. de Nessel V C. Wagner 
 500 D. de Nessel V C. Wagner 
 501 D. de Nessel V C. Wagner 
 502 W.C. Wesener III J.F. Ortlob 
 505 B. Ramazzini III M. Knorre 
 510 D. Gulielmini IV G.W. Leibniz 
 514 B. Turner I J. Olearius 
 521 Dissertatio de judiciis… I C. Wächtler 
 523 J.W. Pfennigk II J.G. Pritius 
 524 A. De Solis V O. Mencke 
 526 An Enquiry into the Constitution… I S.J. Arnold 
 535 Veterum…opuscula sacra… I T. Ittig 
 538 L. Annaeus Florus V F.B. Carpzov 
 539 W.E. Tentzel I W.E. Tentzel 
 542 M. Leydekker I J. Schmid 
 553 H.F. Arcadi V C. Wagner 
 557 C. Juncker V C. Wagner 
 558 P. Apollonius Collatinus VI F.B. Carpzov 
 559 J.C. Bruslé de Montpleinchamp V V.L. von Seckendorf 
 560 Aristoteles VI J.G. Pritius 
 563 T. Barlow I S.J. Arnold 
 568 The state of the protestants… V S.J. Arnold 
1693 1 W. Molyneux IV M. Knorre 
 5 W. Bulstrode III M. Knorre 
 6 P. Rycaut V C. Wagner 
 13 Anacreon/Sappho VI C. Wagner 
 14 J. Ray I/III M. Knorre 
 23 J. Quick I C. Wagner 
 32 W. Temple V C. Wagner 
 35 C. Wächtler I C. Wächtler 
 37 G.C. Schelhammer III G.C. Schelhammer 
 42 Histoire des princes d’Orange… V C. Wagner 
 44 Histoire de Guillaume III… V C. Wagner 
 49 J. Edwards I C. Wagner 
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1693 53 J. Werenfels VI J. Cyprian 
 69 S. van Till I/VI M.Knorre 
 77 L.E. Du Pin I T. Ittig 
 85 E. Veiel I - - 
 87 C. Weise VI J.G. Pritius 
 89 Petronius VI J.G. Pritius 
 92 N. Chevalier V J. Hübner 
 97 S. Bochart I F.B. Carpzov 
 105 Recueil…des poëtes françois… VI O. Mencke 
 106 R. Simon I C. Wagner 
 113 T. Muykens III J.W. Pauli 
 114 A.P. de La Croix V O. Mencke 
 119 L. Beger VI C. Wagner 
 122 J. de Wilde V/VI C. Wagner 
 124 Lactantius I/V J.G. Pritius 
 130 A. Baillet V O. Mencke 
 130 D. d’Oropega I V.L. von Seckendorf 
 136 Cicero VI F.B. Carpzov 
 140 A. Nuck III J.W. Pauli 
 144 Aristeas I/V O. Mencke 
 145 F. Lanaterzi III M. Knorre 
 150 R. Morton III J.C. Straus 
 154 F.B. Ferrari I J.G. Pritius 
 156 R. Burscough I J.G. Pritius 
 158 H. Dodwell V C. Wagner 
 162 Plinius Secundus VI J.G. Pritius 
 164 D.G. Morhof VI J.G. Pritius 
 165 J. Simanca I/II O. Mencke 
 167 G. Ménage VI G. Olearius 
 169 P. Allix I S.J. Arnold 
 177 O. Patru II/VI G. Olearius 
 181 R. Boyle III M. Knorre 
 184 G. Roberti IV M. Knorre 
 186 E. Gibson V O. Mencke 
 188 L.-S. le Nain de Tillemont V C. Wagner 
 193 P. Tentzel V/VI C. Wagner 
 195 E. Schelstrate I/V T. Ittig 
1693 205 J.F. Buddeus VI J. Schmid 
 209 O. Rossi V/VI C. Wagner 
 213 J. Luyts IV/V C. Cellarius 
 216 E. Weigel IV/VI M. Knorre 
 222 J.C. Wagenseil VI C. Wagner 
 233 L. Milbourne I S.J. Arnold 
 235 G. Cincelli-Calvoli VI C. Wagner 
 241 Ammianus Marcellinus V/VI F.B. Carpzov 
 256 R. Boyle III M. Knorre 
 257 J.D. Ernesti VI J.G. Pritius 
 258 J.W. Imhof V C. Wagner 
 262 W. Sherlock I S.J. Arnold 
 267 J. de La Charrière III J.W. Pauli 
 269 E. König III J.W. Pauli 
 270 T. Burnet VI C. Wagner 
 280 J. Ludolf V W.E. Tentzel 
 284 F. Rappolt I J.G. Pritius 
 289 Beda Venerabilis I T. Ittig 
 291 T. Burnet VI C. Wagner 
 300 R. Boyle III M. Knorre 
 304 A. Frenzel VI C. Wagner 
 307 P. Mandosio V J. Gellius 
 311 L. Plukenet III A.Q. Rivinus 
 312 P. Cunaeus… II/VI J.G. Pritius 
 313 J. van Aalst/P. Steenwinckel I J. Lange 
 323 P. van Limborch II/V J.G. Pritius 
 333 J.C. Hartung II/VI V. Alberti 
 337 C. Ziegler II G. Beyer 
 341 C. Solingen III J.W. Pauli 
 345 G. Lehmann VI C. Wagner 
 346 J.M. Garuffi VI C. Wagner 
 353 Remarks…through France… V C. Wagner 
 356 W. Acton V C. Wagner 
 356 Lucretius III C. Wagner 
 357 B. Rhenanus V F.B. Carpzov 
 358 C. Thomasius VI C. Wagner 
 359 C. Thomasius VI C. Wagner 
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1693 360 Tacitus VI C. Wagner 
 361 J. van der Waeyen I J. Schmid 
 364 P. Rabus VI O. Mencke 
 370 G.W. Leibniz II/VI G.W. Leibniz 
 380 V. Placcius II G. Beyer 
 392 R. Bentley I M. Knorre 
 399 D.G. Morhof VI J.G. Pritius 
 402 J. Le Mort III J.W. Pauli 
 413 P. van Hoeke I J. Olearius 
 425 M. Hiller VI C. Zoëga 
 427 J. Thomasius VI J.G. Pritius 
 429 H. More I S.J. Arnold 
 433 P. Verheyen III J.W. Pauli 
 437 P. Bonanni III M. Knorre 
 443 C. Worm VI H. Pipping 
 452 M.D. Omeis VI J. Schmid 
 456 F.F. Otrokocsi I H. Pipping 
 458 L.E. Du Pin I H. Pipping 
 464 H. von der Hardt I H. von der Hardt 
 478 Le Neptune François… IV C. Pfautz 
 481 W. Cole III J.C. Straus 
 489 L.E. Du Pin I H. Pipping 
 492 S. Schmidt I J. Olearius 
 498 A. Puteus IV C. Pfautz 
 499 P. Chauvin I H. Pipping 
 505 J. Meyer I H. Pipping 
 507 N. Schaten V H. Pipping 
 510 J. Scultetus III J.W. Pauli 
 511 P. Barbette III J.W. Pauli 
 513 M. Pascucci I O. Mencke 
 516 A. von Schönberg III O. Mencke 
 519 C. Wächtler I C. Wächtler 
 521 J.C. Beckmann V F.B. Carpzov 
 526 D. Erasmus VI O. Mencke 
 529 J. Faes I H. Pipping 
 537 J.F. Buddeus VI J. Schmid 
 540 J. Koelman I H. Pipping 
1693 544 Opusculorum ad historiam… VI O. Mencke 
 545 D. de La Feuille VI O. Mencke 
 545 E. Mauritius II O. Mencke 
 546 P.R. Vitriarius VI O. Mencke 
1694 1 C.T. Bierling III J.W. Pauli 
 5 M.J. Sartorius I H. Pipping 
 7 F.F. Otrokocsi V H. Pipping 
 9 J. Leclerc I  J. Olearius 
 22 E. Mauritius II C.G. Sulzberger 
 24 J. Striedbeck V A. Rechenberg 
 25 A.C. Daviler IV M. Knorre 
 27 F. Rostgaard VI F.B. Carpzov 
 34 L.L. de Vallemont III M. Knorre 
 38 H. Hulsius I H. Pipping 
 52 J.P. Ringler II C.G. Sulzberger 
 54 J. Saubert I H. Pipping 
 60 P. Avril V C. Pfautz 
 64 G.A. Struve II C.G. Sulzberger 
 66 J. Scharf VI J.J. Stübel 
 67 H. Hulsius I H. Pipping 
 77 H. Hulsius I H. Pipping 
 78 Traité des…rivières navigables… IV M. Knorre 
 81 Histoire de l’Edit de Nantes… V O. Mencke 
 88 M. Cala II O. Mencke 
 88 J. Döpler II/V F.B. Carpzov 
 90 H. Witsius I H. Pipping 
 93 A. Rechenberg VI A. Rechenberg 
 94 La dictionnaire chrétien… I O. Mencke 
 95 H. Groenewegen I/VI O. Mencke 
 96 A. Varillas V O. Mencke 
 97 J. Leclerc I J. Olearius 
 112 J.F. Vanni IV G.W. Leibniz 
 114 W. Grotius II C.G. Sulzberger 
 115 M. Heidenreich V H. Pipping 
 116 L. Wolzogen I H. Pipping 
 117 J. de Brisbar IV/V M. Knorre 
 119 J.W. Baier I J.E. Gerhard 
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1694 121 J. Rondel VI H. Pipping 
 126 A. Lubin I/V H. Pipping 
 127 J. Weidner VI C. Juncker 
 128 J.F. Böckelmann II O. Mencke 
 129 J.W. Textor II C.G. Sulzberger 
 134 E. Richer VI A. Rechenberg 
 134 J. Lomeier VI H. Pipping 
 140 J. Ozanam IV M. Knorre 
 143 Baudoin d’Avesnes V H. Pipping 
 145 E. Flechier V J.F. Buddeus 
 155 G. Ménage VI C. Juncker 
 159 S. Sorbière VI C. Juncker 
 164 W. de Waha V H. Pipping 
 167 T. Pfanner I T. Ittig 
 173 A. Bulifoni VI J.G. Pritius 
 175 P. Le Gendre V J.G. Pritius 
 185 Die…Ottomanische Pforte… V A.G. Heshusius 
 186 A. Matthaeus V H. Pipping 
 188 J. Doughtey I H. Pipping 
 206 V. Viviani IV M. Knorre 
 208 L.L. de Vallemont III M. Knorre 
 209 C. Worm VI H. Pipping 
 214 La science des médailles… V/VI J.C. Wagenseil 
 234 J. a Marck I H. Pipping 
 237 C. Löscher I H. Pipping 
 238 A. de Luca II F.B. Carpzov 
 239 P. Hoste IV M. Knorre 
 240 P.D. Huet VI J.G. Pritius 
 241 B. Bekker I  G. Olearius 
 254 J. van der Waeyen I G. Olearius 
 280 C.S. Martin I J. Schmid 
 282 P.D. Huet I J.G. Pritius 
 283 A. Buchner VI J.G. Pritius 
 284 A. Rubens V F.B. Carpzov 
 287 S. Chappuzeau V F.B. Carpzov 
 291 Histoire de Louis de Bourbon II… V J.F. Buddeus 
 299 Mémoires…de Louis de Bourbon… V J.F. Buddeus 
1694 300 H. Conring VI C. Juncker 
 303 J. a Lent I H. Pipping 
 307 A. de Valois VI C. Juncker 
 321 J. Ciampini IV/V T. Ittig 
 330 J. Ciampini I T. Ittig 
 332 V. Coronelli IV C. Cellarius 
 334 A. Helvetius III J.W. Pauli 
 336 S. Dale III S.G. Manitius 
 337 J.J. Winckelmann V H. Pipping 
 339 T. Jansson van Almeloveen I/VI C. Juncker 
 343 La vie de Corneille Tromp… V J.F. Buddeus 
 346 L. Tozzi III S.G. Manitius 
 *345 J.C. Lunig II/V H. Pipping 
 *346 N. Gürtler I J. Olearius 
 357 O. Sperling V H. Pipping/ 
    C. Juncker 
 359 S. Gracchus Massiliensis III S.G. Manitius 
 360 A.C. Rösener II A.C. Rösener 
 382 J. Mazarin V J.F. Buddeus 
 383 G. Moebius I H. Pipping 
 385 Theodulus Monachus VI H. Pipping 
 386 E.D. Colberg I T. Ittig 
 388 J. Ray III M. Knorre 
 390 J. Sperlette III M. Knorre 
 *313 J.W. Jäger I/V H. Pipping 
 *315 J. Strype V S.J. Arnold 
 *326 G. Dawson VI S.J. Arnold 
 *328 P.F. Passerini II H. Pipping 
 *330 N. Lacy III J.C. Straus 
 *345 C. Francke I H. Pipping 
 *349 G.W. Wedel III/IV S.G. Manitius 
 *353 Bibliotheca Telleriana VI H. Pipping 
 *355 E. Bohun V J.F. Buddeus 
 *359 J.B. Gladbach III M.Knorre 
 *364 Justinus V F.B. Carpzov 
 *365 Justinus V F.B. Carpzov 
 *365 Ver theologicum… I  J. Olearius 
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1694 *368 P.J. Tilemann I J. Olearius 
 *373 J. Faes I J. Olearius 
 *375 C. Contarini VI F.K. Romanus 
 *377 R. Boyle III J.W. Pauli 
 *379 W. Salmon III J.W. Pauli 
 *381 Al-Coranus I C. Zoëga 
 *384 F. Junius V/VI H. Pipping 
 *386 O. Jacobaeus III G.W. Wedel 
 399 L. de Dieu I C. Zoëga 
 400 F. Bacon VI S.J. Arnold 
 401 C. Fontana IV/V M. Knorre 
 406 J.B. Bossuet I H. Pipping 
 412 Lettre de Mr. De Vrigny… I J.F. Buddeus 
 423 P. Chauvin I J.F. Buddeus 
 429 T.S. Ring II C. Schreiter 
 441 J.P. Ringler II F.B. Carpzov 
 443 Histoire du triumvirat… V J.F. Buddeus 
 444 T. Gibson III J.W. Pauli 
 449 J. Melvil V J.F. Buddeus 
 458 A. Laurentius I J. Cyprian 
 459 J. Otto II C.G. Sulzberger 
 461 C. Plumier III O. Mencke 
 462 J. Schultz V/VI H. Pipping 
 472 J. Edwards I S.J. Arnold 
1695 1 T. Gonzalez I H. Pipping 
 11 P. Pomet III S.G. Manitius 
 16 P. le Cerf III G.W. Wedel 
 17 A. Müller V H. Pipping 
 20 Moses vindicatus… I A.G. Heshusius 
 27 J.D. Cassini IV M. Knorre 
 34 C. Leigh III G.W. Wedel 
 36 A. Frenzel VI H. Pipping 
 37 Vindiciae Nominis Germanici… VI F.B. Carpzov 
 41 F. Mauriceau III M. Knorre 
 43 Dionysius Longinus VI F.B. Carpzov 
 45 T. Sydenham III G.W. Wedel 
 46 G.W. Wedel III G.W. Wedel 
1695 49 J.G. Graevius VI F.B. Carpzov 
 67 H. Witsius I H. Pipping 
 69 J. Fecht I H. Pipping 
 73 P. Pithou II F.B. Carpzov 
 75 L.M. Pidou de St. Olon V J. Hübner 
 80 Rélation…de la guérison… III G.W. Wedel 
 82 J. Breithaupt I A. Rechenberg 
 83 B.L. Schwendendörffer II C. Schreiter 
 88 E. Morin I C. Zoëga 
 96 T. Crenius I - - 
 97 G. Lohmeier V J.B. Mencke 
 98 St. Eusebius I T. Ittig 
 110 C. Wächtler I C. Wächtler 
 113 Velleius Paterculus V H. Pipping 
 115 D. Ringmacher VI H. Pipping 
 116 J. Kahler I H. Pipping 
 117 L.M. Pagliarini III M. Knorre 
 118 F. Walsingham V/VI J.F. Buddeus 
 123 J.H. Sinold II F.B. Carpzov 
 125 B. Genga III G.W. Wedel 
 126 Divers ouvrages de mathématique…III/IV M. Knorre 
 130 E.R. Roth VI A.G. Heshusius 
 134 V.L. von Seckendorf V/VI J.G. Pritius 
 136 H.A. von Ziegler a.o. V J.G. Pritius 
 139 C. Sagittarius I T. Ittig 
 140 J.G. Rabener V/VI H. Pipping 
 142 J. Weissenborn I V. Alberti 
 142 F. Turettini I H. Pipping 
 143 A.M. Graziani V  O. Mencke 
 144 La vie du Tasse V - - 
 157 Lionardi di Capoa V F.K. Romanus 
 160 E. Stillingfleet I A.A. Hochstetter 
 165 E. Camerarius III E. Camerarius 
 168 J. Ciampini I/V H. Pipping 
 170 W. Sherlock I S.J. Arnold 
 178 P. Burman II/VI H. Pipping 
 183 J. de Muralt III G.W. Wedel 
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1695 185 J. Vaillant V J.B. Mencke 
 187 F. de Camps V J.B. Mencke 
 193 E. Saurin I J.F. Buddeus 
 210 J. Lund I H. Pipping 
 215 G. Leti V J.F. Buddeus 
 220 G. Ménage VI C. Juncker 
 228 J.F. Buddeus V/VI J.F. Buddeus 
 230 E.W. von Tschirnhaus III/VI M. Knorre 
 238 W. Sherlock I S.J. Arnold/ 
    J.G. Pritius 
 246 P. Beckler V H. Pipping 
 249 L.-S. le Nain de Tillemont I J.F. Buddeus 
 263 J. Lund I H. Pipping 
 268 La vie…de Richelieu V J.F. Buddeus 
 270 J.H. Posewitz VI J.G. Pritius 
 271 N.B. Pascha VI J.G. Pritius 
 272 B. Nieuwentijt IV M.Knorre 
 273 C. Hofmann VI J.G. Pritius 
 274 Sanson V J. Hübner 
 280 A. de Graaf IV M. Knorre 
 284 J. Dumont V J.F. Buddeus 
 290 T. Ceva IV O. Mencke 
 294 A.J. de Richelieu V J.F. Buddeus 
 297 La vie de…Colbert V C. Juncker 
 302 J. Faes I H. Pipping 
 316 M. Lister III J.W. Pauli 
 319 L. Normann I A. Rechenberg 
 320 F. Burman I H. Pipping 
 323 A. Morelli V C. Juncker 
 336 J.H. Majus I H. Pipping 
 345 J. Leclerc I T. Ittig 
 347 H. Horch I H. Pipping 
 353 V. Placcius VI H. Pipping 
 355 J. Barnes VI F.B. Carpzov 
 359 Plutarchus V/VI J.F. Buddeus 
 362 Histoire des Anabatistes I/V J.F. Buddeus 
 364 J.F. Sarasin V/VI J.F. Buddeus 
1695 366 L. de Meyer VI J.G. Pritius 
 368 Silius Italicus V J.G. Pritius 
 376 D. Papin III/IV G.W. Leibniz 
 382 G. Harvey III M. Knorre 
 387 R. Rapin I J.G. Pritius 
 389 S. Blankaart III J.W. Pauli 
 390 F. de Le Boe III J.W. Pauli 
 391 U. Obrecht II O. Mencke 
 392 Les lois civiles… II O. Mencke 
 393 S. van Til I - Olearius 
 402 G.A. Struve II C.G. Sulzberger 
 406 S. Schmidt I H. Pipping 
 408 J. Schotanius VI J.G. Pritius 
 412 J. Antelmi I H. Pipping 
 416 J. Antelmi I H. Pipping 
 419 T. Crenius V/VI H. Pipping 
 421 T. Pfanner I H. Pipping 
 430 A. Magnusson V C. Juncker 
 432 N. Petrejus V C. Juncker 
 435 Plutarchus VI J. Frick 
 435 M. Deza V C. Juncker 
 438 W. Gundling I T. Ittig 
 440 Petronius V J. Frick 
 441 M. van Peene I - Olearius 
 443 F.D. de Sainte Marthe V J.F. Buddeus 
 452 J. de La Placette I H. Pipping 
 457 J.C. Wagenseil VI C. Juncker 
 466 Des devoirs des pasteurs… I J.F. Buddeus 
 474 L. Cozzando V C. Juncker/ 
    O. Mencke 
 475 G. Burnet V J.G. Pritius 
 477 Justa Parentalia… V J.G. Pritius 
 482 N. Hartsoecker IV M. Knorre 
 487 J.P. Ludwig V A. Rechenberg 
 495 P. de La Hire IV M. Knorre 
 501 G.W. Wedel III/V H. Pipping 
 504 C. Bussing IV C. Pfautz 
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1695 508 S.S. Nemeth I - - 
 509 P. de Tournefort III A.Q. Rivinus 
 512 H. Witsius I H. Pipping 
 515 A.D. Sonnemann II H.S. Eckhold 
 516 J. Schilter II C. Schreiter 
 517 S. Von Pufendorf I H. Pipping 
 529 H. Coccejus II H.S. Eckhold 
 530 J. van Muyden/C. van Eck II O. Mencke 
 531 J.C. Straus III M. Knorre 
 533 A. Bynaeus VI H. Pipping 
 553 E. Spanheim I F.B. Carpzov 
1696 1 B. de Monconys V J.F. Buddeus 
 3 De La Croix I/V J.F. Buddeus 
 7 C. Kortholt I H. Pipping 
 12 J. Sterringa I - Olearius 
 15 G.F. Francke III G.W. Wedel 
 17 M. Leydecker I H. Pipping 
 31 L.E. Du Pin I G. Olearius 
 41 B. Ramazzini III M. Knorre 
 43 A. Palearius VI F.B. Carpzov 
 46 Die Episteln und Evangelia… I V. Alberti 
 48 N. Baer V F.B. Carpzov 
 57 P. Pedrusi V F.B. Carpzov 
 62 J.G. Nicolai II F.K. Romanus 
 66 C. Vitringa I H. Pipping 
 74 J.H. Boecler V H. Pipping 
 76 C.A. Du Fresnoy V/VI - Olearius 
 80 B. Nieuwentijt IV G.W. Leibniz 
 85 J. Ozanam IV M. Knorre 
 86 S. Reyher II/VI C. Juncker 
 89 J.C. Kolbe VI F.B. Carpzov 
 92 A. Frenzel VI H. Pipping 
 93 J.D. Cassini IV M. Knorre 
 95 H. Teelman I H. Pipping 
 101 Phalaris VI F.B. Carpzov 
 103 J.W. Stuck VI O. Mencke 
 105 T. Ittig I T. Ittig 
1696 113 J. Leclerc I J. Olearius 
 118 C. Moretti IV C. Pfautz 
 120 J.S. d’Aguirre I G. Olearius 
 131 C. Jannings I H.Pipping 
 139 W. Laud V G. Olearius 
 147 D. Graebner III J.W. Pauli 
 149 Lucretius III J.G. Pritius 
 151 Les batailles…des François. V O. Mencke 
 153 C.G. de La Mothe I J.F. Buddeus 
 161 J.F. Ortlob III J.F. Ortlob 
 164 J.S. d’Aguirre I G. Olearius 
 174 C.H. von Hoffmannswaldau VI J.G. Pritius 
 179 F. Raynaud III G.W. Wedel 
 183 F.C. Harprecht II C.G. Sulzberger 
 188 W. Camden V - Olearius 
 195 Patrick Simon, bp. I J. Frick 
 199 C. Mentzel V H. Pipping 
 201 H. Ridley III J.W. Pauli 
 207 C. Fontana III/IV M. Knorre 
 214 J.S. d’Aguirre I - Olearius 
 217 J.S. d’Aguirre I - Olearius 
 217 C. Loescher I H. Pipping 
 219 G.C. Schelhammer III M. Knorre 
 224 R. Blackmore V/VI - Olearius 
 226 J. Milton VI - Olearius 
 227 J.L. Hannemann I H. Pipping 
 229 L.G. Giraldi VI - Olearius 
 234 S. von Pufendorf V O. Mencke 
 238 H. von Milditz I J.G. Pritius 
 240 J.A.A. Bontempi IV M. Knorre 
 244 A. Marchetti IV M. Knorre 
 246 B. Bacchini VI - -  
 249 J. Wallis IV G.W. Leibniz 
 270 J. Gaub III J.W. Pauli 
 272 J. Leclerc I J.F. Buddeus 
 283 C. de Sfondrati I H. Pipping 
 285 F.U. Calixtus I H. Pipping 
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1696 290 A. Alciati I/VI F.B. Carpzov 
 294 S. van Til I - Olearius 
 296 Abrégé de l’histoire d’Angleterre. V J.F. Buddeus 
 297 J. Tollius V - Olearius 
 302 A. Gorlaeus VI J.B. Mencke 
 303 J. Spener I H. Pipping 
 314 J.W. Baier I H. Pipping 
 317 B. van Sanden I H. Pipping 
 319 J. Lund I H. Pipping 
 329 M.D. Omeis VI J. Schmid 
 337 D. George IV M.Knorre 
 339 G. de Vries VI J. Cyprian 
 341 Thucydides V O. Mencke 
 347 Harpocratio VI - Olearius 
 350 Biblia Sacra… I H. Pipping 
 358 C. Sonntag I H. Pipping 
 362 Petrus Josephus Aurelianensis V J.F. Buddeus 
 370 B. de Moor III M. Knorre 
 375 C. Wächtler VI C. Wächtler 
 378 H. Witsius I J. Frick 
 386 S. Battier VI - Olearius 
 388 A. Wesenfeld VI H. Pipping 
 390 G. Pasch VI M. Knorre 
 393 Joma. Codex Talmudicus… I J.F. Buddeus 
 399 C. Neumann VI J.F. Buddeus 
 407 J. Gousset I H. Pipping 
 413 Cicero - De officiis… VI O. Mencke 
 413 Cicero – De oratore… VI O. Mencke 
 414 A. discourse concerning lent… I - Olearius 
 420 W. Temple V J.F. Buddeus 
 425 H. Wharton I T. Ittig 
 426 C. Cellarius V O. Mencke 
 427 G. Schubart II G. Schubart 
 430 Pomponius Mela V C. Cellarius 
 432 F.C. Harprecht II C.G. Sulzberger 
 433 L. Beger VI F.B. Carpzov 
 438 Aristophanus VI O. Mencke 
1696 438 Aeschines/Demostenes VI O. Mencke  
 440 Homerus VI O. Mencke 
 441 T. Smith VI H. Pipping 
 446 A. van Dale I J. Schmid 
 453 J. Leclerc III M. Knorre 
 458 N. Grew III J.C. Straus 
 463 The reasonableness of Christianity… I - Olearius 
 469 A vindication of the reasonableness… I - Olearius 
 474 V. Riedlin III - - 
 476 J.C. Seyler IV C. Pfautz 
 483 C. Weise (2x) VI O. Mencke 
 484 J.F. Buddeus VI J.F. Buddeus 
 489 Julianus/St. Cyrillus I/VI F.B. Carpzov 
 500 D. Papebroch I T. Ittig 
 508 H. de Noris I H. Pipping 
 518 J.H. Berger II C. Schreiter 
 524 J.B. Scaramucci III C. Weise 
 528 M.F. Beck IV J.F. Buddeus 
 535 F. Gregory I - Olearius 
 536 H. de Luzancy I - Olearius 
 537 W. Nicholls I - Olearius 
 546 G. Arnoldi I J.G. Pritius 
 554 B. Connor III C. Weise 
1697 1 N. Hartsoecker III M. Knorre 
 6 G. Bonjour I H. Pipping 
 10 W.E. Tentzel III W.E. Tentzel 
 14 F. Ruysch III C. Weise 
 17 S. Schelwig I J. Schmid 
 23 L. Mencke II O. Mencke 
 25 J.L. Apinus III C. Weise 
 27 W. Nicolson V - Olearius 
 33 A. Coulan I J.F. Buddeus 
 35 J. Winckler I H. Pipping 
 41 L. Beger V J.B. Mencke 
 45 S. Aurelius Victor V F.B. Carpzov 
 46 J. Wicquefort VI F.B. Carpzov 
 47 J. Kahler I H. Pipping 
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1697 48 J. Selden VI S.J. Arnold 
 49 L.C. Sturm IV M. Knorre 
 52 J. Nicolai VI H. Pipping 
 54 P. Jurieu I J.F. Buddeus 
 64 L. Gillet II J.D. Schreber 
 68 A. Bynaeus I C. Wächtler 
 74 J.V. Gravina II/VI A.G. Heshusius 
 82 E. Odhelius I T. Ittig 
 83 G.W. Wedel III C. Weise 
 84 J. Lomeier VI H. Pipping 
 90 A. Teissier V F.B. Carpzov 
 91 J. Bileberg IV C. Pfautz 
 94 G. Palazzi V J.D. Schreber 
 96 A. Frenzel VI H. Pipping 
 97 Pausanias V F.B. Carpzov 
 98 A. Teissier V J.F. Buddeus 
 106 J. Floyer III M. Knorre 
 108 J.A. Fabricius V - Olearius 
 111 T. van Toll I - Olearius 
 118 An enquiry after happiness… I - Olearius 
 119 P. Verduin III J. Bohn 
 123 A. Poirters I/VI - Olearius 
 124 B. Nieuwentijt IV M. Knorre 
 133 M. Foscarini V J.D. Schreber 
 133 Histoire de Dom Antoine… V  J.F. Buddeus 
 137 G.F.A. de L’Hospital IV G.W. Leibniz 
 139 M. Gude VI F.B. Carpzov 
 147 J. Schilter II G. Schubart 
 162 M. Diefenbach I H. Pipping 
 165 I. Jaquelot I - Olearius 
 179 O. Borrichius III/V O. Mencke 
 182 P. Mandosio III/V H. Pipping 
 184 S. von Pufendorf V J.D. Schreber 
 191 J. Heeser I H. Pipping 
 192 F.E. Kettner I H. Pipping 
 194 D. Martin I - Olearius 
 195 M. Le Vassor I J.F. Buddeus 
1697 224 T. Crenius V/VI H. Pipping 
 227 C. Le Cène I - Olearius 
 233 U. Chevreau VI F.B. Carpzov 
 241 N. Antonio V G. Olearius 
 256 B. Nieuwentijt IV G.W. Leibniz 
 261 D.G. Morhof VI F.B. Carpzov 
 264 J. de La Placette I H. Pipping 
 272 T. Gonzalez I H. Pipping 
 281 C. Sfondrati I H. Pipping 
 293 J.F. Buddeus VI J.F. Buddeus 
 297 N. Antonio V G. Olearius 
 306 J.F. Mayer I J. Frick/O. Mencke 
 311 Julius Caesar V F.B. Carpzov 
 312 Suetonius V F.B. Carpzov 
 313 C. Neumann VI J.F. Buddeus 
 319 C. Exner I/II H. Pipping 
 323 A. Menjot I/III C. Weise/- Olearius 
 327 M. Lister III J.W. Pauli 
 332 E. Saurin I J.F. Buddeus 
 345 J.C. Wagenseil V J.D. Schreber 
 350 P. Francius VI F.B. Carpzov 
 351 St. Joannes Chrysostomus I F.B. Carpzov 
 352 A. Rechenberg I A. Rechenberg 
 353 A. Carolus I A. Rechenberg 
 354 E. Saurin I J.F. Buddeus 
 362 G. Burnet I - Olearius 
 365 C.S. Schurtzfleisch VI O. Mencke 
 367 W. Nicholls I J. Olearius 
 377 Aristoteles VI F.B. Carpzov 
 379 S.G. Starck VI F.B. Carpzov 
 381 O. Jacobaeus V J.B. Mencke 
 384 F. Ruysch III J.W. Pauli 
 388 N. de Mailly V J.D. Schreber 
 389 J.L. Hartmann I H. Pipping 
 391 The snake in the grass… I  J. Olearius 
 395 C. Fontana IV M. Knorre 
 397 S. Reyher III C. Pfautz 
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1697 399 J. Tyrrell V - Olearius 
 419 C. Wächtler II C. Wächtler 
 424 Patrick Simon, bp. I - Olearius 
 426 E. Saurin I J.F. Buddeus 
 435 S. Schmidt I J.G. Pritius 
 436 T. Bray I - Olearius 
 437 J. de Boria VI O. Mencke 
 438 C. Kortholt I A. Rechenberg 
 439 J.G. Graevius VI F.B. Carpzov 
 442 J. Norris I - Olearius 
 449 Moses Chapetz IV G. Groddeck 
 454 E. Burridge V J.F. Buddeus 
 464 P. Francius VI F.B. Carpzov 
 466 E. Saurin I J.F. Buddeus 
 474 J.C. Sturm III J.C. Sturm 
 483 E. Veiel I H. Pipping 
 487 Callimachus VI O. Mencke 
 491 G.W. Leibniz V O. Mencke 
 493 Latitudinarius orthodoxus. I H. Pipping 
 498 E. Benoist I H. Pipping 
 503 J.F. Koeber I H. Pipping 
 504 G. Bull I J. Frick 
 508 M. Malpighi III J.W. Pauli 
 517 Eutropius V F.B. Carpzov 
 518 J. Munnicks III J.W. Pauli 
 519 H. Sike I G. Groddeck 
 523 A. Constantini I H. Pipping 
 529 J. Gronovius VI F.B. Carpzov 
 531 C. Cellarius V F.B. Carpzov 
 533 C. Commelin III O. Mencke 
 535 W. Whiston I/III M. Knorre 
 546 A. Munting III M. Knorre 
 548 J.A. Gleichen VI J. Schmid 
 549 W. Cockburn III M. Knorre 
 551 …Annotationes ad W.A. Lauterbach II C. Schreiter 
 552 A.A. Pagenstecher II C. Schreiter 
 554 J. Colbatch III M. Knorre 
1698 1 N.C. Papodopolos I/II H. Pipping 
 9 G.A. Schmidt V H. Pipping 
 11 J. Leclerc VI F.B. Carpzov 
 20 M. Alting V C. Cellarius 
 23 R. de Bussy-Rabutin V J.F. Buddeus 
 27 H.L. Benthem V H. Pipping 
 29 J.P. Ericus VI J. Frick 
 32 G. Bidloo III J.W. Pauli 
 33 G. Baglivi III M. Knorre 
 46 J. Ciampini VI O. Mencke 
 56 E. Thwaites V O. Mencke 
 57 L.A. Muratori VI H. Pipping 
 59 Geographia antiqua… V C. Cellarius 
 62 Psalterium I H. Pipping 
 63 G.C. Schelhammer III G.C. Schelhammer 
 67 J. Ciampini - Abbreviatoris… VI H. Pipping 
 67 J. Ciampini - De S. Romanae… VI H. Pipping 
 68 L. Hennepin V J.F. Buddeus 
 68 Nouveau Voyage… V J.F. Buddeus 
 74 Vetus Testamentum… I J. Frick 
 81 D. Papebroch I O. Mencke 
 91 F. Bianchini V G. Olearius 
 95 J.J. Cramer VI J.F. Buddeus 
 102 G. Engelbrecht II C. Schreiter 
 103 Lycophron VI O. Mencke 
 105 B. d’Herbelot V/VI G. Olearius 
 115 J. Graverol I J.F. Buddeus 
 118 Pindarus VI O. Mencke 
 119 J.S. d’Aguirre VI O. Mencke 
 120 J. Moller V/VI F.B. Carpzov 
 127 Chronicon Coenobi montis… V O. Mencke 
 128 J. Commelin III O. Mencke 
 129 D. Papebroch I H. Pipping 
 136 F. Ruysch III J.W. Pauli 
 137 J.B. Contoli III M. Knorre 
 138 J.P. von Wurzelbaur IV C. Pfautz 
 141 D.S. Scultetus I H. Pipping 
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1698 144 B. Pictet I H. Pipping 
 147 C. Brusson I O. Mencke 
 148 L.F. Marsigli III O. Mencke 
 149 G.W. Leibniz V O. Mencke 
 153 G. Daniel V J.F. Buddeus 
 160 L.E. Du Pin I J. Frick 
 168 C. Wächtler II/V C. Wächtler 
 171 J.H. Heidegger I/V J.G. Pritius 
 178 P. Anton I H. Pipping 
 180 S. von Stryk II C. Schreiter 
 181 L. Mencke II L. Mencke 
 183 F. Bianchini VI O. Mencke 
 186 A. Matthaeus V F.B. Carpzov 
 192 V. Riedlin III O. Mencke 
 195 A. Rechenberg V/VI A. Rechenberg 
 196 A.P. de La Croix V O. Mencke 
 201 P.S. Bartoli VI M. Knorre 
 204 P. Bonanni VI M. Knorre 
 214 J.W. Jäger I H. Pipping 
 219 R. Saint Clair III M. Knorre 
 232 L.E. Du Pin I J. Frick 
 239 J.H. Majus I H. Pipping 
 240 T. Crenius V/VI H. Pipping 
 242 G.T. Meier I H. Pipping 
 244 G. Calixtus I H. Pipping 
 246 J. Ozanam IV M. Knorre 
 249 J. Lydius I/VI H. Pipping 
 255 E. Thesaurus VI F.B. Carpzov 
 268 F. de Salignac de La Mothe Fénelon I J.F. Buddeus 
 281 F. de Salignac de La Mothe Fénelon I J.F. Buddeus 
 287 D. Ancillon VI G. Olearius 
 297 D. Guglielmini III/IV M. Knorre 
 302 J.G. Graevius VI F.B. Carpzov 
 321 E. Schelstrate I H. Pipping 
 329 D.G. Morhof VI F.B. Carpzov 
 331 J. Evelyn Vi G. Olearius 
 339 St. Augustinus I/III F.B. Carpzov 
1698 341 J. Locke I G. Olearius 
 343 Phaedrus V F.B. Carpzov 
 345 Vesperae Groninganae… I H. Pipping 
 350 M. Martini VI O. Mencke 
 352 G.L. Lucchesini VI J.D. Schreber 
 353 Albericus Monachus V O. Mencke 
 355 B. Connor III M. Knorre 
 361 R. Peirce III M. Knorre 
 362 J. von Königshofen V H. Pipping 
 367 J.B. Ptolemaeus VI O. Mencke 
 369 C. Cellarius V C. Cellarius 
 372 Cicero VI C. Cellarius 
 373 C. Daum VI F.B. Carpzov 
 375 L. Le Comte V C. Pfautz 
 389 P. Potier III - - 
 391 J. Leclerc V H. Pipping 
 393 L.A. Zacagni I H. Pipping 
 403 J.C. Itter II/VI F.B. Carpzov 
 420 C. Kortholt I A. Rechenberg 
 421 J.A.A. Bontempi V J.D. Schreber 
 422 J. Melle VI H. Pipping 
 441 H. Spelman II/V G. Olearius 
 448 C. Huygens IV M. Knorre 
 455 J. van der Waeyen I H. Pipping 
 459 R. Vieussens III J.W. Pauli 
 474 F. Krausold II C. Schreiter 
 476 Apologie de l’amour… I J.F. Buddeus 
 485 H.E. Kestner II/VI J.F. Buddeus 
 486 J. Leclerc VI F.B. Carpzov 
 487 St. Macarius I H. Pipping 
 489 A. Ossat V J.F. Buddeus 
 496 E. Stillingfleet I G. Olearius 
 509 H. Wideburg I H. Pipping 
 511 L.E. Du Pin I J.F. Buddeus 
 518 F.C. Harprecht II G.G. Titius 
 520 M.B. Valentin III J.W. Pauli 
 522 W. Cockburn III M. Knorre 
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1698 524 J. Floyer III M. Knorre 
 525 J. Colbatch III M. Knorre 
 526 J. Colbatch III M. Knorre 
 528 J. Pechey III M. Knorre 
 529 D. Papebroch I H. Pipping 
 533 C. de Mendoza VI H. Pipping 
 535 Lactantius I/VI C. Cellarius 
 537 J.P. Datt V G.G. Titius 
 543 M.D. Omeis V J. Schmid 
 546 Quintilianus VI F.B. Carpzov 
 549 E. Thwaites I H. Pipping 
 550 N. Le Nourry I H. Pipping 
 557 Manetho IV/VI F.B. Carpzov 
 559 J.C. Barchusen III M. Knorre 
1699 1 J.B. Cotelier I G. Olearius 
 5 H. Hammond I H. Pipping 
 12 J. Locke VI G. Olearius 
 19 J. Locke VI G. Olearius 
 20 Lettre d’un theologien… I J.F. Buddeus 
 22 Autre lettre d’un theologien… I J.F. Buddeus 
 24 Lettre d’un ecclésiastique… I  J.F. Buddeus 
 30 J. Schilter II G.G. Titius 
 32 J. Wencker II/IV G.G. Titius 
 38 F. Teate I F.B. Carpzov 
 41 T. Ittig I H. Pipping 
 48 J.B. Du Hamel I O Mencke 
 49 W. Cowper III J.W. Pauli 
 59 C. Gryphius VI C. Gryphius 
 60 C. Löscher I H. Pipping 
 63 T. Gataker  I/VI  H. Pipping 
 64 J.C. Dürr I H. Pipping 
 68 H. Coccejus II G.G. Titius 
 69 J.F. Böckelmann II  G.G. Titius 
 72 C. Musitano III J.W. Pauli 
 75 Tedae Salomoniae I - - 
 77 M. Schlüter II G.G. Titius 
 81 J.P. Ringler II G.G. Titius 
1699 85 T. Crenius V/VI H. Pipping 
 93 P. von Limborch I H. Pipping 
 97 G. Graziani V O. Mencke 
 103 J. Lightfoot I  H. Pipping 
 106 N. Gurtler I  H. Pipping 
 107 J. Mabillon I  O. Mencke 
 114 H. Dodwell V H. Pipping 
 119 A. Bynaeus I C. Wächtler 
 132 J.B. Bossuet I J.F. Buddeus 
 139 F. de Fénelon-Salignac I J.F. Buddeus 
 145 J.B. Bossuet I J.F. Buddeus 
 148 Innocentius XII, pope I - - 
 153 W. Cave I G. Olearius 
 165 C. Ziegler II G.G. Titius 
 166 L. Doucin I J.F. Buddeus 
 183 C.F. Paullinus V H. Pipping 
 188 E. Ludlov V C. Körber 
 193 St. Athanasius I H. Pipping 
 204 J. Möller V H. Pipping 
 225 E. Bernard VI H. Pipping 
 232 G. Bonjour I J.F. Buddeus 
 236 Theocritus VI O. Mencke 
 237 P. Hermann III P.G. Schacher 
 241 R. Kidder I G. Olearius 
 246 Minucius Felix I C. Cellarius 
 247 L. Marracci I G. Groddeck 
 256 J.E. Grabe I H. Pipping 
 260 M. Le Vassor I J.F. Buddeus 
 266 J. Melle V H. Pipping 
 270 G.C. Leiser II G.G. Titius 
 271 G.C. Scharnhorst II G.G. Titius 
 273 J. Leclerc I H. Pipping 
 278 M. Hiller I A.A. Hochstetter 
 283 V. Riedlin III J.W. Pauli 
 284 J. Fabricius I H. Pipping 
 286 M.D. Omeis VI J. Schmid 
 287 J.A. Schmidt I J. Schmid 
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1699 289 D.G. Morhof VI H. Pipping 
 293 J. Josephus a S. Teresia V J.B. Wernher 
 300 C. Juncker I C. Juncker 
 304 L.A. Muratori I/V H. Pipping 
 308 S. von Stryk II G.G. Titius 
 320 E. Veiel I H. Pipping 
 323 C. Perrault V C. Juncker 
 329 N.P. Giannettasio VI H. Pipping 
 333 E. Lhuyd III P.G. Schacher 
 337 R. Fabretti VI J.W. Berger 
 350 J. Floyer III J.W. Pauli 
 359 R.M. Meelführer VI H. Pipping 
 361 P.R. Vitriarius II G.G. Titius 
 367 Horatius VI J.W. Berger 
 371 G. Leti V C. Körber 
 376 R. Vieussens III J.W. Pauli 
 378 T. Crenius V/VI H. Pipping 
 380 F. Ariosti III O. Mencke 
 382 Pompeius Festus VI O. Mencke 
 385 N. Alexandre I H. Pipping 
 393 J. Hudson V J.W. Berger 
 396 J.B. Contuli III J.W. Pauli 
 402 Jac. Basnage I J.F. Buddeus 
 417 P. Buonarota V C. Körber 
 424 C. Gildon V J.B. Mencke 
 429 J.F. Polman II G.G. Titius 
 433 Jac. Basnage I J.F. Buddeus 
 443 N. Rayé I H. Pipping 
 448 B. Lamy I H. Pipping 
 454 J. Leclerc I/VI J.F. Buddeus 
 462 The life of…Th. Smith. V F.W. Schütze 
 468 M. Lister V G.C. Götze 
 470 P. Braun II G.G. Titius 
 472 G. Antonius II G.G. Titius 
 473 W. Leyser I P. Leyser 
 477 E.S. Cyprian VI C. Juncker 
 479 J.F. Buddeus VI J.F. Buddeus 
1699 481 Jac. Basnage I J.F. Buddeus 
 490 C. Le Gobien V C. Pfautz 
 501 J. Voet II G.G. Titius 
 508 T. Crenius VI H. Pipping 
 510 N. Fatio Duillier IV Jak. Bernoulli 
 516 F. Ruysch III J.W. Pauli 
 520 P. Bonanni V O. Mencke 
 526 G.M. Crescimbini V C. Gryphius 
 529 St. Hieronymus I H. Pipping 
 534 Dalerac V C. Körber 
 541 J.J.F. Vicarius III J.W. Pauli 
 544 J.P. von Wurzelbaur IV C. Pfautz 
1700 1 L.E. Du Pin I J.F. Buddeus 
 12 G. Leti VI C. Körber 
 16 M. Petitdidier I H. Pipping 
 18 J. Pontas I H. Pipping 
 22 C. Matthias I H. Pipping 
 30 C. Harprecht II G.G. Titius 
 32 L.E. Du Pin I J.F. Buddeus 
 40 Histoire de Henry II… V G.C. Götze 
 46 J.B. Carpzov I H. Pipping 
 49 Plato VI C. Körber 
 56 L.E. Du Pin I J.F. Buddeus 
 64 C. Delle I/V J.F. Buddeus 
 77 B. Connor V J.B. Mencke 
 82 S. Le Roux I H. Pipping 
 85 J. Ludolph VI O. Mencke 
 90 N. Betsius II G.G. Titius 
 90 J.O. Westenberg II G.G. Titius 
 92 T. Crenius V/VI H. Pipping 
 94 F. Deseine V O. Mencke 
 94 G. Faliscus VI O. Mencke 
 97 L.E. Du Pin I J.F. Buddeus 
 106 S. Schelwig I J. Schmid 
 108 J.B. Du Hamel III/IV J.B. Du Hamel 
 124 A. de Monforte IV C. Pfautz 
 127 W. Surenhusius (ed.) I/II O. Mencke 
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1700 132 A. Tassoni VI G.C. Götze 
 135 F.C. Harprecht II G.G. Titius 
 141 L. Le Gendre V O. Mencke 
 142 R. Bussy-Rabutin V O. Mencke 
 145 L. Beger V/VI L. Beger 
 149 I. Jaquelot I V.E. Löscher 
 152 W.E. Tentzel V W.E. Tentzel 
 155 W.E. Tentzel V W.E. Tentzel 
 158 C. Sagittarius V W.E. Tentzel 
 161 U. Huber II G.G. Titius 
 169 C. Gobien I J.F. Buddeus 
 173 N. Charmot I J.F. Buddeus 
 180 J. Harduin I/V H. Pipping 
 193 J. Wallis IV G.W. Leibniz 
 214 P. Dumas I/V J.F. Buddeus 
 223 F.C. Harprecht II G.G. Titius 
 225 N.C. de Lyncker II G.G. Titius 
 229 P. Brussel II G.G. Titius 
 230 D. Petau I H. Pipping 
 232 J.J. Rau III J.W. Pauli 
 236 T. Crenius V/VI H. Pipping 
 241 H. von der Hardt I H. von der Hardt 
 244 W. Nicolson V G.C. Götze 
 254 V. Riedlin III J.W. Pauli 
 271 J.E. Grabe I W.E. Tentzel 
 274 J. Tollius V/VI W.E. Tentzel 
 284 H. Witsius I H. Pipping 
 289 J. Braun I H. Pipping 
 297 N.P. Giannettasi VI O. Mencke 
 298 R. Blackmore I J.B. Mencke 
 313 S. Strimesius I H. Pipping 
 314 W. Senguerd III J. Cyprian 
 316 P.H. Krebs II G.G. Titius 
 321 J. Dryden VI J.B. Mencke 
 325 W. Nicholls I F.W. Schütze 
 332 P.J. Hartmann III M.E. Ettmüller 
 337 A. Le Blanc V J.F. Buddeus 
1700 354 G. Burnet I J.A. Fabricius 
 362 H. Hammond I J.A. Fabricius 
 365 S. Hosmann I H. Pipping 
 367 G.W. Wedel III J.W. Pauli 
 370 J.C. Sturm IV C. Pfautz 
 371 J. Toland V J.B. Mencke 
 380 W. Lloyd V W.E. Tentzel 
 381 J.C. Eisenschmid IV C. Pfautz  
 383 G. Bescheffer I - - 
 385 Dispunctio notarum XL… I V.E. Löscher 
 396 T. Crenius VI H. Pipping 
 397 A. Canini VI H. Pipping 
 398 P.J. Hartmann I H. Pipping 
 405 J. Schilter II G.G. Titius 
 409 J.S. Müller V O. Mencke 
 414 Historia Flagellantium. I H. Pipping 
 419 L. Bos I/VI J.A. Fabricius 
 426 J.A. Fabricius V/VI G. Olearius 
 429 Bernardus Trevisanus I/VI J.C. Böhmer 
 431 A. Pfeiffer I H. Pipping 
 433 F. Ruysch III J.W. Pauli 
 437 St. Gregorius I/V H. Pipping 
 443 W. Hack V C. Gryphius 
 445 W. Temple VI C. Gryphius 
 446 J. Ciampini VI W.E. Tentzel 
 448 J.A. Schmidt I J.A. Schmidt 
 449 St. Hieronymus I/V E.S. Cyprian 
 451 Clemens Alexandrinus I H. Pipping 
 456 A defence of…the Snake… I F.W. Schütze 
 460 J. Mery III C.H. Erndl 
 466 N. Chevalier III M.E. Ettmüller 
 467 An account of…Portugal. V J.B. Mencke 
 471 L. Doucin I/V J.F. Buddeus 
 481 M.A. Causeo de La Chausse VI C.G. Götze 
 484 Le Christianisme éclairci… I J.F. Buddeus 
 494 J. Pascal III M.E. Ettmüller 
 504 C. Calvor I H. Pipping 
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1700 506 E. Tyson III J.W. Pauli 
 512 J.J. Schudt V H. Pipping 
 514 T. Smith V L.C. Crell 
 519 N. Andry III M.E. Ettmüller 
 526 J.G. Volckamer III M.E. Ettmüller 
 529 J. La Placette I V.E. Löscher 
 532 R. de Piles V C.H. Erndl 
 535 J. Lydius I H. Pipping 
 537 P. Annat I H. Pipping 
 539 R. Kidder I F.W. Schütze 
 544 J.F. Mayer I/V J.A. Fabricius 
 545 S. van Til I J.A. Fabricius 
1701 1 J. Vaillant V O. Mencke 
 5 J.G. Neumann I H. Pipping 
 7 L.E. DU Pin I J.F. Buddeus 
 17 G.H. Ursin VI O. Mencke 
 26 G. Grandi IV Jak. Bernoulli 
 28 J. Hermann IV Jak. Bernoulli 
 29 M.B. Valentin III M.E. Ettmüller 
 31 J. Leclerc I J.A. Fabricius 
 36 P. Burman VI L.C. Crell 
 41 J. Harrington V/VI F.W. Schütze 
 48 J. Lomeier VI J.A. Fabricius 
 49 Reflections upon learning… VI G.C. Götze 
 56 F. Le Comte IV/VI C.H. Erndl 
 58 J.W. van Meel VI J.F. Buddeus 
 65 Augustiniana…doctrina… I V.E. Löscher 
 68 J. Leclerc I H. Pipping 
 71 W. Cave I H. Pipping 
 79 J. Le Mort III M.E. Ettmüller 
 81 C. Bundeto I J.C. Böhmer 
 82 A. Cyprian III M.E. Ettmüller 
 84 A.F. Marsigli V O. Mencke 
 85 A.Q. Rivinus III A.Q. Rivinus 
 86 S. Cellarius III L.C. Crell 
 88 M. Capellari V  J.B. Mencke 
 97 C. Vitringa I H. Pipping 
1701 102 P.J. Spener I H. Pipping 
 104 C. Kortholt I J. Schmid 
 106 W. Dillingham V L.C. Crell 
 109 L. Le Gendre V O. Mencke 
 113 J. Vaillant V O. Mencke 
 115 J. Reiske III M.E. Ettmüller 
 116 R. Simon I/VI G. Olearius 
 126 Der…Ottomannischen Pforte… V O. Mencke 
 129 A.B. Werner II G.G. Titius 
 130 De l’ancienne coutume de prier… I V.E. Löscher 
 140 C. Cellarius V C. Cellarius 
 143 A. Musculus I J.A. Fabricius 
 147 H.L.  Schurtzfleisch V O. Mencke 
 149 J. Wallace V G.C. Götze 
 153 E. Martène I H. Pipping 
 156 E. Martène I H. Pipping 
 157 F. Burman I J. Cyprian 
 162 W.E. Tentzel V/VI W.E. Tentzel 
 164 A. Hofmann II G.G. Titius 
 186 R. Boyle III M.E. Ettmüller 
 191 S. Baluze I H. Pipping 
 193 St. Optatus Afer I H. Pipping 
 203 W. Surenhusius (ed.) I J.F. Buddeus 
 207 La paix de Clement IX… I J.F. Buddeus 
 228 C. Perrault IV G.W. Leibniz 
 233 J. Adams VI F.W. Schütze 
 239 M. Otto II G.G. Titius 
 241 C. Perrault V O. Mencke 
 248 St. Augustinus I H. Pipping 
 252 A. Parent IV G.W. Leibniz 
 257 F. della Torre V/VI C. Cellarius 
 268 Tatianus I H. Pipping 
 271 J. Welwood V J.B. Mencke 
 275 M.B. Valentin III M.E. Ettmüller 
 277 F.C. Harprecht II G.G. Titius 
 279 L. Carré IV G.W. Leibniz 
 281 H. van Deventer III M.E. Ettmüller 
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1701 285 Arcana imperii detecta. VI F.W. Schütze 
 289 Histoire…du Jansénisme. I V.E. Löscher 
 300 J. Schilter III G.G. Titius 
 302 St. Justinus I  H. Pipping 
 304 D. Gendron III C.H. Erndl 
 312 V. Riedlin III J.W. Pauli 
 314 F. d’Ablancourt V O. Mencke 
 319 L. Beger VI L. Beger 
 325 F. Spanheim I H. Pipping 
 328 J. Francke III M.E. Ettmüller 
 329 F. Walsingham V J.F. Buddeus 
 336 Horatius VI O. Mencke 
 337 P. van Limborch I/V L.C. Crell 
 347 J.P. Tournefort III O. Mencke 
 348 J.B. Carpzov I H. Pipping 
 350 B.G. Struve VI J.F. Buddeus 
 360 P.J. Spener I H. Pipping 
 363 R. Boyle III M.E. Ettmüller 
 364 J.W. Textor II G.G. Titius 
 371 D.G. Morhof VI J. Schmid 
 378 A.F. Bertini III C.H. Erndl 
 382 J. Lund I H. Pipping 
 384 J. Verwey VI O. Mencke 
 385 F. Ruysch III M.E. Ettmüller 
 387 C. Eimmart IV J.A. Schmidt 
 393 Le chrétien philosophe… I V.E. Löscher 
 397 J. Edwards I F.W. Schütze 
 405 T. Hyde V C. Cellarius 
 413 Hesiodus VI C. Wächtler 
 421 N. Alexandre I H. Pipping 
 425 F. Ruysch III M.E. Ettmüller 
 426 A.Q. Rivinus III M.E. Ettmüller 
 428 D. Nerreter I H. Pipping 
 433 W.E. Tentzel V W.E. Tentzel 
 436 G. Harvey III M.E. Ettmüller 
 440 H. Hulsius I H. Pipping 
 441 J. Jones III J.W. Pauli 
1701 446 J. Meier VI L.C. Crell 
 450 P. Warwick V J.B. Mencke 
 458 G. Noodt II G.G. Titius 
 462 W. van Meel VI H. Pipping 
 464 G. di Cristoforo IV G.W. Leibniz 
 467 J.F. Mayer I H. Pipping 
 470 D. Grebner III J. Cyprian 
 474 L. Hugon I V.E. Löscher 
 477 B. Botsack I H. Pipping 
 481 J.W. Imhof V C. Juncker 
 485 C. Aelianus V/VI C. Cellarius 
 492 J.G. Berger III A. Brendel 
 500 Notizie letterarie… V G.C. Götze 
 507 E. Saurin  I  V.E. Löscher 
 511 C. Leigh III M.E. Ettmüller/ 
    F.W. Schütze 
 519 G.W. Wedel III H. Pipping 
 521 Historia morborum… III M.E. Ettmüller 
 526 J. Musaeus I J. Cyprian 
 529 J.A. Schmidt I J.A. Schmidt 
 530 J. Boediker VI H. Pipping 
 532 R. Descartes III J.A. Schmidt 
1702 1 G. Graziani III - - 
 11 Demosthenes VI - - 
 15 Dissertation…pour d’Arbrisselles. I - - 
 17 Novi Test. libri omnes… I - - 
 20 D. Omeis VI - - 
 21 J. Alting VI - - 
 23 B. Ramazzini III - - 
 30 J.J. Schudt I - - 
 34 J. Dryden VI J.B. Mencke 
 39 P. de Montault de Bénac de Navailles V - - 
 43 T. Crenius V/VI - - 
 45 T. Stanley V - - 
 49 Dictys etc. V - - 
 56 C. Bartholin III - - 
 61 C. Sigonio VI - - 
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1702 64 E. Loescher I - - 
 66 T. Crenius V/VI - - 
 68 J. Rhenferd I - - 
 72 B. Pictet I - - 
 77 B. Lamy IV - - 
 88 S. Lubomirski I - - 
 82 J. Salomonius VI - - 
 87 H. Dodwell V - - 
 92 J.C. Knauth V G. Olearius 
 97 H. Dodwell V - - 
 106 J.G. Graevius VI - - 
 107 T. Crenius V/VI - - 
 109 L.C. Sturm IV - - 
 113 J.B. Mezler VI O. Mencke 
 114 M. Lister III - - 
 116 B. Holtzfus I - - 
 121 T. Morerus I - - 
 125 J.H. Boecler VI - - 
 127 Origenes I - - 
 *125 L. van de Poll II G.G. Titius 
 131 A. Pars V O. Mencke 
 145 D. Gulielmini III - - 
 147 J.B. Scaramucci III - - 
 149 N.C. de Lyncker II G.G. Titius 
 151 G. Wagner I - - 
 153 J.B. Niemeier I - - 
 155 C. Brousson I - - 
 158 G. Menthen I - - 
 160 C.F. Paullinus III - - 
 162 N. Zalaszowski II G.G. Titius 
 168 Henry Bennett, earl of Arlington VI J.B. Mencke 
 172 F. Picinelli I - - 
 175 F.U. Calixtus I - - 
 183 L. Bos VI - - 
 188 J. Bierman I - - 
 193 S. Blankaart III - - 
 195 F. Ruysch III J.W. Pauli 
1702 197 S. Lochowski II G.G. Titius 
 199 J. Schilter II G.G. Titius 
 201 Observationes…Halenses Vi - - 
 205 E.A. de Martignac V - - 
 206 Horatius VI - - 
 208 Phaedrus V - - 
 208 P. Santi Bartoli VI - - 
 220 G. Fontanini VI - - 
 223 N.C. de Lyncker II G.G. Titius 
 225 Naudeana & Patiniana VI - - 
 233 J.J. Manget III - - 
 236 A. Sartorius I/V - - 
 241 De Vigneul-Marville V/VI V.E. Löscher 
 245 J.F. Buddeus I/V - - 
 253 M. Frick III - - 
 258 T. Fuller III - - 
 259 J. Crusus III - - 
 259 C.S. Schurtzfleisch VI - - 
 262 An account of Livonia… V - - 
 266 W.E. Tentzel V - - 
 268 C. Valerius Flaccus V - - 
 273 T. Torfesen V - - 
 281 J. Prince V G.C. Götze 
 294 S. Blankaart III - - 
 296 Propertius VI L.C. Crell 
 301 T. Ittig I - - 
 304 T. Benson VI - - 
 308 St. Irenaeus I - - 
 317 F. Lucae V - - 
 319 A. Carolus I - - 
 320 C. de Saint-Evremont VI - - 
 321 Acta Sanctorum Junii… I - - 
 325 Traité des préjugez. I - - 
 333 S. Werenfels VI - - 
 336 J.A. Knobbaert II G.G. Titius 
 343 H. Kromayer I - - 
 344 F.F. Scacchi I - - 
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1702 357 J. Locke VI - - 
 362 H.A. Roëll VI - - 
 369 Médailles…de Louis le Grand. V J.B. Mencke 
 374 O. Rudbeck III - - 
 376 J. Peringskold V - - 
 382 T. Acampanius V - - 
 387 F. Bayle III - - 
 392 H. Deusing I - - 
 397 W. Nichols I - - 
 399 D. Holzhalb I - - 
 402 H. Weller I - - 
 409 J. Nicolai VI - - 
 417 Z. Huber II/VI C. Wächtler 
 432 P. Bayle V P. Bayle 
 438 A. Pars V - - 
 443 J. Gousset VI - - 
 448 M. Lagunez II G.G. Titius 
 452 F. Bayle III - - 
 458 Phaedrus V - - 
 459 J. Nicolai VI - - 
 461 J. Nicolai VI - - 
 463 J. a Marck I - - 
 465 W. Surenhusius (ed.) I J.F. Buddeus 
 473 J. Brant VI - - 
 477 R. Morison III - - 
 480 S. van Til I - - 
 486 W. Wotton V - - 
 490 C.G. Blumberg I - - 
 492 A.C. Eschenbach VI - - 
 498 J.W. Preyser III - - 
 499 W. Cowper III - - 
 504 Historia morborum… III - - 
 506 M. Luther/J.F. Buddeus VI - - 
 510 J. Ozanam IV - - 
 511 A.M. Mallet IV - - 
 513 M. Florentinio I - - 
 517 A. de Pape II G.G. Titius 
1702 519 T.H. van den Honert I - - 
 522 E. Sherburne VI J.B. Mencke 
 526 J. Günther I - - 
 530 J. Pelletier IV - - 
1703 1 J.W. Imhof V C. Juncker 
 7 J. Faes I H. Pipping 
 9 T. Granz II G.C. Götze 
 12 J. Gronovius I D. Fiedler/ 
    O. Mencke (p.15) 
 16 J. Perizonius I D. Fiedler 
 31 E. Dickinson III F.H. Lichtscheid 
 43 Dionysius Halicarnasseus VI L.C. Crell 
 45 B. Nani V G.C. Götze 
 49 J.F. Reinhard VI K.S. Schurtzfleisch 
 50 W. Whiston I F.W. Schütze 
 57 T. Crenius VI H. Pipping 
 59 B.G. Struve VI B.G. Struve 
 62 J. Trigland I H. Pipping 
 65 J. Brancacci VI G.C. Götze 
 68 A. Friedenfels V G.F. Jenichen 
 71 B.L. Schwendendörfer II G.G. Titius 
 76 F. Bayle III M.E. Ettmüller 
 81 A. van Dale VI B.G. Struve/ 
    O. Mencke 
 92 H. Pipping VI H. Pipping 
 94 J.B. Carpzov I H. Pipping 
 96 S. Pufendorf V O. Mencke 
 97 N. Gürtler I V.E. Löscher 
 104 T. Sprat V J.B. Mencke 
 109 W. Surenhusius (ed.) I J.F. Buddeus 
 118 P. Sery I J.F. Buddeus 
 124 Theophilus Protospatharius III C.H. Erndl 
 129 J. Rhenferd I J. Schmid 
 134 G.C. Schelhammer III F.H. Lichtscheid 
 137 J. Moller V L.C. Crell 
 139 J.T. Leubscher V L.C. Crell 
 142 F. Bragge I F.W. Schütze 
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1703 145 G.J. Vossius VI L.C. Crell 
 148 V. Bering V G.F. Jenichen 
 154 Aurelius Prudentius Clemens VI C. Cellarius 
 155 C. Cellarius VI C. Cellarius 
 157 C. Cellarius VI C. Cellarius 
 158 L. Beger VI D. Fiedler 
 161 L. Beger VI D. Fiedler 
 164 A. Reeland VI C. Cellarius 
 170 C.F. Paullinus III M.E. Ettmüller 
 172 Novum Testamentum… I J.G. Pritius 
 174 A. Baillet V G.C. Götze 
 176 J.B.Mencke (ed.) VI J.B. Mencke 
 183 G. Wilson III - - 
 193 N. Grew I/III G. Olearius 
 202 L.E. Du Pin I V.E. Löscher 
 208 J.B. Du Hamel III/IV F.H. Lichtscheid 
 226 J. Milnes IV J.A. Schmidt 
 236 G.W. Wedel III G.W. Wedel 
 238 H. Pipping I H. Pipping 
 239 J.B. Niemeier I J.C. Böhmer 
 241 N. Grew I/III G. Olearius 
 253 L.E. Du Pin I V.E. Löscher 
 257 J.B. Du Hamel III/IV F.H. Lichtscheid 
 267 D. Sangineti III C.H. Erndl 
 273 P. Penavaire VI J.F. Menz 
 279 Observationes…Halenses. VI H. Pipping 
 282 Dissertatio…ad astronomos… IV F.H. Lichtscheid 
 284 M.E. Ettmüller III M.E. Ettmüller 
 285 O. Rudbeck V W.E. Tentzel 
 289 Appendix Augustiniana. I H. Pipping 
 292 Nectarius I G.F. Jenichen 
 305 Mémoires de la dernière révolution… V J.F. Buddeus 
 311 J. Tyrrell V J.B. Mencke 
 318 J.F. Buddeus I H. Pipping 
 321 J. Juvencius VI J.C. Böhmer 
 322 C. van Bynckershoek II G.G. Titius 
 330 T. Crenius I H. Pipping 
1703 331 G.W. Kirchmaier VI H. Pipping 
 333 B.G. Struve III - - 
 334 J.H. Feustking I D. Fiedler 
 *329 J. von Besser V C. Cellarius 
 335 H. Vagedes VI H. Pipping 
 337 C.F. Paullinus III M.E. Ettmüller 
 338 G. Baglivi III M.E. Ettmüller 
 352 A. Fritsch II G.G. Titius 
 359 J.G. Dorsche I H. Pipping 
 360 A. Pacchioni III M.E. Ettmüller 
 363 C. Huygens IV F.H. Lichtscheid 
 366 J. Gronovius/J. Periozonius I D. Fiedler 
 369 Observationes… Halenses VI H. Pipping 
 377 J.A. Fabricius I H. Pipping 
 383 V. Gravina II O. Mencke 
 390 G. Keith I F.W. SWchütze 
 396 L. Lemery III J.W. Pauli 
 401 L. Cozza I G.F. Jenichen 
 410 A. Sidobre III C.H. Erndl 
 417 N. Keder VI O. Mencke 
 421 J.A. Renoult I V.E. Löscher 
 424 W. van der Hagen I O. Mencke 
 425 J. von Alpen V J.B. Mencke 
 436 J.M. Lange I H. Pipping 
 438 T. Ruinart I V.E. Löscher 
 442 Germant I J.F. Buddeus 
 449 P.M. Corradini I H. Pipping 
 450 G. Gheyne IV G.W. Leibniz 
 452 D. Gregory IV F.H. Lichtscheid 
 463 J. Mabillon I H. Pipping 
 467 J. de La Charrière III M.E. Ettmüller 
 469 B. Corte III C.H. Erndl 
 471 N. Du Mortier VI - - 
 473 L. Echard I F.W. Schütze 
 475 F. Bacon V/VI G.C. Götze 
 482 G. Laderchi I/V D. Fiedler 
 487 V. Viviani IV G.W. Leibniz 
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1703 494 C. Pedo Albinovanus VI L.C. Crell 
 497 P. Cornelius Severus VI L.C. Crell 
 499 G.G. Titius II G.G. Titius 
 504 J. Keill III J.A. Schmidt 
 511 J.B. Thiers I V.E. Löscher 
 514 L’art de…chirurgie. III M.E. Ettmüller 
 516 F.T. de Choisy I - - 
 517 C. Plumier III A.Q. Rivinus 
 518 Histoire de…Sicile… V J.D. Schreber 
 521 A.D. Alteserra II G.G. Titius 
 526 B. de Montfaucon II H. Pipping 
 534 I. Le Masson I - - 
 536 M. Hanckius V G.F. Jenichen 
 540 L.-A. Bocquillot V J.B. Mencke 
 544 Monumenta pietatis… VI J.B. Mencke 
1704 1 N. Le Nourry I H. Pipping 
 7 F. Fontana V G.C. Götze 
 10 P. Pezron V J.F. Buddeus 
 19 F. Ruysch III M.E. Ettmüller 
 23 G.E. von Frankenau II G.G. Titius 
 27 N. Gregora V L.C. Crell 
 30 D. Petau V H. Pipping 
 32 G. Bull I H. Pipping 
 35 L.-S. le Nain de Tillemont V F.W. Schütze 
 38 S. Strimesius I J. Schmid 
 41 B.G. Struve V B.G. Struve 
 43 J.B.M. de Bellegarde VI V.E. Löscher 
 45 N. Alexandre I H. Pipping 
 46 De La Rocheguilhen V J.B. Mencke 
 49 Testamentum Novum… I  D. Fiedler 
 53 The history of the apostles creed… I - Carpzov 
 63 J.M. Hoffmann III M.E. Ettmüller 
 67 Historia morborum… III M.E. Ettmüller 
 69 Euclides IV O. Mencke 
 72 A. Tacquet IV O. Mencke 
 73 J.J. Schudt I J.F. Menz 
 74 J.C. de Boineburg VI G.F. Jenichen 
1704 79 Le Nouveau Testament… I V.E. Löscher
 
 82 L.A. card. de Noailles I V.E. Löscher 
 83 S. Richard I V.E. Löscher 
 85 H. Witsius I H. Pipping 
 90 C.M. Ludolph II G.G. Titius 
 94 B. Guarini VI B.G. Struve 
 95 J. Ludolph V J.B. Mencke 
 96 C.F. Paullinus III M.E. Ettmüller 
 97 P. Heylyn V O. Mencke 
 100 Geographiae Veteris Scriptores… V C. Cellarius 
 108 C. Sedulius I/VI C. Cellarius 
 110 J.F. Buddeus VI G.F. Jenichen 
 115 M. Cochet II G.C. Götze 
 120 L.-S. le Nain de Tillemont I J.F. Buddeus 
 131 R. Mead III M.E. Ettmüller 
 136 J. Edwards I - Carpzov 
 142 F.A. Lampe VI H. Pipping 
 144 J.V. Gravina II O. Mencke 
 145 D. Whitby I F.W. Schütze 
 152 J. Nicolai VI H. Pipping 
 163 R. Ascham VI L.C. Crell 
 164 E. Benoist I L.C. Crell 
 168 Dissertation sur Saint Denis… I O. Mencke 
 170 J.B. Wernher II/VI G.G. Titius 
 173 N. Gregora I/V G.F. Jenichen 
 180 J. Floyer III M.E. Ettmüller 
 182 T. Hearne VI L.C. Crell 
 183 P.D. Huet V V.E. Löscher/ 
    O. Mencke 
 190 J.S. Carl III M.E. Ettmüller 
 193 E. Spanheim II/V C. Cellarius 
 201 E. Stillingfleet I - Carpzov 
 205 G. Beyer II G.G. Titius 
 209 J.A. Schmid VI H. Pipping 
 212 Historia Anglo-Scotica. V G.C. Götze 
 216 J. Perizonius VI L.C. Crell 
 222 C. Stieff VI C. Stieff 
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1704 227 G. Noodt II C. Wächtler 
 231 J. Bohn III J.W. Pauli 
 241 F. Spanheim I H. Pipping 
 247 F. de Bruin VI J.C. Wichmanns- 
    hausen 
 250 W. Musgrave III M.E. Ettmüller 
 251 M.D. Omeis VI J. Schmid 
 254 P. Texelius I/VI H. Pipping 
 257 G.L. Goldner VI H. Pipping 
 260 H. Grotius II/VI G.G. Titius 
 266 N. Henel von Hennefeld V C. Stieff 
 272 W. King I I. Pröhle 
 275 J.F. Ostervald I V.E. Löscher 
 277 F. Posner II M.H. Grübner 
 278 T. Crenius I H. Pipping 
 281 H. Dicelius I J.F. Menz 
 282 C.J. Lange III J.W. Pauli 
 283 The London-Spy. VI J.B. Mencke 
 285 George, Duke of Buckingham. VI J.B. Mencke 
 286 D. de Foe VI J.B. Mencke 
 289 C.L. Leucht II G.G. Titius 
 292 J.U. Pregitzer V O. Mencke 
 296 J. de Wilde V D. Fiedler 
 300 T. Bodley VI J.B. Mencke 
 303 C. Calvor I G.F. Jenichen 
 322 J. Edwards I - Carpzov 
 329 G. Abrahamsz I V.E. Löscher 
 332 T. Arnkiel V C. Stieff 
 335 J. Schilter II M.H. Grübner 
 337 J. Enberg V W.E. Tentzel 
 341 Biblia (German)… I E. Benzelius 
 346 M. Gobert IV J.A. Schmidt 
 348 J.C. Barchusen III M.E. Ettmüller 
 352 Erasmus VI H. Pipping 
 355 Euripides VI L.C. Crell 
 361 F. Ruysch III M.E. Ettmüller 
 363 M.B. Valentin III M.E. Ettmüller 
1704 364 A. Boyer V J.B. Mencke 
 371 Histoire de Guillaume III. V J.B. Mencke 
 381 J.J. Cramer I H. Pipping 
 385 J.G. Graevius V J.B. Mencke 
 392 W. Surenhusius (ed.) I J.F. Buddeus 
 400 Histoire de Hollande… V O. Mencke 
 401 A…discourse to…the XXXIX articles… I - Carpzov 
 405 J. Vaillant V C. Stieff 
 412 J. La Placette I V.E. Löscher 
 415 S. Stryk II G.G. Titius 
 420 W. Forbes I J. Fabricius 
 425 J. Broen III M.E. Ettmüller 
 428 L.A. Porzio III C.H. Erndl 
 431 A. Pascoli III C.H. Erndl 
 433 P. Bayle VI G.C. Götze 
 445 P.M. Alberti I/VI H. Pipping 
 446 J. Fabricius I J. Fabricius 
 450 L.-S. le Nain de Tillemont I J.F. Buddeus 
 461 A. Teissier V J.B. Mencke 
 464 J. Riccio I J. Cyprian 
 471 J. Lange VI I. Pröhle 
 472 Civil polity… VI F.W. Schütze 
 478 C.F. Paullinus III M.E. Ettmüller 
 479 The lives of the…philosophers… V J.B. Mencke 
 481 P. Jurieu I - Olearius 
 494 H. Huyssen V C. Stieff 
 503 J.J. Schurmann I - Carpzov 
 508 T. Santvoort III M.E. Ettmüller 
 518 Le grand theatre historique… V J.B. Mencke 
 520 J.M. Crescimbeni V C. Gryphius 
 525 T. Crenius VI H. Pipping 
 526 T. Crenius VI H. Pipping 
 529 Dionysius Halicarnasseus V  D. Fiedler 
 533 J.F. Buddeus II/VI G.G. Titius 
 537 L. Gobart III J.A. Schmidt 
 549 J. Gronovius VI D. Fiedler 
1705 1 St. Cyrillus I H. Pipping 
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1705 9 P. Jurieu I G. Olearius 
 25 I. Newton IV G.W. Leibniz 
 36 N. Keder VI C. Stieff 
 39 W. Temple VI V.E. Löscher 
 43 G.A. Struve II G.G. Titius 
 49 L. Beger V G.C. Götze 
 51 D. Braun I/VI  H. Pipping 
 56 G. Brand I/V G. Olearius 
 57 B. de Moor III M.E. Ettmüller 
 61 J. Tribbechov VI J.F. Buddeus 
 64 Psalterium… I - - 
 68 E.M. Eyring V L.C. Crell 
 71 H. Asmann VI C. Stieff 
 74 G. Croese VI C. Wächtler 
 85 J. Gronovius VI D. Fiedler 
 91 W. Nicholls I/VI G. Olearius 
 97 M. Leydekker I/V H. Pipping 
 103 Conciliation de Moyse… I V.E. Löscher 
 105 Avis…aux catholiques… I V.E. Löscher 
 117 H. Ridley III M.E. Ettmüller 
 123 J. Gronovius VI D. Fiedler 
 127 B.G. Struve II/V B.G. Struve 
 132 H. Dodwell I J. Schmid 
 138 J.P. Tournefort  III A.Q. Rivinus 
 139 S. Strimesius I I. Pröhle 
 145 E. Hyde V C. Stieff 
 151 A collection of voyages… V J.B. Mencke 
 156 W. Nicolson V J.B. Mencke 
 166 C. Calvor I G.F. Jenichen 
 169 B.G. Struve V B.G. Struve 
 171 C. Wächtler V/VI C. Wächtler 
 174 J. Freind III C.H. Erndl 
 180 J. Ray III O. Mencke 
 183 P. Needham VI J.F. Menz 
 193 W. Kennett I/II B.G. Bosseck 
 207 J.O. Westenberg II G.G. Titius 
 217 R. Huntington V/VI G. Olearius 
1705 226 J. Forbes I H. Pipping 
 230 H. Pipping I/V O. Mencke 
 232 R. Burscough I B.G. Bosseck 
 241 A. Hunnius I J. Schmid 
 242 J.A. Vaes I/V V.E. Löscher 
 246 F. de Vargas I G.F. Jenichen 
 247 H. von der Hardt I C.D. Koch 
 251 G.W. Wedel III/VI G.F. Jenichen 
 255 J.J. Müller I/V H. Pipping 
 257 M. Hanke (3x) V C. Stieff 
 261 W. Bosman V C. Stieff 
 267 J.A. Lucentius V C. Stieff 
 269 J. Creygton I - Carpzov 
 279 A. Reeland VI C. Cellarius 
 285 M.A. de La Chauffe V/VI G.C. Götze 
 286 J.C. Wolff III M.E. Ettmüller 
 289 W.E. Tentzel V H. Pipping 
 295 Adrianus Nicomediensis V L.C. Crell 
 299 C. Rohrmann VI C. Stieff 
 301 J.C. Wolf V J.C. Wolf 
 305 F. Bianchini IV C. Wolff 
 310 E. Wells V G.C. Götze 
 312 F. Nomi VI J.B. Mencke 
 314 N.C. de Lyncker II M.H. Grübner 
 315 J.B. Niemeier I F.A. Hackmann 
 319 D. Quertaironi IV C. Wolff 
 323 J.A. Fabricius V D. Fiedler 
 330 B. Bacchini I/V O. Mencke 
 335 A. Teissier V J.B. Mencke 
 337 S. Sgambati I H. Pipping 
 340 C.H. Horn II G.G. Titius 
 344 L. Mencke II M.H. Grübner 
 345 Eclaircissement sur…les Vers… III M.E. Ettmüller 
 361 V.E. Löscher V V.E. Löscher 
 364 T. Ittig I J. Cyprian 
 370 J.J.M. Ursi VI C. Gryphius 
 379 Q.S.F. Rivinus II M.H. Grübner 
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1705 381 W. Nicholls I F.W. Schütze 
 385 P.C. Hooft V/VI O. Mencke 
 388 N. Alexandre I H. Pipping
 
 390 J. Braun I J.C. Wolf or C. Wolff 
 394 A. Gatti V G.F. Jenichen 
 399 Genebrier V G.C. Götze 
 403 Genebrier V G.C. Götze 
 405 C.G. Boze V G.C. Götze 
 406 G.W. Wedel III M.E. Ettmüller 
 409 J.G. Leuckfeld V J.B. Mencke 
 413 J. Mabillon I/V H. Pipping 
 421 Causa Quesnelliana. I V.E. Löscher 
 426 P. Quesnel I V.E. Löscher 
 428 J.E. Mayer II G.G. Titius 
 430 Manuale processus imperialis… II G.G. Titius 
 431 The history of man. V J.B. Mencke 
 433 J.H. Berger II M.H. Grübner 
 436 J.H.Berger II M.H. Grübner 
 440 J. Jaquelot I/VI G. Olearius 
 448 A. Buchner VI J.J. Stübel 
 453 R. Vieussens III J.W. Pauli 
 462 A.M. Valsalva III J.W. Pauli 
 474 C. Hayes IV G.W. Leibniz 
 476 Bernard a Piconio I H. Pipping 
 478 F. Deseine VI O. Mencke 
 479 A.P. de La Croix V O. Mencke 
 479 J.J. Scheuchzer III M.E. Ettmüller 
 481 Erasmus I O. Mencke 
 487 T. van Toll I - Carpzov 
 491 C.H. Horn II G.G. Titius 
 493 J. Voet II B.G. Bosseck 
 500 W.E. Tentzel V H. Pipping 
 507 H. Hody I G. Olearius 
 519 A. van Dale I L.C. Crell 
 527 C.B. Piazza VI B.G. Bosseck 
 529 F.L. von Franckenberg V G.C. Götze 
 534 T. Gutberleth VI J.D. Schreber 
1705 537 D. Gothofred II J.B. Mencke 
 539 Miscellanea curiosa… III/IV C. Wolff 
 547 A. Dandini I H. Pipping 
 549 A. Zeno V/VI C.D. Koch 
 555 N. Sanson I/V G. Olearius 
 558 J.B. Niemeier I F.W. Schütze 
 559 J.A. Schmid I F.W. Schütze 
 560 A. Strauch I F.W. Schütze 
1706 1 Suida VI G. Olearius 
 5 H. Snellen III M.E. Ettmüller 
 15 A. de St. Julien IV C. Wolff 
 19 W.E. Tentzel V H. Pipping 
 25 Dionysius Periegetes V - Olearius 
 27 C. Vitringa I - Lüdecke 
 30 A. Cortrejus II/V M.H. Grübner 
 31 J. a Marck I V.E. Löscher 
 47 S. Glass I F.W. Schütze 
 49 G.E. Rumph III J.W. Pauli 
 55 Julius Caesar V C. Cellarius 
 56 J.C. Heyne III M.E. Ettmüller 
 59 I. Newton IV C. Wolff 
 64 B. Marolles/J. Masson I V.E. Löscher 
 67 J.C. Calvoli V J.B. Mencke 
 68 A. Guidi VI J.B. Mencke 
 70 H. Baruffaldi V J.B. Mencke 
 73 S. Basnage I/V H. Pipping 
 79 T. Staynoe I N. Lütke 
 82 J.L. de Grimaret V J.B. Mencke 
 85 R. Richard V C. Stieff 
 88 F. Mastrius V C. Stieff 
 91 Reales Staats-…Lexicon V J.B. Mencke 
 92 S. Jaworowsky I J. Schmid 
 97 G. Hickes V/VI G.C. Götze 
 110 F. Pagus I/V  -Lüdecke 
 113 C. Cellarius V C. Cellarius 
 117 J.C. Wagenseil VI J.D. Schreber 
 123 E. Manfredi IV C. Wolff 
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1706 124 J. Dolaeus III M. Ettmüller 
 128 S. Basnage I/V H. Pipping 
 133 F. Arisio V J.B. Mencke 
 136 L Patarol V G.C. Götze 
 136 S. Pitiscus VI O. Mencke 
 138 An universal dictionary. V J.B. Mencke 
 139 Dictionarium sacrum… I - - 
 140 J. Keill III C. Wolff 
 141 E.S. Cyprian I E.S. Cyprian 
 143 A. Thomson III J.W. Pauli 
 145 F. Ruysch III J.W. Pauli 
 149 G. Grandi IV C. Wolff 
 153 C.G. de Boze V G.C. Götze 
 156 J.L. Petit  III M.E. Ettmüller 
 158 C.G. Leclerc III M.E. Ettmüller 
 160 L. Lemery III J.W. Pauli 
 162 A. Reeland I - - 
 165 L. Du Bois II M.H. Grübner 
 168 J.C. Becker III M.E. Ettmüller 
 171 V. Victoria VI C.D. Koch 
 174 P.A. Appiano I C.D. Koch 
 178 A.M. Bonucci I - - 
 181 P. Lucas V C. Stieff 
 186 Collectanea Genealogico-historica V J.B. mencke 
 189 C. Arnd V - - 
 193 G, Hickes V/VI G.C. Götze 
 200 G. Bonjour IV C. Wolff 
 202 J.C. Batelli V - Olearius 
 206 C. Ancillon V C. Stieff 
 209 P. Francius VI O. Mencke 
 214 P. de Toullieu II M.H. Grübner 
 217 A. Pacchioni III M.E. Ettmüller 
 220 N. Keder V - - 
 223 J.F. Buddeus I J.C. Wolf or C. Wolff 
 228 J. Cockburn I - Lüdecke 
 232 J.F. Reiger II G.C. Götze 
 233 C. Franckius I J.F. Menz 
1706  235 L. Goulon IV C. Wolff 
 236 Fundamenta juris naturae… II M.H. Grübner 
 241 S. Basnage I/V H. Pipping 
 246 Aulus Gellius VI C. Cellarius 
 249 Bernardus Trevisanus I/VI C.D. Koch 
 271 B. Intieri IV C. Wolff 
 272 B. Intieri IV C. Wolff 
 274 J.G. Dorsch I J. Schmid 
 281 J. Laderchi I - Olearius 
 284 B. Germon V/VI G.C. Götze 
 287 Historia morborum… III M.E. Ettmüller 
 289 J. Gerson I - Lüdecke 
 302 W.E. Tentzel V H. Pipping 
 305 J. Basnage I V.E. Löscher 
 308 J. Dubourdieu I/V L.C. Crell 
 310 P.M. Corradini I/V L.C. Crell 
 312 L.A. Porzio III C. Wolff 
 314 V. Giordani III C. Wolff 
 321 J. Gooden IV C. Wolff 
 323 D.A. Gandolfo V J.B. Mencke 
 327 Tatianus Alexandrinus I J.C. Wolf or C. Wolff
 329 Observationes…de hydrope… III M.E. Ettmüller 
 331 C. Juncker V H. Pipping 
 333 Octavia, Römische Geschichte. V C. Stieff 
 337 A. Pagus I/V N. Lütke 
 348 A. Cortrejus II M.H. Grübner 
 350 J.H. Conradi V C. Stieff 
 353 T. Janssonius ab Almeloveen V - - 
 354 A. Vaira I/V H. Pipping 
 358 J. Mabillon VI G.C. Götze 
 371 J.P. von Wurzelbaur IV C. Wolff 
 373 J. Gisbert I - - 
 378 E. Lindenbrog a.o. V O Mencke 
 379 C. Frassen I N. Lütke 
 381 R. Simon I J.C. Wolf or C. Wolff 
 385 St. Gregorius I H. Pipping 
 395 G.F. Francke de Franckenau III M.E. Ettmüller 
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1706 400 V.E. Löscher VI V.E. Löscher 
 405 J. Gronovius I/VI J.C. Wolf 
 409 J.J. Hottinger I H. Pipping 
 412 Ausführliche Beantwortung… V J.B. Mencke 
 415 C. Stieff V J.B. Mencke 
 417 St. Eusebius a.o. I H. Pipping 
 422 G. Fontanini VI G.C. Götze 
 427 P. Pedrusi I T.S. Ring 
 433 A. Pagi I/V N. Lütke 
 451 A. de St. Julien IV C. Wolff 
 454 J.A. Planer VI J. Schmid 
 457 Anacreon VI L.C. Crell 
 462 J.F. Guemerius V J.C. Wolf or C. Wolff 
 464 H. Brenkmann II G.G. Titius 
 478 G.B. Comazzi V J.B. Mencke 
 483 J. a Marck I H. Pipping 
 490 De La Roche V J.B. Mencke 
 495 Menno van Coehoorn IV C. Wolff 
 497 G. Bonjour I F.W. Schütze 
 504 G. Bonjour I F.W. Schütze 
 511 B. Lamy I J.C. Wolf or C. Wolff 
 518 M.E. Ettmüller III M.E. Ettmüller 
 520 T. Crenius V/VI H. Pipping 
 523 D. Tauvry III C. Wolff 
 529 G.W. Wedel III M.E. Ettmüller 
 529 U. Huber II M.H. Grübner 
 531 F.C. Harprecht II - - 
 534 J. Addison V - - 
 540 J. Nicolai II - - 
 542 N.P. Giannetasio VI  - - 
 546 B. Lamy I C. Wolff 
1707 1 J. Pollux VI G. Olearius 
 9 Q. Ennius VI G.C. Götze 
 11 G.H. Götze VI H. Pipping 
 15 A. Couet du Vivier I - - 
 18 V. Turlay V J.B. Mencke 
 19 J.V. Gravina I F.W. Schütze 
1707 23 D. Nerreter I G. Olearius 
 25 J. Barbeyrac II L.C. Crell 
 37 W.A. Lauterbach II M.H. Grübner 
 38 A.A. Hochstetter II A.A. Hochstetter 
 42 Analecta de Calamitate… V J.B. Mencke 
 49 E. Spanheim VI G. Olearius 
 60 A. Pagus I N. Lüdecke 
 67 H. Relandus VI L.C. Crell 
 73 A. Herold I - Olearius 
 76 J.J. Müller II G.G. Titius 
 79 W. Harris III M.E. Ettmüller 
 82 J. Douglas III M.E. Ettmüller 
 85 A. de Moivre IV C. Wolff 
 87 G. Cheynaeus IV C. Wolff 
 89 S. Clericus IV C. Wolff 
 90 P. Polynier IV C. Wolff 
 92 Elemens de géométrie IV C. Wolff 
 97 Les délices… V D.L. Müller 
 102 Apollonius Pergaeus IV C. Wolff 
 106 Resolutien… V G.F. Jenichen 
 117 J. Schulz VI G. Wächtler 
 124 A. Buchner VI J.J. Stübel 
 126 S. Dale III J.W. Pauli 
 127 F. Hofmann III C. Wolff 
 132 M. le Poivre IV C. Wolff 
 144 C. Weise VI F.W. Schütze 
 145 Th. Smith V H. Pipping 
 149 R. Hooke IV C. Wolff 
 161 J. Witty I C. Wolff 
 166 C. Wolff I C. Wolff 
 169 J. Inett I J.C. Wichmanns- 
    hausen 
 173 Divers écrits… I V.E. Löscher 
 178 W. Jones IV C. Wolff 
 181 W. Salmon III M.E. Ettmüller 
 182 J. Groenevelt III M.E. Ettmüller 
 183 A discourse… I C. Wolff 
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1707 186 J.C. Dannhauser I J. Schmid 
 188 J. Strype V J.C. Frauendorf 
 191 C. Arnd V J.C. Frauendorf 
 193 M. Félibien V G.C. Götze 
 205 Aeg. Hunnius I J.H. Feustking 
 206 H. Dodwell I C. Wolff 
 212 S. Clarke I C. Wolff 
 215 Biblia Hebraica I J.C. Wichmanns- 
    hausen 
 217 J. a Melle V H. Pipping 
 227 E. Spanheim V G. Olearius 
 234 C. Ström III J.W. Pauli 
 236 F. Thomas V J.C. Frauendorff 
 239 G. Noodt II O. Mencke/ 
    M.H. Grübner 
 241 D. Martin II G. Olearius 
 244 Rélation… I V.E. Löscher 
 249 Chembinus a S. Josepho I F.W. Schütze 
 260 J. de Meij I G.F. Jenichen 
 262 M. Hiller I J.C. Wichmanns- 
    hausen 
 265 J.C. Dithmar I J.C. Wichmanns- 
    hausen 
 267 Z. Huber II G.G. Titius 
 271 J. van Horne III M.E. Ettmüller 
 274 F. Fuller III J.W. Pauli 
 278 Bericht en opmerking… III M.E. Ettmüller 
 280 D. Erasmus VI J.B. Mencke 
 *278 J.A. Campanus VI J.B. Mencke 
 281 F. Philelphus VI J.B. Mencke 
 282 H. Pipping V J.B. Mencke 
 284 J.W. Trier VI - - 
 285 J. Coccejus I H. Pipping 
 288 J. le Roy V G.C. Götze 
 290 B. Germon V G.C. Götze 
 300 J. Pastritius I H. Pipping 
 303 Histoire… III J.W. Pauli/C. Wolff 
1707 313 C. Wolff IV C. Wolff 
 316 N. Hartsoecker III C. Wolff 
 322 F. Ruysch III M.E. Ettmüller 
 324 C. Plumier III J.W. Pauli 
 327 G. Pasch V G. Pasch 
 328 G.F. Jenichen I G.F. Jenichen 
 333 Histoire… V J.F. Menz 
 337 Recueil… V J.B. Mencke/J.F. Menz 
 342 Argensola V J.D. Schreber 
 344 The life of Leopold…/J.B. Mencke V J.B. Menkce 
 345 C. Weise VI J.B. Mencke 
 347 D. Gertmann I J. Schmid 
 351 W.C.M.D. I C. Wolff 
 358 D. Whitby I C. Wolff 
 360 C. Purshal III C. Wolff 
 366 Th. Eleutherius I J.F. Buddeus 
 377 H. Hamel II G.G. Titius 
 378 J.C. Willerding II G.G. Titius 
 379 D. Anel III M.E. Ettmüller 
 381 L. Liger III M.E. Ettmüller 
 382 J. Burchard V C. Wolff 
 385 P.A. Maffei V G.C. Götze 
 388 Th. Eleutherius I J.F. Buddeus 
 397 C. Mel I C. Wächtler 
 400 J.F. Graevius VI H. Pipping 
 401 Marcus Antoninus VI - - 
 402 W. Beverege V C. Wolff 
 403 P. Bayle VI V.E. Löscher 
 405 P. Matthaeus III M.E. Ettmüller 
 407 G. Baglivus III J.W. Pauli 
 410 G. Baglivus III J.W. Pauli 
 411 C. Frassen I J.C. Wichmanns- 
    hausen 
 415 G. Desnoues III J.W. Pauli/C. Wolff 
 420 D. Papin III C. Wolff 
 423 C. Ström III J.W. Pauli 
 433 Strabo V G. Olearius 
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1707 434 B. de Montfaucon I H. Pipping 
 440 T. Ittig I H. Pipping 
 447 J. Basnage I G. Olearius 
 460 G.W. Leibniz V - - 
 465 V. Aurias V J.D. Schreber 
 467 H. Grotius II G.G. Titius 
 475 J. Harvey III M.E. Ettmüller 
 477 Miscellanea… III C. Wolff 
 481 M.S. Merian III A.Q. Rivinus 
 482 M. Geddes VI J.F. Jenichen 
 492 J. Evelyn III C. Wolff 
 496 K. Abel V K. Abel 
 499 J.C. Wolf I N. Lüdecke 
 505 P. Bayle VI V.E. Löscher 
 507 C. Wolff VI C. Wolff 
 514 P. Lyser VI H. Pipping 
 517 J. Cinelli Calvoli V - - 
 528 Le Coq V C. Wolff 
 529 J. Bonfrère I H. Pipping 
 530 H. Relandus VI J. Schmid 
 531 P. Bayle VI  - - 
 533 J.C. Olearius I J.C. Olearius 
 547 M.A. Sabelli II G.G. Titius 
 548 J.B. Comazzi VI C.D. Koch 
 552 J. Paschius VI E. Uhse 
 553 G. Nodot V F.W. Schütze 
1708 1 J. Mill I G. Olearius 
 13 J. Basnage I G. Olearius 
 23 A. Cortrejus II G.G. Titius 
 25 J. Vignoli V/VI G.C. Götze 
 29 J.B. Morgagnus III J.W. Pauli 
 32 Th. P. Maphaeus IV C. Wolff 
 38 E. Phillips VI C. Wolff 
 40 J. Locke VI C. Wolff 
 44 M. de l’Hôpital IV C. Wolff 
 49 J.M. Heineccius/J.G. Leuckfeld V E. Uhse 
 55 J.A. Fabricius V N. Lüdecke 
  
1708 60 B. Lamy VI C. Wolff 
 68 A. Maitre-Jean III J.W. Pauli 
 72 D. Gulielmini III M.E. Ettmüller 
 80 Abbé de Vallemont IV C. Wolff 
 83 J.H. Feustking I H. Pipping 
 87 R. Maresius VI E. Uhse 
 90 G. Hoffmann V E. Uhse 
 91 J. Burchard V E. Uhse 
 95 Th. Ravasinus VI J.F. Menz 
 *89 P.A. Maffaeus VI - - 
 97 J.W. Imhof V E. Uhse 
 102 Naaukeurige versameling… V G.F. Jenichen 
 106 G. Schouten V J.F. Menz 
 108 G. Hickes I C. Wolff 
 *94 C. Neumann I C. Wolff 
 117 Ph. Bonannus VI Ph. Olearius 
 118 F.C. Harprecht II G.G. Titius 
 120 G.A. Struve II G.G. Titius 
 122 N. Lemmer III J.W. Pauli 
 130 J. Westphal III C. Wolff 
 134 Notes sur le concile de Trente… I V.E. Löscher 
 137 Le Theatre Sacré… I C. Wolff 
 142 L. Wafer V C. Wolff 
 145 J. Masson V J.F. Menz 
 148 Sophocles VI L.C. Crell 
 151 J.T. Ostervald I Ph. Olearius 
 155 P. Bayle I V.E. Löscher 
 156 L. Martorelli V G.L. Baudis 
 158 J. Linder III M.E. Ettmüller 
 166 J. Norris VI C. Wolff 
 171 J.W. Imhof V E. Uhse 
 172 J.C. Böhmer VI J.C. Böhmer 
 174 J.M. Lancisius III J.W. Pauli 
 179 Naaukeurige versameling… V G.F. Jenichen 
 182 C. Feustelius V/VI D. Fiedler 
 185 J. Berkelius/J. Palmerius VI J.F. Menz 
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1708 193 J.E. Grabe I G. Olearius 
 197 C. Janning I/V V.E. Löscher 
 201 Idea Sacrae Congregationis…. I G.F. Jenichen 
 204 O. Rudbeck I/III E. Benzelius 
 210 M. Maimon I J.C. Wichmanns- 
    hausen 
 211 J.G. Neumann I J. Schmid 
 213 C. Neumann I C. Wolff 
 215 J.G. Korb V J.B. Mencke 
 *218 De insignibus Imperii… - - - 
 223 F. Hofmann III C. Wolff 
 226 J.J. Bayer III M.E. Ettmüller 
 229 J.C. Eisenschmid IV/VI C. Wolff 
 234 M. de Vauban IV/VI C. Wolff 
 236 H. Pipping VI J.B. Mencke 
 237 J. Meyer I V.E. Löscher 
 238 Holy David… I C. Wolff 
 239 Jamblichus V G. Olearius 
 240 A. Dacerius V/VI J.C. Böhmer 
 247 D. Peifer VI J.K. Schwarz 
 251 J. Beeverellius V E. Uhse 
 255 Le théatre de noblesse… V E. Uhse 
 257 Th. Torfaeus V E. Uhse 
 259 O. Sperling VI E. Uhse 
 261 Velleius Paterculus V L.C. Crell 
 263 J.P. Cavazoni Zanotti VI J.B. Mencke 
 264 A. Ockel II G.G. Titius 
 267 G. Manfredius IV C. Wolff 
 271 Clermont IV C. Wolff 
 272 G.A. Hamberger III/IV C. Wolff 
 274 M. Calliopolita I J.C. Böhmer 
 276 J.W. Trier VI J.W. Trier 
 277 The frauds of Romish Monks… I C. Wolff 
 280 De la Forest de Bourbon V J.C. Wichmanns- 
    hausen 
 282 G. Barenius VI E. Uhse 
 289 C. Schaaf (2x) I H. Pipping 
1708 *192 D.G. Morhof V H.A. Grosschuff 
 298 J.P. von Hohenhard  II P. von Hohenhard 
 303 W. Best II C. Wächtler 
 307 C. d’Ollincam VI Ph. Olearius 
 311 G. Bidloo III - - 
 314 C. Plumier III/IV C. Wolff 
 318 Suriney de St. Rémy IV C. Wolff 
 320 J. Vogel IV C. Wolff 
 320 H. Relandus VI J.C. Wichmanns- 
    hausen 
 325 J.C. Ortlob I J.C. Ortlob 
 328 S.F. Lauterbach V H.A. Grosschuff 
 330 J.G. Leuckfeld V E. Uhse 
 332 E.S. Cyprian I/VI J. Cyprian 
 333 G.W. Wedel III/VI J.F. Menz 
 337 H. ab Eyben II G.G. Titius 
 339 Histoire de l’Académie…1706 III/IV C. Wolff 
 350 W. Whiston IV C. Wolff 
 354 J. Leupold IV C. Wolff 
 356 V.E. Löscher I V.E. Löscher 
 358 P. Malebranche I J.F. Buddeus 
 366 J.B. Ascher/R.M. Ischerles/R.J. Karo I J.G. Abicht 
 368 J.P. Bellorius a.o. VI G.C. Götze 
 372 H. Boerhaave III M.E. Ettmüller 
 373 J. Tyrell V J.B. Mencke 
 376 A. Clarmund V H.A. Grosschuff 
 385 J.Th. de Rocabert I J. Schmid 
 396 J.H. Majus I J. Schmid 
 397 B. Garofalo VI J.G. Abicht 
 401 J.F. Thasser II G.G. Titius 
 403 J. Leydekker I-II I J.G. Carpzov 
 407 L. Valetta III J.W. Pauli 
 *114 J. Palfijn III M.E. Ettmüller 
 418 Th. Alghisus III J.W. Pauli 
 421 J.A. Schmid III C. Wolff 
 424 Th. Crenius V H.A. Grosschuff 
 427 Lettres choisies… VI E. Uhse 
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1708 428 H. Junius VI J.F. Menz 
 430 F. Leguat V J.D. Schreber 
 431 J. Scheffer VI J.F. Menz 
 433 M. Maimon I J.G. Abicht 
 435 H. Relandus VI J. C. Wichmanns- 
    hausen 
 440 De Larrey V J. Hübner 
 448 Naaukeurige versameling… V G.F. Jenichen 
 451 De la Touche Boesnier I V.E. Löscher 
 454 P. Poiret I C. Wolff 
 462 B. Zendrini III C.H. Erndl 
 466 J.H. Lancisius III J.B. Mencke 
 467 J.H. Berger II G.G. Titius 
 *568 J.V. Gravina II G.G. Titius 
 473 J. Hübner (4x) V J. Lange/J.B. Mencke 
 480 R. Hooker I C. Wolff 
 489 L. Cozza I T. Ittig 
 494 D. Bernini I J.A. Schmid 
 498 De Larrey V J. Hübner 
 509 F.C. Harprecht II G.G. Titius 
 517 J. du Hamel VI C. Wolff 
 519 I. Newton IV C. Wolff 
 528 J.C. Lange VI L.C. Crell 
 535 M.E. Ettmüller III M.E. Ettmüller 
 535 Observations on a journey… I/V C. Wolff 
 537 M. Mongitor V H.A. Grosschuff 
 542 J.W. Jaeger I Ph. Olearius 
 547 J.A. Schmid I J. Schmid 
 549 H. Conring VI C.D. Koch 
 550 H. Conring VI C.D. Koch 
1709 1 J. Fontanini V G.C. Götze 
 8 V. Schmuck I F.W. Schütze 
 10 Ph. Naudé I V.E. Löscher 
 13 H.E. Kestner II G.G. Titius 
 15 A. a Kerckraad II C. Wächtler 
 17 C.N. Langius III M.E. Ettmüller 
 23 J.J. Scheuchzer III M.E. Ettmüller 
1709 24 C. Wolff III C. Wolff 
 31 J.H. Opitz I J.H. Opitz 
 34 V. Placcius V H.A. Grosschuff 
 40 J. de la Placette I V.E. Löscher 
 49 G. Grandi I F.G. Jenichen 
 55 S. Deyling I S. Deyling 
 63 J. de la Placette I V.E. Löscher 
 65 F. Catrou V J.D. Schreber 
 70 De Piles VI C. Wolff 
 72 H. Gautier VI C. Wolff 
 73 De Billy III/VI C. Wolff 
 74 F. Hofmann III C. Wolff 
 77 J.J. Scheuchzer III M.E. Ettmüller 
 79 J.J. Scheuchzer III M.E. Ettmüller 
 82 C. Heinrich IV C. Wolff 
 84 N. Hartsoecker III C. Wolff 
 87 A. Rechenberg I A. Rechenberg 
 88 T. Crenius V H. Pipping 
 90 Justinianus/A. Vinnius II J.B. Mencke (2x) 
 92 Errores Palliati… VI - - 
 97 J. Laderchius I T. Ittig 
 99 A.F. Felicius I T. Ittig 
 101 The Phenix… V/VI G. Olearius 
 109 A new view… V J.B. Mencke 
 114 M. Förtsch I M. Förtsch 
 119 J.C. Dannhauer I H. Pipping 
 123 J.J. a Goppoldt II G.G. Titius 
 125 C.F. Garmann III/IV M.E. Ettmüller 
 127 De l’indécence… III/VI  - - 
 130 Dion III J.W. Pauli 
 132 R. Andala III/VI C. Wolff 
 137 J. Dougherty IV C. Wolff 
 137 J.G. Leuckfeld V E. Uhse 
 138 G.H. Götz I/V S. Deyling 
 141 M.G. Hanschius IV C. Wolff 
 145 St. Hildebertus I H. Pipping 
 150 F.T. Corneille V J.B. Mencke 
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1709 154 J.C. Becmann V J.B. Mencke (4x) 
 158 De Fontenelle V J.D. Schreber 
 161 Histoire de l’Académie…1707 III/IV/V C. Wolff 
 170 Abbé de Vallemont III C. Wolff 
 173 G.F. Mylius III C. Wolff 
 177 W. Musgrave III J.W. Pauli 
 180 C. Neumann I C. Wolff 
 184 G. Voigt I/VI J.A. Fabricius 
 185 J.P. Nurra VI J.F. Menz 
 193 J.B. Gramaye V J.B. Mencke 
 194 Il dominio temporale… V L.A. Muratori 
 203 J. Crullius I/V J.G. Abicht 
 206 H. Relandus I - - 
 208 A. Schultens I - - 
 209 G. Raphelius I - - 
 212 Du Guet I V.E. Löscher 
 214 Le Blanc I S. Deyling 
 216 D. Bassus II G.G. Titius 
 218 J. Keill III M.E. Ettmüller 
 222 J. Wainewright III - - 
 235 L.C. Sturm IV C. Wolff 
 239 F.E. von Herberstein IV C. Wolff 
 241 T. Livius V G.C. Götze 
 248 J. Tolandus I/V/VI C.J. Wilcke 
 253 L.E. du Pin V J.W. Jahn 
 257 N. Gürtler I/V J.G. Rabener 
 260 J.M. Schramm I/V J.G. Rabener 
 264 C. Vitringa I J. Cyprian 
 272 F. Ruysch III J.W. Pauli 
 274 C. Reynau IV J.W. Pauli 
 281 C. Mel IV C. Wolff 
 285 Maubec III C. Wolff 
 289 A complete history of England… V J.B. Mencke 
 294 Z. Châtelain V C. Stieff 
 301 M.A. Franck von Franckenstein V M.A. Franck von 
    Franckenstein 
 304 Z. de Pace I Z. de Pace 
1709 306 C. Kortholt I J. Schmid 
 307 Ph. Naudé I V.E. Löscher 
 309 E. Gerhard VI C. Wolff 
 312 I. Conrad III/VI C. Wolff 
 315 V. Riedlin III - - 
 317 G.C. Schelhammer III - - 
 328 J.E. Franzen V/VI J. E. Franzen
 
 330 Virgilius VI - - 
 337 J.J. Müller V J.G. Rabener 
 344 J.P. von Ludewig VI J.P. von Ludewig 
 349 J. Bingham V - - 
 353 J. Edwards V - - 
 356 Miscellanea Curiosa III III/V C. Wolff 
 360 J. Drake III J.W. Pauli 
 364 J. Francius III M.E. Ettmüller 
 365 Ph. Villemot III C. Wolff 
 370 C. Woltereck V/VI C. Woltereck 
 372 J. Masson V - - 
 377 Ph. Rondininus I T. Ittig 
 379 H. Zollius II G.G. Titius 
 380 F. Schmier II G.G. Titius 
 385 T. Ittig I T. Ittig 
 396 L. Liger III C. Wolff 
 397 J. Keill III - - 
 411 G. Noodt II C. Wächtler 
 417 H. Relandus VI J.G. Abicht 
 426 G. d’Autoul II/V - - 
 429 M. Musig I/VI M. Musig 
 433 Philostratus V/VI G. Olearius 
 442 J.M. Heineccius V/VI J.M. Heineccius 
 452 G.G. Titius II G.G. Titius 
 457 J.G. Berger III - - 
 461 P. Paxton III - - 
 462 R. de Monmort IV C. Wolff 
 467 J. Vignoli V/VI - - 
 473 T. Ittig I T. Ittig 
 479 H. Uffelmann I - - 
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1709 481 J. LeClerc I - - 
 487 J.H. Böhmer I F.G. Jenichen 
 493 C.A. de Manentibus II J.F. Buddeus 
 495 Pentateuch I J.G. Abicht 
 497 J. Aymon I J.G. Rabener 
 503 R. Gravina VI G.L. Baudis 
 514 Traité des dispenses du carême… I/V V.E. Löscher 
 518 M. Lilienthal V M. Lilienthal 
 520 P. Colomesius I/VI J.B. Mencke 
 521 G.H. Götze I/V S. Deyling 
 522 J.H. Haimb V J.W. Jahn 
 522 G. Hofmann VI J.G. Rabener 
 529 T. Rymer V J.G. Rabener 
 536 J.B. Sollerius I C.J. Wilcke 
 545 Ovidius VI J.F. Menz  
1710 1 C. van Bynkershoeck II C. Wächtler 
 4 J. Floyer III J.W. Pauli 
 15 N. Bion IV C. Wolff 
 17 G.A. Lobineau V J. Hübner 
 22 Numismatum antiquorum sylloge… V C. Woltereck 
 29 J. Vignoli V C. Woltereck 
 33 Biblia Hebraica I J. Schmid 
 38 P.J. Spener I G. Olearius 
 41 Histoire de la ligue… V G.L. Baudis 
 45 R.H. Rollius I/V S. Deyling 
 47 R.H. Rollius V J.B. Mencke 
 49 J. Harduin I/V/VI J.G. Rabener 
 69 J.C. de La Croze VI M.E. Ettmüller 
 81 C.N. Langius III M.E. Ettmüller 
 87 T. Rymer V J.G. Rabener 
 92 J.F. Nilant VI J.H. Acker 
 93 Antoninus V C. Woltereck 
 97 Aristophanes V/VI C.F. Börner 
 111 Menander VI C.F. Börner 
 114 F. Ficoroni V C. Woltereck 
 116 Horace VI J.B. Mencke 
 120 P. Richelet VI J.B. Mencke 
1710 123 Essais de traduction… I J.G. Abicht 
 126 P. Lyser I F.W. Schütze 
 131 J. Sloane III/V J.F. Menz 
 134 Nie erhörte…Gartenlust… III C. Wolff 
 136 Courtial a.o. III J.W. Pauli 
 138 P. Polynier III C. Wolff 
 141 Kniga o sposobach… III J.L. Frisch 
 141 A.F. de Borgsdorf IV J.L. Frisch 
 142 A.E. de Birchenstein IV J.L. Frisch 
 143 L.C. Sturm - J.L. Frisch 
 143 Generalye signaly… - J.L. Frsich 
 145 J.F. Buddeus V C. Stieff 
 149 J. Leland V G.F. Jenichen 
 *149 G.D.T., Traité des contrats… II C. Wächtler 
 151 B. Azernouchi VI J.G. Abicht 
 154 H. Grotius I C. Wolff 
 156 O. Cajetanus I J.G. Rabener 
 *156 A.N. Bernabeus I J.G. Rabener 
 171 A.A. Hochstetter VI - - 
 179 E. Baluze V J.G. Rabener 
 183 I. Casaubon VI J.J. Mascov 
 191 I. Casaubon VI J.C. Wolf 
 196 St. Ignatius I C.A. Heumann 
 200 Entretiens sur la religion… I C. Wächtler 
 *201 De Sparre II C. Wächtler 
 204 Histoire de l’Académie…1708 III/IV C. Wolff 
 211 J.C. Barchusen III M.E. Ettmüller 
 220 E. Uhse I E. Uhse 
 225 T. Rymer V J.G. Rabener 
 233 I.R. Abarbanel I J.G. Abicht 
 249 C. Gryphius V J.B. Mencke 
 255 H.A. Grosschupf VI H.A. Grosschuff 
 259 L’histoire des imaginations… V/VI J.G. Abicht 
 263 C. Juncker V J.D. Schreber 
 266 J.H. Acker VI J.H. Acker 
 268 La découverte entière… V J.W. Jahn 
 270 Du Poncet V J.W. Jahn 
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1710 273 J. Mabillon V/VI H.A. Grosschuff 
 279 R. Simon VI C.A. Heumann 
 283 J. Perizonius V C.A. Heumann 
 286 B.G. Struve VI H.A. Grosschuff 
 291 P. Simeon I J.G. Abicht 
 292 B. Lamy I J.G. Abicht 
 297 J. Meinecus I J.W. Jahn 
 297 Das neue…Gesang-Buch… I J. Schmid 
 299 C. Leonhard I G.G. Titius 
 301 C.V.A. Juvencus I/V C. Schöttgen
 
 305 H. Tursellini VI J.K. Schwarz 
 305 Historia morborum… III M.E. Ettmüller 
 308 A. de Marchettis IV C. Wolff 
 309 Vollständige Anleitung… IV C. Wolff 
 313 J.G. Leuckfeld V E. Uhse 
 315 J.G. Leuckfeld V E. Uhse 
 316 J. Fiedler V E. Uhse 
 324 Ph. Bonanni III/VI J.J. Mascov 
 330 Agnelli I C.A. Heumann 
 336 J.M. Tommasi I C.A. Heumann 
 337 S. Jarchus I J.G. Abicht 
 340 S. Strimesius I G. Olearius 
 347 J.G. Neumann I J.W. Jahn 
 348 Hierocles VI C. Schöttgen 
 354 S.B. de Medrano IV C. Wolff 
 355 C. Juncker V C. Woltereck 
 359 Petrus Alliacensis V C. Woltereck 
 373 Johann Wilhelm, Herzog… I C. Juncker 
 374 J.W. Imhoff V C. Juncker 
 381 Petronius VI - - 
 383 Acta Sanctorum Junii… I U. Siber 
 398 Liberius a Jesu I C.A. Heumann 
 402 C. Calvoer I/V J.J. Silberrad 
 406 Summarien… I F.W. Schütze 
 408 J. Kahler I S. Deyling 
 408 H. Grotius II/VI J.J. Silberrad 
 410 G.W. Wedel III M.E. Ettmüller 
1710 412 J. Freind III C. Wolff 
 416 L’esprit de Guy Patin… V/VI J.D. Schreber 
 419 J. Pergolinus I J. Schmid 
 421 L. Küster I J.G. Rabener 
 424 Novum Testamentum… I J.G. Rabener 
 426 C.F. Börner/J. LeLong I J.G. Rabener 
 438 G. de Sève de Rochechouart I C.A. Heumann 
 445 T. Echhard I S. Deyling 
 446 J.F. Walliser I S. Deyling 
 447 H. Relandus VI J.G. Abicht 
 447 H. Relandus VI J.G. Abicht 
 448 J.A. Fabricius V S. Deyling 
 451 J.J. Scheuchzer III M.E. Ettmüller 
 454 G. Cheynaeus I/VI C. Wolff 
 464 T. Balthasar IV C. Wolff 
 467 F.R.V.J., Richtige Invention… IV C. Wolff 
 469 J.E. Grabe I J.G. Rabener 
 473 Vetus Testamentum… I J.G. Rabener 
 476 J. de La Faye I C. Wolff 
 482 F. Ruysch III J.W. Pauli 
 486 C. Wolff IV C. Wolff 
 492 Hervieux III/VI C. Wolff 
 494 L.A. Muratori I/VI C.A. Heumann 
 500 Staat von Eisenach… V C. Juncker 
 501 J.F. Hombergk zu Bach II C. Wächtler 
 511 A. Cortrejus II J.W. Trier 
 514 J. Nithers I C. Wolff 
 517 Mémoires et négociations… V C.A. Heumann 
 522 I.V. de Rieden V J.W. Trier 
 525 J.C. Böhmer V/VI C.D. Koch 
 529 R. Rabbenius VI J.G. Abicht 
 531 H. Brenckmann I C. Wächtler 
 533 J. Schmid I J. Schmid 
1711 1 Miscellanea Berolinensia… III/IV/VI C. Wolff 
 10 B. Ramazzini III C. Wolff 
 17 T. Livius V J.J. Mascov 
 19 C. Sallustius V J.J. Mascov 
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1711 24 J.C. Wolf VI J.C. Wolf 
 26 J.C. Schwartz V J. K. Schwarz 
 27 M. Wildius V J.W. Jahn 
 30 Phileleutherus Lipsiensis VI T. Berger 
 38 Infamia emendationum… VI T. Berger 
 40 P. Pater II J.C. Dorn 
 44 E. Uhse I E. Uhse 
 44 M.D.L.R., Réponse à l’avis… I V.E. Löscher 
 51 E. Flacchius V J.G. Rabener 
 53 H. Scherer V  J.F. Menz 
 56 J. Adlzreiter V J.J. Mascov 
 61 J. a Marck I C.A. Heumann 
 69 P. Dinant I J.W. Trier 
 73 G.F. Seligmann I/VI - - 
 76 C.B. Behrens III M.E. Ettmüller 
 78 D. Hamilton III M.E. Ettmüller 
 79 J. Polenus III/IV - - 
 83 F.A. Burgos I/VI G.F. Jenichen 
 90 J.H. Acker VI J.H. Acker 
 91 J.H. Acker V J.H. Acker 
 91 C. Schöttgen V C. Schöttgen 
 95 D. Whitby I J.G. Rabener 
 99 J.B. Bossuet I/VI J.G. Rabener 
 103 P. Bayle V/VI J.C. Wolf 
 110 G.W. Leibniz I C. Wolff 
 121 R. Andala I/III/VI C. Wolff 
 125 L.E. Dupin I C.A. Heumann 
 130 P. Verheyen III J.W. Pauli 
 133 Bordelon IV C. Wolff 
 136 N. Harscher VI C.W. Volland 
 138 J.C. Dithmar V J.W. Jahn 
 143 B. van Overbeke V/VI J.B. Mencke 
 149 D. Czvittinger V J.J. Mascov 
 153 O. Ferrari VI J.B. Mencke 
 156 Mémoires sur la…déclaration… I J.W. Jahn 
 158 P. Hamer I J.W. Trier 
 159 G.W. Leibniz I C. Wolff 
1711 169 J.G. Abicht I/VI D.T. Lehmann 
 174 J.H. Böhmer II J.H. Böhmer 
 181 C.A. Heumann V C.A. Heumann 
 184 U.G. Siber V U.G. Siber 
 185 U.G. Siber I U.G. Siber 
 186 J.W. Jahn V J.W. Jahn 
 191 H. de Bukentop I J.G. Abicht 
 196 C. Adam I J.C. Wolf 
 198 G. Perizonius I J.W. Trier 
 199 J.G. Stredowsky I C.A. Heumann 
 205 S. Lupus I C.A. Heumann 
 208 D. Longinus VI J.C. Wolf 
 210 D. Longinus VI J.C. Wolf 
 212 J. Ray III M.E. Ettmüller 
 214 J.W. Künstel III C. Wolff 
 216 M. Lister III M.E. Ettmüller 
 222 D.S. Buttner III/VI C. Wolff 
 224 Il dominio temporale… II/V L.A. Muratori 
 234 Acta causae rituum… I J.C. Wolf 
 235 Observationes circa expositionem… I J.C. Wolf 
 239 T. Rymer V J.G. Rabener 
 250 Baltus S.J. I C.A. Heumann 
 260 J.B. d’Antoine II G.M. Ludolf 
 275 J. LeClerc VI G.F. Jenichen 
 278 F.W. Bierling VI C. Wolff 
 279 C.G. Blumberg I J.W. Jahn 
 281 J. Mauritius I J.W. Trier 
 283 J.C. Schröder VI J.W. Trier 
 287 O. Jacobaeus III J.J. Mascov 
 290 J.J. Schröder VI D.T. Lehmann 
 295 Phylargyrius Cantabrigiensis VI T. Berger 
 302 T. Ittig I J.C. Wolf 
 309 W.A. Lauterbach II G.G. Titius 
 314 Pharmacopaea Augustiana… III M.E. Ettmüller 
 316 J.M. Conrad IV C. Wolff 
 318 G.J. Gravesand IV C. Wolff 
 319 Résolution du problème… IV C. Wolff 
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1711 320 N. Hartsoecker III C. Wolff 
 327 J.C. Schott VI J.J. Mascov 
 329 J.C. Schwarz I S. Deyling 
 331 J.C. Blume I J.C. Blume 
 333 T. Eleutherius I C.A. Heumann 
 335 J.C. Beckmann V J.G. Rabener 
 345 A. de Somavera VI J.C. Wolf 
 347 Thomas Parisinus VI J.C. Wolf 
 348 M.B. della Lega I J.C. Wolf 
 350 J. Ens I C.A. Heumann 
 355 De Sainjore I J.G. Rabener 
 358 J.F. Buddeus I Gerh. H. Mencke 
 362 M. Musig VI M. Musig 
 365 Philargyrius Cantabrigiensis VI T. Berger 
 373 Epictetus VI T. Berger 
 378 C.G. Hereus VI J.J. Mascov 
 380 J. Sestri IV/VI C. Wolff 
 382 J.S. Trommsdorf V J.B. Mencke 
 383 F. Noël III/IV C. Wolff 
 390 W.W. Muys III C. Wolff 
 405 S. Deyling I S. Deyling 
 412 S. Bohl I S. Deyling 
 415 L. Hugo II J.W. Trier 
 418 J. Hakmann VI J.W. Trier 
 419 J.G. Olearius I G.F. Jenichen 
 424 N.H. Gundling V J.W. Jahn 
 426 Dion III J.W. Pauli 
 430 J.H. Acker VI J.B. Mencke 
 433 Principes du blason… V/VI J.J. Mascov 
 434 Catullus VI J.J. Mascov 
 *434 J.M. Crescimbeni V J.C. Wolf 
 443 P. van Hecke I S. Deyling 
 445 N. Gürtler I S. Deyling 
 449 J. Martianaeus I J.C. Wolf 
 451 T. Ubink I J.W. Trier 
 453 M. Hiller VI J.G. Abicht 
 456 J.H. Böhmer II J.H. Böhmer 
1711 462 B. Rammazini III M.E. Ettmüller 
 467 H. Boerhaave III J.F. Menz 
 469 L. Cecilius I C.A. Heumann 
 474 J. Locke VI C. Wolff 
 481 F. Vavassor I J.B. Mencke 
 482 M.B. Valentini III M.E. Ettmüller 
 486 J. Regius III C. Wolff 
 495 J. Placentini III/IV C. Wolff 
 499 C. Wolff IV C. Wolff 
 503 B. Lamy IV C. Wolff 
 504 C. Abel V C.D. Koch 
 509 T. Ittig I J.C. Wolf 
 510 E. Elstob I J.C. Wolf 
 512 J. Eskuche I C.A. Heumann 
 520 C.F. Plathner II G.G. Titius 
 529 Eginhart V C.A. Heumann 
 532 Gennadius I C.A. Heumann 
 536 J.M. Tommasi I C.A. Heumann 
 538 J. Broekhusius VI L.C. Crell 
 544 Mémoire de Madame du N… V C.W. Volland 
 546 Mémoires de Jean de Wit… V C.W. Volland 
 547 J.H. Boecler VI J.B. Mencke 
 549 J.C. Wolf I J.C. Wolf 
 552 G.W. Wedel III M.E. Ettmüller 
 555 G.C. Siegler I/V C. Juncker 
1712 1 Homerus VI S. Bergler 
 7 E. Stillingfleet I/VI J.F. Burg 
 15 J.A. Eisenmenger I J.C. Wolf 
 19 C. Sanctius I U.G. Siber 
 27 J. Raphson I G.W. Leibniz 
 31 S. von Pufendorf II/VI J.W. Trier 
 33 N. Hartsoecker III/IV C. Wolff 
 35 J. Gauppen IV C. Wolff 
 37 G.F. Seligmann VI - - 
 39 J.F. Buddeus I J.C. Blume 
 41 J.L. Frisch VI J.B. Mencke 
 42 L. Allatius V J.B. Mencke 
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1712 43 J.M. Crescimbeni V/VI J.C. Wolf 
 49 G.W. Leibniz V J.C. Blume 
 54 Homerus VI S. Bergler 
 62 G.W. Raphson I/VI G.W. Leibniz 
 69 P. Paxton III - - 
 74 I. Newton IV C. Wolff 
 77 M.M. Winckelmann IV C. Wolff 
 79 B.G. Struve II G.G. Titius 
 83 Libanius VI J.C. Wolf 
 86 A. Huylenbroucq I G. Olearius 
 87 J. de Besser VI J.B. Mencke 
 89 M. Schrader II C. Wächtler 
 90 J.M. Heineccius I U.G. Siber 
 97 T. Rymer V J.G. Rabener 
 106 E. Stillingfleet I/VI J.F. Burg 
 115 D. Whitby I C.A. Heumann 
 120 Vibius Sequester V C.A. Heumann 
 123 F. Noël VI C. Wolff 
 129 W.J. Pelicanus IV C. Wolff 
 130 W. Sutherland IV C. Wolff 
 131 Vitae selectae… V S. Deyling 
 134 A. Bedford VI J.C. Wolf 
 138 G.W. Leibniz V J.C. Blume 
 *154 Histoire de l’Académie…1709 II/IV C. Wolff 
 169 J.A. Eisenmenger I J.C. Wolf 
 173 Irenaeus I C.A. Heumann 
 183 G. Hooper I C.A. Heumann 
 185 J. Battely V J.C. Blume 
 188 P.C. Hilscher I/V P.C. Hilscher 
 190 C. Cellarius VI J.G. Walch 
 191 H. von der Hardt VI J.J. Blume 
 193 H. Hammelmann V J.W. Trier 
 196 W. Whiston I J.F. Burg 
 201 J.E. Grabe I J.F. Burg 
 209 Velleius Paterculus V P. Carmichel 
 210 N.H. Gundling II C.A. Heumann or 
    P. Carmichel 
1712 212 J.B. Bianchi III M.E. Ettmüller 
 221 G. Grandi IV C. Wolff 
 223 N. Bion IV C. Wolff 
 224 F. Noël VI C. Wolff 
 229 C.S. Schurzfleisch VI J.W. Jahn 
 231 Apologia pro…Basilide… V J.W. Jahn 
 233 Thesaurus numismatum… VI C.W. Volland 
 235 M.B. della Lega I J.C. Wolf 
 237 J.H. Feustking I H.D. or H.O. Mencke 
 239 B.G. Struve V J.C. Dorn 
 241 G. Dewerdeck V/VI J.F. Burg 
 253 W. Nichols VI L.C. Crell 
 259 A. Hardevuijst VI L.C. Crell 
 261 S.F. Willenberg II H. Stenger 
 266 The principles of deism. I J.F. Burg 
 270 J. Xeres I J.F. Burg 
 277 Irenaeus I C.A. Heumann 
 280 C.A. Heumann VI C.A. Heumann 
 285 C.H. Schweder II/V J.W. Trier 
 286 Grammatica Anglo-Saxonica… VI D.T. Lehmann 
 287 Logica sacra I C.D. Koch 
 288 J.H. Acker VI J.B. Mencke 
 289 C.F. Veranus VI F.W. Schütze 
 296 A.C. Zaluski V/VI J.G. Rabener 
 302 J. Dlugossi V - - 
 306 J.H. Zerneke V J.H. Zerneke/ 
    J.B. Mencke 
 308 Homerus VI S. Bergler 
 318 Homerus VI S. Bergler 
 323 J.P. Ludewig II J.P. Ludewig 
 326 J.M. Lancisius III - - 
 330 T. Ittig I C. Ludovici 
 333 J.A. Schmid I J. Schmid 
 334 C. Körber VI C. Körber 
 337 E. Stillingfleet I J.F. Burg 
 344 Academiae Caesareo-Leopoldinae… II C. Wolff 
 351 A. Vallisnieri III J.W. Pauli 
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1712 356 M. Preuss III M.E. Ettmüller 
 365 J. Leupold III C. Wolff 
 368 J.G. Liebknecht IV/V C. Wolff 
 371 C. Juncker V C. Juncker 
 378 F.E. Kettner V F.E. Kettner 
 383 Velleius Paterculus V J.G. Walch 
 384 J.H. Acker V J.B. Mencke 
 385 J.F. Hombergk zu Vach I S. Deyling 
 390 J. Lange I C.L. Crell 
 395 W. Nichols I C.A. Heumann 
 396 R. Riccobaldi V C.S. Liebe 
 400 J.F. Reimmann V P. Carmichel 
 402 B.C. Richard V P. Carmichel 
 402 H.L. Schurzfleisch V J.W. Jahn 
 406 J. Gebhard VI J.W. Jahn 
 408 V. Valsechi V J.G. Rabener 
 411 J. Gronovius V C.A. Heumann 
 413 J. Basnage V V.E. Löscher 
 416 J.P. Verduc III M.E. Ettmüller 
 420 J. Polenus III/IV G. Polenus 
 428 D. de Champdoré IV C. Wolff 
 433 J. Strype V J.F. Burg 
 443 H. Dodwell I/II J.F. Burg 
 450 A.C. Zaluski V H. van Huyssen 
 465 M. Preuss III J.W. Pauli 
 468 J.M. Lancisius III - - 
 471 L.D. Hermann V J.G. Walch 
 474 J. Vicecomes V G.L. Baudis 
 478 S. Abdua V G.L. Baudis 
 479 P. Schyz VI J. Schmid 
 481 R. Bentley VI G. Olearius 
 485 A. Bandurus V G.L. Baudis 
 491 Valbonnasius V G.L. Baudis 
 498 B. Matthaei V G.L. Baudis 
 502 J. Vicecomes V G.L. Baudis 
 504 J. Vicecomes V G.L. Baudis 
 506 F. Brummer II/V G.L. Baudis 
1712 517 J.A. Fabricius V/VI J.C. Wolf 
 518 J.M. Müller III M.E. Ettmüller 
 520 F.E. von Herberstein IV/VI C. Wolff 
 522 D. Scognamiglio IV C. Wolff 
 523 E. Wells IV C. Wolff 
 523 J.G. Eccard I C. Schöttgen 
 526 P.F. Arpe V P. Carmichel 
 527 Phaedrus VI J.G. Walch 
 529 P. Anshelm V J.W. Trier 
 530 D. Bray I/V J.C. Wolf 
 532 J. Hudson V J.C. Wolf 
 537 J. Perizonius V S. Deyling 
 543 J. le Mort III C. Wolff 
 548 D. Gibbs III C. Wolff 
 550 B. Varenius IV/V C. Wolff 
 552 C.S. Schurzfleisch VI J.W. Jahn 
1713 1 Joannes Damascenus I U.G. Siber 
 8 T. Rymer V J.G. Rabener 
 16 Monumenta Paderbornensia V G.L. Baudis 
 20 J.G. Leuckfeld V C. Schöttgen 
 21 J.G. Leuckfeld V C. Schöttgen 
 22 C. Adam I C.A. Heumann 
 25 C. Ziegler II G.L. Baudis 
 26 A. Marchetti IV G.W. Leibniz 
 32 Y. Gaukes III C. Wolff 
 35 J.B. Morgagni III M.E. Ettmüller 
 36 J. White III J.W. Pauli 
 38 J.C. Lunig V/VI J.B. Mencke 
 46 Aymon VI J. Aymon/P.Carmichel 
 49 A. Banduri V G.L. Baudis 
 55 Desmaizeaux V G.L. Baudis 
 65 J. Meyer I J.G. Abicht 
 70 Firmianus Lactantius I C.A. Heumann 
 73 C. Neumann I J.C. Wolf 
 97 J.W. Imhof V C. Juncker 
 101 J. Ludolf V C.A. Heumann 
 103 M. Reu V C.A. Heumann 
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1713 104 W. Surenhusius I C.A. Heumann 
 110 J.O. Westenberg II H.O. Mencke 
 111 B. Ramazzini III M.E. Ettmüller 
 114 P.A. Michelotti III M.E. Ettmüller 
 133 C. Wolff VI C. Wolff 
 137 J.H. Boecler VI P. Carmichel 
 138 J.C. Khun VI P. Carmichel 
 139 Minucius Felix I C. Schöttgen 
 139 J. LeClerc I S. Bergler 
 140 J.H. Acker VI P. Carmichel 
 141 B.G. Struve VI J.C. Blume 
 145 J.C. de Carlowitz III C. Wolff 
 148 V. Scamozzi IV C. Wolff 
 149 J.H. Landsberg IV C. Wolff 
 150 Gegenwärtige Verfassung… I/V C.A. Heumann 
 155 J.C. Hottinger I S. Deyling 
 165 J.E. Grabe I J.F. Burg 
 169 S. Thirlby I J.F. Burg 
 173 Apologia… VI C.A. Heumann 
 175 J.P. Ludewig V J.P. Ludewig 
 185 J.C. Barchusen III C. Wolff 
 186 J. Thomas VI J. Schmid 
 193 A.C. Zaluski V P. Carmichel 
 200 G.S. Lipinski V P. Carmichel 
 201 J. Bernard I C.H. Zeibich 
 203 Démonstration de l’existence… I C. Wolff 
 215 A.C. Celsus III J.F. Menz 
 218 J.B. von Rohr I/IV C. Wolff 
 223 G.A. Helwig III J.F. Menz 
 227 J.G. Gregorii V C. Schöttgen 
 230 J. Richardson I C.S. Liebe 
 233 Propagation of the gospel… I C.S. Liebe 
 241 V. P. Camertis VI U.G. Siber 
 243 Prosper Aquitanus I J.C. Blume 
 249 J.A. Fabricius I J.C. Wolf 
 254 J.A. Fabricius VI J.C. Wolf 
 258 S. Clarke I J.F. Burg 
1713 264 C. Piselli ab Olibano I J. Schmid 
 265 J. Sartorius I C.A. Heumann 
 268 A.J. Dormeier I C.A. Heumann 
 269 C. Küster VI S. Bergler 
 273 M. Maimonides I S. Deyling 
 274 C. Weisbach III M.E. Ettmüller 
 276 E. Wells I S. Schramm 
 289 Historische Gedächtnis-Münzen V C. Juncker 
 294 P. Pedrusio V C.S. Liebe 
 297 J. Maier V C.S. Liebe 
 299 P.A. Maffei VI G.L. Baudis 
 315 J. Milnes IV C. Wolff 
 315 C.G. Hertel IV C. Wolff 
 320 P. Wolff III M.E. Ettmüller 
 325 G. Olearius I C. Wächtler 
 329 G. Martin VI J.B. Mencke 
 330 C.F. Wilisch I J.C. Blume 
 331 C.F. Wilisch V J.C. Blume 
 333 J. Manzelius V J.C. Blume 
 333 Armand de Bourbon VI J.B. Mencke 
 337 M. Henry I F.W. Schütze 
 341 Ph. Naudé I C.A. Heumann 
 349 T.M. Minorelli I C.A. Heumann 
 352 J. Burckhard V C.A. Heumann 
 357 D. Kimchius I J.G. Abicht 
 358 A.O. Goelicke III M.E. Ettmüller 
 359 W. Whiston IV C. Wolff 
 363 J. Meier V C. Schöttgen 
 365 L. Bos VI C. Schöttgen 
 367 J.C. Lange VI C.A. Heumann 
 369 S. Dunster VI C.S. Liebe 
 371 E. Maclot I S. Deyling 
 374 E. Maclot I S. Deyling 
 379 F.E. Kettner I C.A. Heumann 
 381 F. Nicolai I C.A. Heumann 
 387 J. Kugler I/II G.L. Baudis 
 388 W. Steiger II G.L. Baudis 
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1713 389 A.A. Pagenstecher II H.O. Mencke 
 393 Horatius Flaccus VI C. Schöttgen 
 394 Theophrastus VI C. Schöttgen 
 397 Julius Vitalis V C.A. Heumann 
 399 Ignatius I C.A. Heumann 
 401 G. Richter VI C.A. Heumann 
 402 Brevis Introductio… II C. Schöttgen 
 405 F. Lamy I/VI C.H. Zeibich 
 407 J. Owen I S. Schramm 
 414 An account of the Society… I S. Schramm 
 417 E. Cooke V J.A. Franckenstein 
 425 Augustinus Thomas a S. Josepho IV C. Wolff 
 435 J. Morton III J.F. Menz 
 444 J. Rohault III C. Wolff 
 449 M.B. Valentin III J.W. Pauli 
 452 J.M. Hoffmann III M.E. Ettmüller 
 455 Larraeus VI C.A. Heumann 
 463 J.C. Lunig V/VI J.B. Mencke 
 466 A. Reland VI P. Carmichel 
 467 H. Horche VI J. Schmid 
 474 M. Lilienthal VI J.C. Blume 
 476 J.C. Koch VI J.C. Blume 
 *476 Nouveaux dialogues des dieux… I S. Deyling 
 483 M. Mattaire VI J.C. Wolf 
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 289 Acta Sanctorum Junii… I H. Pipping 
 294 L.-S. le Nain de Tillemont I J.F. Buddeus 
 300 P.H. Gandolfi V J.C. Böhmer 
 302 M.A. Fardella VI J.A. Schmidt 
 307 I. de Cruce V J.C. Böhmer 
 311 A. Helvetius III J.W. Pauli 
 314 L. Bos VI L.C. Crell 
 318 R. Baker V J.B. Mencke 
 320 D. Tauvry III C.H. Erndl 
 323 J. a Marck I H. Pipping 
 325 J. a Marck I O. Mencke 
 326 J. de La Placette I/VI J.F. Buddeus 
 332 J.A. Stisser III P.G. Schacher 
 334 Dispensatorium… III M.E. Ettmüller 
 335 J.H. Boecler V O. Mencke 
 336 J.J. Schudt VI O. Mencke 
 336 N.P. Giannettasio V O. Mencke 
 337 T. Torfesen V G.C. Götze 
 340 C. Anquetin I V.E. Löscher 
 342 Histoire des conciles… I V.E. Löscher 
 347 Acta Sanctorum Junii… I H. Pipping 
 351 J.W. Textor II G.G. Titius 
 355 R. Chaponel I V.E. Löscher 
 359 A. Seravalli VI C. Körber 
 368 T. Ceva IV J.A. Schmidt 
 376 Patrick Simon, bp. I J.C. Wichmanns- 
    hausen 
 380 R. Coke V J.B. Mencke 
 382 P.S. Bartoli VI G.C. Götze 
 384 J. Duport VI O. Mencke 
 385 De Vigneul-Marville V J.F. Buddeus 
 396 N. Vallerius III - - 
 412 D. Whitby I F.W. Schütze 
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S. III 416 J. Edwards I J. Frick 
 422 G.W. Wedel III/VI J.W. Pauli 
 423 T. Ceva (2x) VI O. Mencke 
 425 C.S. Schurtzfleisch VI D. Fiedler 
 430 C.F. Paullinus III G.H. Lehmann 
 431 Histoire de Ferdinand-Alvarez… V O. Mencke 
 433 L.-S. le Nain de Tillemont I J.F. Buddeus 
 443 C.G. Koch I H. Pipping 
 445 A. von Felde I H. Pipping 
 446 J. Ovington V C. Gryphius 
 450 J.G. Graevius VI D. Fiedler 
 455 J.G. Graevius VI D. Fiedler 
 459 J.M. de Crescimbenis VI G.C. Götze 
 464 D. Tauvry III - - 
 471 C.F. Paullinus V D. Fiedler 
 473 L.-S. le Nain de Tillemont I J.F. Buddeus 
 483 Cogitationum…de primo…Adamo I J. Schmid 
 490 J.G. Graevius VI D. Fiedler 
 498 J.G. Graevius VI D. Fiedler 
 500 M.A. Sinapius III M.E. Ettmüller 
 503 J. Cochlaeus V J.F. Menz 
 505 A. de Zarazate V O. Mencke 
 507 J. Saubert I/VI D. Fiedler 
 508 C.S. Schurtzfleisch VI D. Fiedler 
 513 Juvenalis VI F.W. Schütze 
 517 J. Gousset I V.E. Löscher 
 521 J. Jens VI D. Fiedler 
 524 Relation…de Moscovie. V J.D. Schreber 
 527 C.M. de Saint-Evremont VI V.E. Löscher 
 528 V. Kochowski V O. Mencke 
 532 J. Hermant V V.E. Löscher 
 534 J. Hermant V V.E. Löscher 
 535 F. Graverol V G.C. Götze  
S. IV 1 A. Baillet I G. Olearius 
 8 Sejani et Ruffini dialogus… I T. Ittig 
 12 J. Ben Gorion I/V J.G. Abicht 
 17 E. Fowler I C.J. Wilcke 
S. IV 20 Dion II J.W. Pauli 
 22 Parent III/IV C. Wolff 
 48 J. Taylor IV C. Wolff 
 49 W. Sherlock I C.J. Wilcke 
 54 G. Nitsch I J. Schmid 
 56 F. Gallus II C. Wächtler 
 61 Lettere di diversi… VI J.G. Abicht 
 64 De Rogissart V E. Uhse 
 66 Naauwkeurige Versameling… V J.B. Mencke 
 69 P.J. Rehtmeyer I E. Uhse 
 73 P. de La Hire IV C. Wolff 
 75 P. Raben VI J. Cyprian 
 79 P. Raben VI J. Cyprian 
 80 De moralibus criticae regulis… III/VI C. Wächtler 
 83 E. Veryard V G.Ph. Olearius 
 87 S. Pufendorf V C.J. Wilcke 
 88 J.A. Fabricius V H.A. Groschuff 
 93 Histoire du Comte de Mansfeld V E. Uhse 
 95 A general treatise of monies a.o. IV/VI C. Wolff 
 97 T. Goodwin V J.B. Mencke 
 100 M. Geddes I/V/VI G.F. Jenichen 
 111 J. Gorjonides I J.G. Abicht 
 112 J.P. Storrius I J. Schmid 
 115 T. Milles I C. Wolff 
 118 R. Mocket I/II C. Wächtler 
 124 A.C. Thebesius III M.E. Ettmüller 
 127 J. Chamberlaine V J.B. Mencke 
 128 Glossographia… VI J.B. Mencke 
 138 Neuvermehrte…Gnomonica… IV C. Wolff 
 140 P. Rondinini I T. Ittig 
 145 E. Dupin I/II J.F. Buddeus 
 156 M. Anchersen I/VI J.G. Abicht 
 157 J.C. Schomer I S. Deyling 
 170 S. Strimesius I C. Wolff 
 177 Historical Collections… V G.F. Jenichen 
 180 F. Fanelli V G.L. Baudis 
 184 D. van Stade VI J.F. Menz 
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S. IV 188 Feuillet IV/VI C. Wolff 
 191 De la Motte VI J.G. Rabener 
 192 E.R. Roth V J.B. Mencke 
 193 Tibullus VI L.C. Crell 
 203 L.A. Muratori VI J.G. Abicht 
 210 P. Rondinini I T. Ittig 
 213 Histoire…de conscience… I V.E. Löscher 
 215 R. Desmarais V J.G. Rabener 
 217 C. Gryphius I/V C. Stieff 
 220 Traité…de la confession… I V.E. Löscher 
 221 J.G. Gruhlmann III M.E. Ettmüller 
 222 J.A. – Conspectus… V E. Uhse 
 225 Apicius Coelius III J.F. Menz 
 228 J.P. Burggraf III M.E. Ettmüller 
 230 R. Mead III M.E. Ettmüller 
 234 Moses Maimonides I/VI J.C. Wichmanns- 
    hausen 
 235 A. Sidney II/VI J.B. Mencke 
 239 P. Danet VI J.B. Mencke 
 241 Corbinelli V J.G. Rabener 
 245 C. Daubuz I/VI J.F. Buddeus 
 255 S. Strimesius I S. Strimesius 
 257 R. Monti I U.G. Siber 
 260 A.M. Gorczynski I J.J. Mascov 
 262 J. Doujat V C.W. Volland 
 266 J. Le Roux V E. Uhse 
 267 A. Massoulié I G.F. Jenichen 
 280 Dechales IV C. Wolff 
 281 Nouveau Théatre d’Italie… V  J.B. Mencke 
 282 T. Hind V J.C. Wolf 
 286 J.A. Saxius I C.A. Heumann 
 290 The Philosophical Transactions I III/IV C. Wolff 
 297 C. Julius Caesar V C.W. Volland 
 302 D. Rossi VI G.L. Baudis 
 306 J.F. Homberg de Vach I/VI C. Wächtler 
 309 M. Rossal VI J.J. Silberrad 
 312 D. Tulden VI J.J. Silberrad 
S. IV 314 Dissertatio de…affectionum…causa… III C. Wolff 
 316 E.W. von Tschirnhaus III C. Wolff 
 318 J.M. Humbracht V J.C. Dorn 
 321 J.S. Burgmeister V J.C. Dorn 
 322 L. Mushard V J.C. Dorn 
 325 J. Brome V J.F. Menz 
 329 T. Rymer V J.G. Rabener 
 336 Les raisons des scripturaires… I C.A. Heumann 
 342 Isidorus a S. Michaele I C.A. Heumann 
 346 H. Gerbaden I J.W. Trier 
 347 R. Fleming I J.C. Wolf 
 354 D. Lazzarini VI C.A. Heumann 
 358 L.M. Fischlin I/V S. Deyling 
 362 The Philosophical Transaction II III/IV C. Wolff 
 365 Phaedrus VI J.C. Wolf 
 366 Lehmannus suppletus… II/V J.W. Trier 
 367 B. Averanius VI - - 
 369 Considerazioni theologico-politiche… I/II J.C. Wolf 
 *367 A. Mazzinelli VI J.C. Wolf 
 *368 W. Funnell V C. Wolff 
 *369 S. Hill I J.C. Wolf 
 372 J.C. Hasselbrinck VI C. Wolff 
 374 B. de Montfaucon VI J.J. Mascov 
 391 A. Sostmann I S. Deyling 
 396 W. Whiston I J.C. Wolf 
 399 De la Croze I/VI J.C. Wolf 
 402 P. van Hoeke I J.W. Trier 
 404 C.B. Behrens III M.E. Ettmüller 
 406 F. Deulin VI C.W. Volland 
 408 J.J. Müller V E. Uhse 
 419 J.G. Leuckfeld V J.W. Jahn 
 421 La théorie…du jardinage… VI C. Wolff 
 422 Minucius Felix V - - 
 428 R. Thuillier I/V J.J. Mascov 
 432 Volumen juris gentium… II/V C.W. Volland 
 436 Antonius de Vera… II/VI C.W. Volland 
 440 H.S. van Alphen I J.W. Trier 
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S. IV 442 B. Hunnius I J.W. Trier 
 443 P. Verheyen III J.W. Pauli 
 448 R.H. Rollius V S. Deyling 
 450 J.F. Reimann V J.C. Dorn 
 452 L.E. Dupin I C.A. Heumann 
 459 J.G. Leuckfeld V J.W. Jahn 
 460 Mémoires de M.L.D.D.N. V C.W. Volland 
 462 C. Ancillon V J.D. Schreber 
 465 J.S. Bürgemeister V J.C. Dorn 
 467 J. Mayer V C. Stieff 
 474 M. Geddes I/V/VI G.F. Jenichen 
 480 R. Bentley VI J.C. Wolf 
 490 G.W. Wedel III J.F. Menz 
 494 The Philosophical Transactions III III/IV C. Wolff 
 495 Apologeticus Christianus I/II C.A. Heumann 
 497 T. van Toll I J.W. Trier 
 499 Remarques critiques… VI J.W. Jahn 
 500 Dictionarium…Russicum… VI J.G. Abicht 
 502 N. Toinard I J.G. Abicht 
 508 J.H. Böhmer II J.H. Böhmer 
 522 G. Ludovici V L.C. Crell 
 529 C.W. Schneier V C.A. Heumann 
S. V 1 J.G. Graevius VI C. Woltereck 
 37 Justification du silence… I J.F. Buddeus 
 45 M. Hole I J.C. Wolf 
 46 N. Andry III M.E. Ettmüller 
 48 P.J. Rethmeyer I E. Uhse 
 49 L. Crondermi I J.F. Buddeus 
 59 T. Ittig I J.C. Wolf 
 67 E. Clarendon V C.W. Volland 
 75 Abrégé de l’histoire des sçavans… V J.W. Jahn 
 78 Mr. Helvetius III M.E. Ettmüller 
 80 D. Guilielmini III C. Wolff 
 82 J. Donzelini III/IV C. Wolff 
 85 H. Schijn I J.W. Trier 
 88 C. Paragalli III/V J.C. Wolf 
 93 J.C. Blume I J.C. Blume 
S. V 94 Guisnee IV C. Wolff 
 96 Solutiones…de triangulo maximo… IV C. Wolff 
 97 Comte d’Estrades V C.A. Heumann 
 109 H. von der Hardt V/VI J.W. Jahn 
 110 La Sicilia in prospettiva V J.C. Wolf 
 114 M.G. Ludovicus V L.C. Crell 
 121 J.W. Jaeger I/II J.W. Trier 
 123 Prosper Alpinus III J.F. Menz 
 125 D. Guilielmini III C. Wolff 
 128 H. Mollius V C.J. Wilcke 
 133 E. Clarendon V C.W. Volland 
 144 Traité historique de…Bretagne… V J.W. Jahn 
 145 W.W. Muys III C. Wolff 
 150 J.P. a Vorburg V J.W. Jahn 
 151 H. Henniges II/VI P. Carmichel 
 *151 J.E. Grabe I S. Deyling 
 159 W. Whiston I J.F. Burg 
 176 F. Orlendus I C.A. Heumann 
 180 Glückwüntsche… VI G.F. Jenichen 
 183 Sonderbare…Magen-Börste… III C. Wolff 
 184 C. Ménestrier V C.A. Heumann 
 187 J.F. Buddeus V J.C. Blume 
 188 C. Specht I S. Deyling 
 189 Junianus Justinus V J.C. Wolf 
 191 M. Le Vassor V C.W. Volland 
 206 W. Whiston I J.F. Burg 
 215 J. Locke I J.F. Burg 
 226 N. Zalaszowski II H. Stengler 
 230 J.A. Fabricius V/VI S. Deyling 
 233 Theatrum Latinitatis VI G.F. Jenichen 
 238 T. Fuller III M.E. Ettmüller 
 239 P. Pedrusius V C.S. Liebe 
 242 W. Allen I/VI C.S. Liebe 
 244 M. Leydekker I/V J.C. Wolf 
 253 A. Schramb V J.C. Blume 
 254 S. Walker I J.C. Wolf 
 257 J. Bingham I J.C. Wolf 
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S. V 260 G. Grandi IV C. Wolff 
 270 H.E. Kestner II J.W. Trier 
 271 H.E. Kestner II J.W. Trier 
 272 J.C. Zeumer V - - 
 275 Josephus Aurelianensis V C.W. Volland 
 278 H. Hardt VI C.A. Heumann 
 279 A. Vallisnieri III J.W. Pauli 
 294 J. Strype V J.F. Burg 
 301 Johannes Chrysostomus I C.A. Heumann 
 306 P. Allix I/V C.A. Heumann 
 310 J.A. Fabricius V/VI J.C. Wolf 
 315 J.A. Fabricius I J.C. Wolf 
 327 S. Ranchinus II D.O. [=H.O.?] Mencke 
 330 C. Democritus III C. Wolff 
 334 J.A. Fabricius V/VI J.C. Wolf 
 353 J. Perizonius V S. Deyling 
 358 R. Dudley V C.W. Volland 
 363 J.G. Eccard V - - 
 369 D. Simon II/V G.L. Baudis 
 371 P. Marchand VI J.B. Mencke 
 372 S. Schmidt I J. Schmid 
 375 J. Aymon I C.A. Heumann 
 383 P. Garzone V C.S. Liebe 
 389 E. Calamy I C.S. Liebe 
 395 G.G. Zeltner I H.D. [=G.H.?] Mencke 
 397 P. Bonanni I J.B. Mencke 
 398 Etat…des duchés de Florence… V J.D. Schreber 
 401 G. Coivart III M.E. Ettmüller 
 402 F. Hauksbee III C. Wolff 
 406 G. Grandi IV C. Wolff 
 414 H. ab Hevel I - - 
 416 De Vertron V P. Carmichel 
 418 J. Schlichtius Vi J.F. Menz 
 421 G.H. Sappuhnius VI C. Schöttgen 
 423 J. Dlugoss V/VI P. Carmichel 
 429 Homerus VI L.C. Crell 
 447 Novum Testamentum Graecum I H.D. [=G.H.?] Mencke 
S. V 449 J.P. Storrius I C.A. Heumann 
 451 A treatise of the three evils… I C.S. Liebe 
 456 L. Bos VI C. Schöttgen 
 457 Excerpta (4x) Diarii Veneti T. X III M.E. Ettmüller 
 465 M. Schmeizel V J.G. Walch 
 467 J. Swift V C.W. Volland 
 471 J. Welwood V J.F. Burg 
 473 Characteristics of men… VI J.F. Burg 
 497 J.H. Huber VI C. Wolff 
 497 A. Pungler I/VI - - 
 500 G.F. Stieber I C. A. Heumann 
 501 L.A. Muratori VI C.S. Liebe 
 504 M. Mattaire V C.A. Heumann 
 509 M. Brisseau Jr. III M.E. Ettmüller 
 511 Abbé de Vertot V - - 
 517 H. Kipping V J.W. Trier 
 519 J.J. Winkelmann V J.W. Trier 
 520 D. Whitby I J.F. Burg 
 525 J. Fantoni III J.W. Pauli 
 533 J.A. Schmid I J.C. Blume 
 536 Mme De Noyer V J.W. Trier 
 539 Philander von der Linde (J.B. Mencke) VI J.B. Mencke 
S. VI 1 J.W. Jäger I G.F. Jenichen 
 5 Histoire secrête des intrigues… V J.A. Franckenstein 
 9 T. Torfaeus V J.G. Walch 
 15 E. Camerarius III M.E. Ettmüller 
 26 G. Grandi IV J. Hermann 
 29 Horatius VI C.S. Liebe 
 31 C. Arndt V/VI J.C. Blume 
 33 G.W. Kirchmeier V C.F. Lenz 
 35 J.J. Bayer V C.F. Lenz 
 36 S. Walker I S. Schramm 
 40 V. Paravicini V J.C. Blume 
 41 J. Meyer I C.H. Zeibich 
 45 P. Martineau V S. Deyling 
 47 D. Whitby VI S. Deyling 
 48 C. Bulteau VI J.B. Mencke 
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S. VI 49 Moeris VI J.C. Biel 
 52 J. Claude I C.A. Heumann 
 57 A vindication of the church I  J.F. Burg 
 60 A clear account of…episcopacy… I  J.F. Burg 
 63 Dissertations curieuses… I S. Schramm 
 67 J. Ray I/III C. Wolff 
 72 Histoire secrète des intrigues… V J.A. Franckenstein 
 74 Arcana Gallica V - - 
 80 M.B. de Niedeck I/V/VI J.F. Buddeus 
 85 H. Newton VI C. Schöttgen 
 87 Epistolica disquisitio… I/II J.W. Trier 
 89 H. Meibomius V - - 
 90 S.F. Hahn V - - 
 95 J. Meier V - - 
 96 Flavius Junius VI - - 
 97 J. Lange I L.C. Crell 
 106 J. Edward I J.C. Biel 
 111 P.R. Vitriarius II H. von Bünau 
 118 E. Purchotte VI C. Wolff 
 124 De la Mare II J.J. Mascov 
 127 J.B. Verna III J.W. Pauli 
 129 J. Wilkins IV C. Wolff 
 130 J.L. Lucchesini VI C.F. Lenz 
 131 C. Schöttgen I C. Schöttgen 
 134 D. Tschudi (see also 144) V C. Schöttgen 
 136 J. Evans V S. Schramm 
 140 W. Scott I W. Scott 
 143 F.C. Hagen V/VI J.C. Blume 
 144 Continuation of p. 134 V C. Schöttgen 
 145 Apollonius Pergaeus IV C. Wolff 
 146 E. Parchotte VI C. Wolff 
 157 T. Ruinart I U. Siber 
 159 J. Mabillon I H. von Bünau 
 163 E. Camerarius III M.E. Ettmüller 
 175 W. Franzius III G.F. Richter 
 192 B. Marschall V J.J. Mascov 
 193 Lucretius III/VI J.G. Walch 
S. VI 194 Suetonius V H. von Bünau 
 204 J. Mabillon I H. von Bünau 
 207 J. Barbeyrac II H. von Bünau 
 212 H.A. Meinders II/V H. von Bünau 
 224 J. Gousset I J.C. Wolf 
 226 J.J. Ulrich I J. Hase 
 228 S. Köleser de Kereseer III M.E. Ettmüller 
 230 S. Köleser de Kereseer III M.E. Ettmüller 
 231 V. Gravina VI J.A. Franckenstein 
 234 P. Bonanni V H. von Bünau 
 235 The peerage of England V S. Schramm 
 237 The life of…Henry Compton V J.C. Blume 
 241 E. Baluze I J.A. Franckenstein 
 244 A. Collier III/VI J.C. Biel 
 249 R. Andala I J.C. Biel 
 261 Z. Huber II C.G. Hoffmann 
 262 J. Vercelloni III J.W. Pauli 
 265 S. Maffei VI J.J. Mascov 
 278 F. Sieghardt I C.G. Jöcher 
 282 G. Stolle V C.G. Meinig 
 288 P. Baxter I S. Schramm 
 289 T. Rymer V J.J. Mascov 
 292 R. Steele I J.C. Biel 
 294 Gennadius Massiliensis I C.A. Heumann 
 302 Differenze filologico-sacre… I C. Schöttgen 
 305 W. Vajus I J.C. Biel 
 312 I. Abrabanel I G.F. Richter 
 323 C. Fleury I S. Deyling 
 328 F. Vidalius I C.H. Zeibich 
 330 E.T. Sylvius V J.B. Mencke 
 331 J.C. Löscher I/V J.C. Löscher 
 332 J.C. Löscher I J.C. Löscher 
 333 F. Deseine V H. von Bünau 
 335 J.J. Suaningius I G.F. Richter 
 337 Poggio V J.G. Walch 
 342 A. de Benignis VI J.G. Walch 
 345 J. Locke I/VI J.C. Biel 
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S. VI 349 C. of Halifax V J.A. Franckenstein 
 351 J.A. Kromayer I G.F. Richter 
 355 C.G. a Beust II C.G. Hoffmann 
 356 C. Wintringham III M.E. Ettmüller 
 359 H. Mascamp V J.C. Blume 
 361 L’état de la Suisse V J.W. Jahn 
 363 N. Calliachi VI J.C. Blume 
 372 G. Telesius VI - - 
 385 U. Cerrius I C.A. Heumann 
 389 C. Fleury I J.W. Jahn 
 392 S. Gale I J.C. Biel 
 395 S. Clarke I J.F. Burg 
 401 R. Nelson I J.F. Burg 
 406 J.A. Gramlich I C.H. Zeibich 
 409 C. Leonardus a.o. III J.F. Weidler 
 410 H. von der Hardt VI J.F. Weidler 
 412 J.C. Brechenmacher V H. von Bünau 
 416 J.D. Reyher II J.A. Franckenstein 
 418 J.P. Ludewig II J.A. Franckenstein 
 436 M.F. Lochner III J.F. Menz 
 439 Z. Götze VI J.C. Löscher 
 441 The history of the Balearich Islands V J.M. Hase 
 451 Coenobius de Arata I C.G. Jöcher 
 453 Articul Woinskii Kapnos… II H. van Huyssen 
 456 A. Gaggius II/V G.L. Baudis 
 459 J.M. Crescimbeni V J.S. Hahn 
 464 E. Ashmole V J.A. Franckenstein 
 466 H. Felton VI J.C. Biel 
 474 L.A. Muratori VI J.C. Blume 
 477 …Epistolae de re numismatica… VI C.G. Jöcher 
 480 J. Burckhard III/V/VI C.G. Jöcher 
 481 J. LeClerc I U. Siber 
 492 R. Boyle I C. Wolff 
 497 A. Mongitore V/VI J.B. Mencke 
 500 J.M. Crescimbeni V/VI J.B. Mencke 
 501 J. Polenus IV C. Wolff 
 506 L. Pritani I/VI C.A. Heumann 
S. VI 513 W. Lilly V J.A. Franckenstein 
 514 Aymon/Hudard de Mendoca V C.G. Jöcher 
 517 J. Perry V J.W. Jahn 
 518 E. Elstob VI J.C. Biel 
 520 E.A. de Simeonibus V J.B. Mencke 
 521 J. LeClerc I U. Siber 
 529 G. Guasco VI J.S. Hahn 
 534 C. Vitringa I S. Deyling 
 537 G.P. Müller VI G.F. Richter 
 538 J.C. Beckmann V F.G. Freytag 
 541 J.B. Mencke VI S. Deyling 
SN = Supplementum ad Nova Acta Eruditorum 
SN. I 1 Cassiodorus I/VI S.F. Dresig 
 7 L. Riccoboni VI J.M. Gesner 
 14 J. Zanger II G.A. Jenichen 
 16 C.G. Stenzel III J.H.C. Adami 
 25 J.F. Penther IV G.F. Richter 
 27 B.W. Marperger I C. Wolle 
 34 J.A. Hoffmann I Ph.F. Hane 
 49 E. Martène/U. Durand V/VI K.O. Mencke 
 56 Henry IV, roy de France V/VI S.C. Liebe 
 59 E. Faginus III J.H.C. Adami 
 61 G.V. Zambaldi I - - 
 72 G.V. Zambaldi I - - 
 87 C.S. Georgius I S.F. Dresig 
 89 G.N. Kriegk V C.A. Heumann 
 91 Viri…sententia…de descensu Christi… I - - 
 97 De vita...Clementis XI… I/V J.C. Harenberg 
 103 Vergilius VI J.A. Ernesti 
 107 J. La Placette I J.F. Wucherer 
 109 p. Regnaltius S.J. III J. Gering 
 120 W. Halfpenny IV C. Wolff 
 120 Umständlicher Beweis… I J.C. Harenberg 
 124 J. Brucker V/VI C.A. Heumann 
 130 R. Duellius I/V G.A. Jenichen 
 132 P. Jänichen VI C.A. Heumann 
 133 Specimen…in N.T. editionem… I S.F. Dresig 
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SN. I 142 Boissier VI C.A. Heumann 
 145 Nicasius Sevillanus I/II/V S.F. Dresig 
 148 H. Gimma III J.E. Hebenstgreit 
 153 J.F. Polack II/IV J.F. Polack 
 155 H. Gourraigne III J.H.C. Adami  
 160 J. Hermann IV J. Gering 
 163 S. Tappenius I J.C. Harenberg 
 168 H. Köhler II/VI H. Köhler 
 169 G.C. Hosmann I/V Ph.F. Hane 
 173 E. Pontoppidanus I Ph.F. Hane 
 176 Ph.F. Hane I/II C.G. Haltaus 
 178 J. Barbeyrac VI C.A. Heumann 
 182 Nouveaux essais sur…Dieu… I J.A. Ernesti 
 190 L. Debiel VI G.A. Jenichen 
 192 Versuch einer…Nachricht … I/V - - 
 193 Malachias de Ingimberto I J.C. Harenberg 
 198 Malachias de Ingimberto I J.C. Harenberg 
 200 J. Grancolas I J.C. Harenberg 
 206 G. Thebesius V G.A. Jenichen 
 212 J.G. Clausing II J.C. Harenberg 
 216 Discursus de succesione… II K.O. Mencke 
 218 E. Corsini IV/VI G.F. Richter 
 222 M. Gruhlich I S.F. Dresig 
 224 H. Bambamius I N. Lütkens 
 229 F. Wokenius I/V/VI S.F. Dresig 
 232 J.G. Lakemacher I/VI S.F. Dresig 
 234 A.L. Müller I - - 
 241 J. Le Sueur I/V C.A. Heumann 
 246 Cicero VI S.F. Dresig 
 248 Cornelius Nepos VI J.M. Gesner 
 250 Het leven van Willem de I… V C.S. Liebe 
 252 J.P. Bellori V J.G. Lotter 
 253 O. Lioni V J.G. Lotter 
 256 F. Mura V J.C. Harenberg 
 257 F.O. de Mézeray V J.A. Franckenstein 
 261 G.V. Marchesius V J.G. Lotter 
 264 R. Welsted III J.H.C. Adami 
SN. I 269 D.A. Sancassani III J. Gering 
 277 D. Luchini IV G.F. Richter 
 280 J.P. de S. Ubaldo VI J.M. Gesner 
 284 J. Locke VI J.A. Ernesti 
 286 B. Beiler VI J.G. Lotter 
 289 J.M. Amati I/V S.F. Dresig 
 291 B. Pictet I C.A. Heumann 
 294 R. Thoyras V C.S. Liebe 
 296 J. Spencer I/II C. Wolle 
 298 J.A. Orsi I C. Wolle 
 301 C. Gianelli III J. Gering 
 308 C. Thomas IV G.F. Richter 
 309 A. Zeiger III/VI G.F. Richter 
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 357 L. Godin IV 
 372 G.A. Jenichen V 
 469 F.W. Stübner IV 
 484 J.D. Gruber VI 
 535 Observatio de …Wagneri… narratione V C.S. Liebe 
1735 44 F.W. Stübner V 
 83 G.F. Richter IV/V 
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1735 210 Joh. Bernoulii IV 
 253 J.B. du Sollier/J.Pinius/W. Cuypers/ I 
  P. van den Bosch S.J.  
 329 J.H.C. Adami V 
 369 S. König IV 
 380 F.O. Mencke V 
 400 S. König IV 
 511 G.F. Richter IV 
 559 J.E. Hebenstreit III/VI 
S = Supplementum ad Acta Eruditorum 
S. II 98 S. Pufendorf I 
 101 P.D. Huet I 
 276 G. Kirch IV 
 276 A.A. Kochanski IV 
 277 G. Kirch IV 
 280 J.P. von Wurzelbaur IV 
 281 M. Arnold IV 
 289 G.F.A. de L’Hospital IV 
S. IV 29 Adnotatio…de centro oscillationis… IV 
 89 J.H. Ernesti V 
 129 Continuatio…oscillationis… IV 
 159 N. Bernoulli II/IV C. Wolff 
 236 G.W. Leibniz VI 
 373 J.B. Mencke V 
 410 C.A. Heumann II/VI 
S. V 166 C. Wächtler II 
 202 C.A. Heumann I 
 235 C.D. Koch V 
 264 G.W. Leibniz IV 
 317 F. de Catelan IV 
 339 F. de Catelan IV 
 372 G.L. Baudis V 
 408 S. Schmieder III 
 484 F. de Catelan IV 
 527 S. Schmieder III/VI 
S. VI 77 C.A. Heumann VI 
 154 S. Schmieder III 
 170 C.A. Heumann I 
 196 C.A. Heumann I 
 218 H. von Bünau V 
 253 J.C. Biel VI 
 271 Augustinus Thomas a S. Josepho IV 
 296 C.A. Heumann VI 
 314 J.A. Wedel III 
 316 P. Kolbe V 
 366 P. Horrebowius IV 
 372 G. Telesius I 
 422 J.S. Stender IV 
 471 C. Gundlach IV 
 473 J.W. Zehendmeyer IV 
 474 F.E. von Herberstein IV 
SN = Supplementum ad Nova Acta Eruditorum 
SN. I 46 K.O. Mencke V 
 60 F.W. Stübner IV 
 74 J.C. Harenberg VI 
 91 G.A. Jenichen V 
 135 L.B. von Herttenstein V 
 164 J.C. Harenberg VI 
 219 J.B. Carbone S.J. IV 
 236 J.C. Harenberg I/II/VI 
 239 J.C.M. VI 
 279 C.A.S. IV 
 332 J.C. Harenberg III 
 363 J.B. Carbone S.J. IV 





6. List of articles taken from contemporary journals 1682-1735 
 
The list gives, in sequence, the year of the relevant issue of the Acta Eruditorum, the number of the 
page on which the revised article starts, a brief indication of the contribution (usually the author’s 
name), its classification in the Acta’s annual indexes, the person who revised, edited or translated it 
for the AE (when known). Double paginations in the AE are indicated with an asterisk. 
Uncertainties about the identity of some contributors are indicated in the Index of contributors to the 
Acta Eruditorum 1682-1735, and not in this list. 
The brief indications of the revised articles are based solely on data taken from the Acta Eruditorum. 
No consistent attempt has been made to normalize and complete author’s names, nor to identify 
anonyms or pseudonyms. 
 
Abbreviated titles used: 
 
GiornLet  Giornale de’ Letterati, Parma, Modena 1686-1690; 1692-1693; 1696-1697. 
HistAcRoy Histoire de l’Académie Royale des Sciences, avec les mémoires de 
mathématique et de physique tirés des registres de cette académie, Paris 
1699-1790. 
HOS Histoire des Ouvrages des Savans, Rotterdam 1678-1709. 
JdS Journal des Sçavans, Paris 1665-. 
MémMathPhys Mémoires de mathématique et de physique tirez des registres de l’Académie 
Royale des Sciences, Paris 1692-1693. 
MercFrance Mercure de France (here Mercure Galant). 
MercGal Mercure Galant, Paris 1672-1674; 1677 (Nouveau Mercure Galant); 1678-
1714. 
MiscCur Miscellanea Curiosa Medico-Physica Academiae Leopoldinae Naturae 
Curiosorum, Lipsiae, Norimbergiae 1670-1679; 1682-1691; 1694-1705. 
NRL Nouvelles de la République des Lettres…, Amsterdam 1684-1689; 1699-1710; 
1716-1718. 
PhilColl Philosophical Collections, containing an account of such physical, 
anatomical…or other mathematical and philosophical experiments and 
observations as have lately come to the publishers hands, [ed. R. Hooke], 
London 1679-1682, nrs. 1-7. 
PhilTrans Philosophical Transactions giving some accompt of the present undertakings, 
studies and labours of the ingenious in many considerable parts of the world, 




1682 86 Abbé de Catelan IV JdS 1681, pp. 411-413 C. Pfautz 
 161 Abbé de Catelan III JdS 1680, pp. 167-170; 1681, pp. 142-144, 305-306 J. Bohn 
 192 R. Boyle III PhilColl 1681, n. 2, pp. 33-34 J. Bohn/C. Philipp 
 194 W. Croune III PhilColl 1681, n. 2, pp. 22-25 J. Bohn 
 197 De nutritione… III JdS 1681, pp. 97-106 M. Ettmüller 
 238 La Montré IV JdS 1682, pp. 155-158 C. Pfautz 
 262 Observatione ecclipseos… IV PhilColl 1681, n. 3, p. 66 - - 
 282 F. Slare III PhilColl 1681, n. 3, pp. 48-50 M. Ettmüller 
 285 F. Slare III PhilColl 1682, n. 4, pp. 84-86 M. Ettmüller 
 321 A. van Leeuwenhoek III PhilColl 1681, n. 3, pp. 51-58 M. Ettmüller 
 338 S. König III PhilColl 1681, n. 3, pp. 68-74 - - 
 344 H.P. III PhilColl 1682, n. 7, pp. 191-194 - - 
 396 J.C. Gallet IV JdS 1682, pp. 325-326 - - 
1683 124 Boffat IV  JdS 1682, pp. 339-341 C. Pfautz 
 215 E. Tyson III  PhilColl 1681, n. 2, pp. 11-17 J. Bohn 
 274 J. Cassini IV JdS 1683, pp. 121-132 C. Pfautz 
 357 De insignibus ducis Burgund. V  MercGal Oct. 1682, pt. 2, pp. 332-336 O. Mencke 
 454 W. Briggs III PhilColl 1682, n. 6, pp. 167-168 J. Bohn 
 460 M. Lister VI PhilTrans 13 (1683), pp. 70-74 J. Feller 
 511 A. van Leeuwenhoek III PhilColl 1682, n. 4, pp. 93-98 G.H. Lehmann 
 537 G. Heathcote IV PhilTrans 13 (1683), p. 15 C. Pfautz 
 553 Jak. Bernoulli IV JdS 1683, pp. 250-252 G.H. Lehmann 
1684 26 C. Comiers III MercFrance March 1683, pp. 164-214 G.H. Lehmann 
 138 E. Tyson III PhilTrans 13 (1683), pp. 25-54 J. Bohn 
 149 E. Tyson III PhilTrans 13 (1683), pp. 113-141 G.H. Lehmann 
 187 E. Halley IV PhilTrans 13 (1683), pp. 82-88 G.H. Lehmann 
 196 P. Molinetti VI JdS 1684, pp. 25-35 G.H. Lehmann 
 244 R. Plot III PhilTrans 13 (1683), pp. 96-99 G.H. Lehmann 
 245 C. Comiers III MercFrance Apr. 1683, pp. 236-334 G.H. Lehmann 
 387 E. Halley IV PhilTrans 13 (1683), pp. 208-221 G.H. Lehmann 
 416 C. Huygens/Abbé De Catelan IV JdS 1681, pp. 411-413; 1682, pp. 200-204, 224-227; 1684, pp. 225-228 G.H. Lehmann 
 419 Exp. ad circulationem… IV JdS 1684, pp. 82-84 G.H. Lehmann 
 420 Chapotol IV JdS 1684, pp. 131-132 G.H. Lehmann 
 421 J.C. Gallet IV JdS 1684, pp. 162-166 G.H. Lehmann 
 423 J.C. Gallet IV JdS 1684, pp. 197-201 G.H. Lehmann 
 457 F. Slare III PhilTrans 13 (1683), pp. 289-300 G.H. Lehmann 
 576 De Hautefeuille IV JdS 1683, pp. 263-264 G.H. Lehmann 
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1685 75 E. Tyson III PhilTrans 13 (1683), pp. 359-385 J.W. Pauli 
 313 M. Lister III PhilTrans 14 (1684), pp. 455-457 G.W. Leibniz 
 315 W. Gould III PhilTrans 14 (1684), pp. 496-506 C. Pincker 
 351 M. Lister III PhilTrans 14 (1684), pp. 511-519 C. Pincker 
 371 G. Hatley III PhilTrans 14 (1684), pp. 463-465 C. Pincker 
 372 M. Lister III PhilTrans 14 (1684), pp. 493-494 C. Pincker 
 433 Jak. Bernoulli III JdS 1684, pp. 259-264 - - 
 436 Jak. Bernoulli III JdS 1685, pp. 241-242 C. Pfautz 
 511 Epistola Rhotomago autori… I NRL 1685, pp. 744-748 - - 
 513 Silvestre III NRL 1685, pp. 718-726 J.W. Pauli 
 516 N. Grew III PhilTrans 14 (1684), pp. 566-567 C. Pincker 
1686 4 A. van Leeuwenhoek III PhilTrans 14 (1684), pp. 586-592 C. Pincker 
 79 M. Wheeler IV PhilTrans 14 (1684), pp. 647-665 C. Pincker 
 276 P. Buissière III NRL 1685, pp. 994-996 J.W. Pauli 
 277 P. Buissière III NRL 1685, pp. 996-999 J.W. Pauli 
 279 N. Postel III NRL 1686, pp. 172-175 O. Mencke 
 300 W. Molyneux III PhilTrans 15 (1685), pp. 876-881 C. Pincker 
 319 P. Guenellon III NRL 1686, pp. 319-326 C. Pincker 
 386 De evacuatione sanguinis… III PhilTrans 15 (1685), pp. 989-990 C. Pincker 
 387 R. Peirce III PhilTrans 15 (1685), pp. 1018-1019 C. Pincker 
 388 W. Molyneux IV PhilTrans 15 (1685), pp. 1032-1035 C. Pincker 
 400 R. Plot III PhilTrans 15 (1685), pp. 1049-1050 C. Pincker 
 474 A. van Leeuwenhoek III PhilTrans 15 (1685), pp. 1120-1134 C. Pincker 
 487 G. Ash III PhilTrans 15 (1685), pp. 1202-1204 C. Pincker 
 500 D. Papin III PhilTrans 16 (1686), pp. 21-22 C. Pincker 
 545 D. Papin/W. Tenon IV PhilTrans 15 (1685), pp. 1254, 1274-1278 C. Pincker 
 556 F. Laniterzio a.o. III/IV Acta Novae Academiae Philo-Exoticorum Naturae et Artis. Brixiae 
    1686, n. X, XI, XVII, XVIII, XXV, XXIX O. Mencke 
 620 W. Cole III PhilTrans 15 (1685), pp. 1278-1286 C. Pfautz 
 623 D. Papin/Jak. Bernoulli IV NRL 1685, pp. 1254-1257 C. Pfautz 
1687 26 J. Brown III PhilTrans 15 (1685), pp. 1266-1268 C. Pincker 
 29 Relatione di un basso-rilievo… VI GiornLett 1686, pp. 13-16 C. Wagner 
 485 Pyxis magnetica… III NRL 1687, pp. 509-512 C. Pincker 
 509 E. Halley III PhilTrans 16 (1686), pp. 153-168 C. Pincker 
 545 W. Petty IV PhilTrans 16 (1686), pp. 152, 237-240 C. Pincker 
1688 156 D. Papin III PhilTrans 16 (1686), pp. 193-198 C. Pincker 
 228 Veay III PhilTrans 16 (1686), pp. 282-283 C. Pincker 
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1688 234 E. King III PhilTrans 16 (1686), pp. 228-231 C. Pincker 
 273 J.D. Cassini IV PhilTrans 16 (1687), pp. 299-306 C. Pincker 
 280 E. Tyson III PhilTrans 16 (1687), pp. 332-334 C. Pincker 
 330 J.B. Boisot III JdS 1688, pp. 266-268 C. Pincker 
 374 G. Amontons IV JdS 1688, pp. 245-247 C. Pincker 
 376 G. Amontons IV JdS 1688, pp. 394-396 C. Pincker 
 483 J.M. Ghiareschi  III GiornLett 1687, pp. 44-48, 96-98, 154-160 C. Pincker 
 611 G. Allegri III GiornLett 1688, pp. 84-90 J.W. Pauli 
1690 405 J. Merry III JdS 1689, pp. 19-21 C. Pincker 
1692 307 E. Halley III PhilTrans 16 (1691), pp. 468-473 C. Pincker 
 313 A. Moulin III PhilTrans 16 (1691), pp. 486-488 C. Pincker 
 358 J.D. Cassini IV MémMathPhys 1692, pp. 1-8 C. Pincker 
 365 P. Varignon IV MémMathPhys 1692, pp. 12-16 C. Pincker 
 435 E. Tyson III PhilTrans 16 (1691), pp. 506-510 C. Pincker 
 529 E. Halley IV PhilTrans 16 (1691), pp. 535-540 - - 
 534 N. Grew III PhilTrans16 (1691), pp. 543-544 - - 
1693 59 E. Halley IV PhilTrans 16 (1691), pp. 511-522 - - 
 231 J. Merry III MémMathPhys 1692, pp. 57-59 Joh. Bernoulli 
 407 J.D. Cassini IV MémMathPhys 1692, pp. 65-71 S. Battier 
1694 193 G.F.A. de L’Hospital IV MémMathPhys 1693, pp. 97-101 M. Knorre 
 316 J.D. Cassini IV MémMathPhys 1693, pp. 1-6 M. Knorre 
 *341 (Var.) III/IV MémMathPhys 1693, pp. 1-80 M. Knorre 
 *387 G.F.A. de L’Hospital IV JdS 1694, pp. 182-183 - - 
1695 189 (A. Arnaldi vita et obitus) V HOS 11 (1694-1695), pp. 140-142 O. Mencke 
 281 (Var.) III/IV MémMathPhys 1693, pp. 97-128 M. Knorre 
1697 223 I. Newton IV PhilTrans 19 (1697), pp. 384-389 - - 
1698 52 Joh. Bernoulli IV JdS 1697, pp. 458-465 - - 
 305 D. Gregory IV PhilTrans 19 (1697), pp. 637-652 - - 
 407 E. Tyson III PhilTrans 20 (1698), pp. 105-164 J.W. Pauli 
1699 111 G. Dampier III PhilTrans 20 (1698), pp. 49-52 M. Knorre 
 113 C. Pitt III PhilTrans 20 (1698), pp. 278-279 M. Knorre 
 181 P. de La Hire IV JdS 1698, pp. 453-455 J.B. Wernher 
 397 Dupré III PhilTrans 21 (1699), pp. 130-137 J.W. Pauli 
1700 23 W. Cowper III PhilTrans 21 (1699), pp. 153-160 J.W. Pauli 
 29 T. Savery IV PhilTrans 21 (1699), p. 228 C. Pfautz 
 87 J. Woodward III PhilTrans 21 (1699), pp. 193-227 G. Olearius 
 139 De Moralec IV NRL 1699, pp. 513-518 C. Pfautz 
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1700 255 W. Cowper III PhilTrans 21 (1699), pp. 363-369 J.W. Pauli 
 301 D. Gregory IV PhilTrans 21 (1699), pp. 419-426 - - 
 306 J. Wallis IV PhilTrans 21 (1699), pp. 411-418 C. Pfautz 
 552 P. Camel III PhilTrans 21 (1699), pp. 87-94 M.E. Ettmüller 
1701 230 Proby III PhilTrans 22 (1700), pp. 455-459 M.E. Ettmüller 
 231 P. Buissière III PhilTrans 22 (1700), pp. 545-546 M. E. Ettmüller 
1702 27 P. Buissière III PhilTrans 22 (1701), pp. 752-755 - - 
 94 F. Monginot III PhilTrans 22 (1701), pp. 756-758 - - 
 95 W. Musgrave III PhilTrans 22 (1701), pp. 864-866 - - 
 138 P. Hotton III PhilTrans 22 (1701), pp. 760-762 - - 
 180 E. Halley IV PhilTrans 22 (1701), pp. 791-794 - - 
 524 C. Holt III PhilTrans 22 (1702), pp. 992-996 - - 
1703 132 W. Musgrave III PhilTrans 22 (1702), pp. 996-998 M.E. Ettmüller 
 143 C. Birbeck III PhilTrans 22 (1702), pp. 1000-1002 M.E. Ettmüller 
1704 21 W. Cowper III PhilTrans 23 (1702), pp. 1177-1201 M.E. Ettmüller 
 153 (Var.) III/IV HistAcRoy 1699-1700 F.H. Lichtscheid 
 311 J. Craig IV PhilTrans 23 (1703), pp. 1346-1360 - - 
 358 J. Wilson IV PhilTrans 23 (1702), pp. 1241-1247 F.H. Lichtscheid 
1705 110 W. Cowper III PhilTrans 24 (1704), pp. 1576-1590 M.E. Ettmüller 
 190 J. Craig IV PhilTrans 24 (1704), pp. 1527-1529 - - 
 211 J. Wright III PhilTrans 23 (1703), pp. 1386-1393 - - 
 215 H. Ridley III PhilTrans 23 (1703), pp. 1480-1484 M.E. Ettmüller 
 275 S. Morland III PhilTrans 23 (1703), pp. 1474-1479 M.E. Ettmüller 
1706 263 (Var.) III/IV HistAcRoy 1701 C. Wolff/J.W. Pauli 
 315 (Var.) III/IV HistAcRoy 1702 C. Wolff/C. Pfautz 
 363 (Var.) III/IV HistAcRoy 1703 C. Wolff/J.W. Pauli 
 439 (Var.) III/IV HistAcRoy 1704 C. Wolff/J.W. Pauli 
 455 (Var.) III MiscCur 1705-1706 M.E. Ettmüller 
1707 139 D. Ditton IV PhilTrans 1705, nr. 295, p. 1810 ff. - - 
 218 E. Halley IV PhilTrans 1705, nr. 297, p. 1882 ff. C. Wolff 
1709 134 A. de Moivre IV PhilTrans 1707, nr. 309, p. 2368 ff. C. Wolff 
 237 Hauksbee III PhilTrans 1706 & 1707, nrs. 307, 308, 310 C. Wolff 
1710 247 Excerpta medica… III HistAcRoy 1708 J.W. Pauli 
 352 J. Craig IV PhilTrans 1708, nr. 314, p. 64 ff. - - 
1713 315 J. Craig IV PhilTrans 1710, nr. 328, p. 195 C. Wolff 
 318 J. Yonge III PhilTrans 1712, nr. 333 J.W. Pauli 
 448 W. Cowper III PhilTrans 1712, nr. 335 J.W. Pauli 
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1717 117 E. Halley IV PhilTrans 1715, nr. 344, p. 290 ff. C. Wolff 
 461 E. Halley IV PhilTrans 1716, nr. 348 - - 
1718 454 J.H. Crusius IV Journal Litéraire, La Haye, 1716 - - 
1719 463 C. MacLaurin IV PhilTrans 1718, nr. 359, p. 339 ff. - - 
S = Supplementum ad Acta Eruditorum 
S. I 144 E. Halley IV PhilTrans 15 (1687), pp. 335-343 - - 
 246 R. Hook IV PhilColl 1681, n. 3, pp. 61-64 C. Pincker 
 250 E. Brown III PhilColl 1682, n. 5, pp. 147-152 C. Pincker 
 310 M. Lister III PhilColl 1682, n. 6, pp. 164-166 C. Pincker 
 315 J.W. Valvasor IV PhilTrans 15 (1687), pp. 259-262 C. Pincker 
 367 R. Plot III PhilTrans 14 (1684), pp. 806-811 C. Pincker 
 443 R. Waller III PhilTrans 15 (1685), pp. 841-845 C. Pincker 
 447 R. Hook IV PhilTrans 15 (1686), pp. 241-244 C. Pincker 
S. II 198 (Var.) III/IV MémMathPhys 1692, pp. 17-57 - - 
  228 (Var.) III/IV MémMathPhys 1692, pp. 57-80 - - 
 328 E. Halley III/IV PhilTrans 17 (1693), pp. 878-885 M. Knorre 
 333 E. Halley IV PhilTrans 17 (1693), pp. 960-969 M. Knorre 
 361 (Var.) III/IV MémMathPhys 1692, pp. 81-158 M. Knorre 
 432 (Var.) III/IV MémMathPhys 1692, pp. 161-195 - - 
 443 (Var.) III PhilTrans 17 (1693), pp. 579-652 - - 
S. III 45 P. Buissière III PhilTrans 18 (1694), pp. 11-14; JdS 1695, pp. 426-429 O. Mencke 
 73 J. Wallis IV PhilTrans 17 (1693), pp. 844-849 M. Knorre 
 74 F. Slare III PhilTrans 17 (1693), pp. 898-908 M. Knorre 
 76 (Var.) III/IV MémMathPhys 1693, pp. 129-191 M. Knorre 
 149 E. Tyson III PhilTrans 20 (1698), pp. 105-164 J.W. Pauli 
 227 F. Slare III PhilTrans 18 (1694), pp. 201-217 M. Knorre 
 228 E. Halley IV PhilTrans 19 (1695), pp. 12-18 M. Knorre 
 233 E. Coles III PhilTrans 19 (1697), pp. 542-543 M. Knorre 
 233 R. Tredwey III PhilTrans 19 (1697), pp. 711-712 M. Knorre 
 401 Lafage III PhilTrans 22 (1700), pp. 666-668 J.W. Pauli 
 403 E. Halley IV PhilTrans 22 (1700), pp. 714-725 - - 
S. IV 72 J. Sloane III PhilTrans 1707, nr. 309, § 6 M.E. Ettmüller 
 123 J. Fawler III PhilTrans 1707, nr. 302, § 4 M.E. Ettmüller 
 271 J. Keill III PhilTrans 1708, nr. 15, p. 97 ff. C.Wolff 
 519 J.H. Sbaralea III GiornLet Venezia 1710, t. IV, art. XII J.W. Pauli 




7. Index of contributors to the Acta Eruditorum 1682-1735 
 
Double paginations in the AE are indicated with an asterisk. 
A = original contribution or article 
R = review 
T = article taken from contemporary journal. 
S = Supplementum ad Acta Eruditorum; SN = Supplementum ad Nova Acta Eruditorum 
(<…) indicates through whose intermediary the contribution concerned was submitted. 
(>…) under the submitter of a contribution indicates who the author is. 
The biographical references serve solely to identify the contributor in question; they do not pretend in any way 
to refer to the most recent or best biographical literature. 
 
Most references have been made to the following works (indicated with sigla): 
ADB Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie, Hrsg. durch die Historische Commission bei der Königlichen 
Akademie der Wissenschaften, Leipzig 1875-1912, vol. 1-56. Also available online. 
Jö Jöcher, Chr. G., Allgemeines Gelehrten-Lexicon…, Leipzig 1750-1751, Tl. 1-4, reprinted Hildesheim 
1960-1961. 
Jö-Ad Adelung, J. Chr., Fortsetzung und Ergänzung zu Christian Gottlieb Jöchers allgemeinem Gelehrten-
Lexicon…, Leipzig 1784-1897, Bd. 1-7, reprinted Hildesheim 1960-1961. 
NDB Neue Deutsche Biographie, Hrsg. Von der Historischen Kommission bei der Bayerischen Akademie der 
Wissenschaften, Berlin 1953-. Also available online. 
Zedler Zedler, J.H., Grosses vollständiges Universal-Lexicon, Halle, Leipzig 1732-1754, Bd. 1-64, Supplement 1-
4, reprinted Graz 1961-1964. 
ABEPI Archivio Biográfico de España, Portugal e Iberoamérica 
ABF Archives Biographiques Françaises 
ABI Archivio Biografico Italiano 
BAB Biografisch Archief van de Benelux 
BAChr Biographical Archive of Christianity 
BBA British Biographical Archive 
DBA Deutsches Biographisches Archiv 
JBA Jewish Biographical Archive 
PAB Polskie Archiwum Biograficzne 
SBA Scandinavian Biographical Archive 
SOBA South-East European Biographical Archive 
These Biographical Archives, originally edited on microfiche by K.G. Saur Verlag Munich, later merged into the 
World Biographical Information System Online (WBIS Online), a database offered by Walter de Gruyter, Berlin. 
Where reference has been made to one of the Biographical Archives, only the title of the original archive has 
been given, without exact indications of “lemmata” within the archives. The reason for this is the online 
availability of the World Biographical Information System (WBIS Online). The entry of the name is enough to 
find all the data linked to it. The same applies for references to the Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie (ADB) and 
the Neue Deutsche Biographie (NDB).  
 
ABEL, Kaspar (1676-1763), historian, minister, teacher; DBA. 
 R: 1707: 496. 
ABICHT, Johann Georg (1672-1740), general superintendent, professor; DBA. 
R: 1708: 366, 397, 433; 1709: 203, 417, 495; 1710: 123, 151, 233, 259, 291, 292, 337, 447 I, 
447 II, 529; 1711: 191, 453; 1713: 65, 357, 523, 527 I, 527 II; 1714: 340; 1715: 1, 106, 354; S. 
IV: 12, 61, 111, 156, 203, 500, 502. 
ACKER, Johann Heinrich (1680-1759), educator, philosopher, headmaster; DBA. 
 R: 1710: 92, 266; 1711: 90, 91 I. 
ADAMI, Jacob Heinrich Christian (fl. 1733-1742), physicist, physician; Zedler Suppl. I (1751), col. 431. 
R: 1733: 25, 70, 214, 260, 298, 421, 422, 505, 548; 1734: 266, 272, 315; 1735: 57, 256; SN. I: 
16, 59, 155, 264, 354, 401, 413, 414, 571, 578. 
A: 1735: 329. 
ALBERTI, Valentin (1635-1697), theologian; DBA, ADB, NDB. 
 142 
 
R: 1682: 4, 119, 160, 184, 223, 312, 313, 378; 1683: 40, 180, 241, 321, 532; 1684: 333, 431, 
444, 521, 534; 1685: 60, 327; 1686: 212, 341, 342, 601; 1687: 91, 242; 1688: 275, 276, 278, 
586; 1690: 26; 1692: 464; 1693: 333; 1695: 142; 1696: 46. 
ALLONVILLE, Jacques Eugène, marquis de Louville (1671-1732), astronomer, physicist,  
 mathematician; ABF. 
 A: 1719: 281. 
ANTON, Paul (1681-1730), theologian; DBA, ADB, NDB. 
 R: 1686: 100, 104, 106, 201, 263, 432, 439; 1687: 33; 1689: 435. 
APIN,  Siegmund Jakob (1693-1732), publicist, educator; DBA. 
 R: 1720: 48. 
ARNOLD, Michael cf. AE or Christoph cf. Jöcher (d. 15.04.1695 cf. AE, 1697 cf. Jöcher),  farmer,  
 astronomer at Sommerfeld near Leipzig; Jö vol. I, col. 560. 
 A: S. II: 281. 
ARNOLD, Simon Johann (1661-1710), theologian; DBA. 
 R: 1692: 526, 563, 568; 1693: 169, 233, 262, 429; 1694: *315, *326, 400, 472; 1695: 170, 238; 
 1697: 48; S. II: 39, 131, 169, 171, 305. 
AUGUSTINUS THOMAS a S. JOSEPHO O.S.B. (1646-1717), mathematician; DBA. 
 A: S.VI: 27. 
AYMON, Jean (1661-ca. 1740), clergyman, theologian; ABF. 
 R: 1713: 46. 
BALTHASAR, Th. (1st half 18th century), physician; DBA. 
 A: 1719: 128. 
BATTIER, Samuel (1667-1744), physician, grecan, philosopher; ABF. 
 T: 1693: 407. 
BAUDIS, Gottfried Leonhard (1683-1739); jurist, philosopher; DBA. 
R: 1708: 156; 1709: 503; 1710: 41; 1712: 474, 478, 485, 491, 498, 502, 504, 506; 1713: 16, 25, 
 49, 55, 299, 387, 388, *495, 500; 1714: 124, 157, 226, 470, 515; 1717: 161, 204; S. IV: 180, 
302; S. V: 369; S. VI: 456. 
A: 1713: 41; 1714: 390; S. V: 372. 
BAUER, Chr. (Phil.) = probably Christian Friedrich (1696-1752), theologian; DBA. 
 R: 1722: 455; 1730: 505; 1734: 181(?); SN. I: 423(?). 
BAYER, Gottlieb Siegfried (1694-1738), historian, orientalist; DBA. 
 R: 1716: 540; 1717: 69, 241, 249, 253, 317, 337, 433, 470; 1722: 465 (?). 
BAYER, Theophil Sigfried (1696-1738), historian, librarian, educator; DBA. 
 R: 1719: 206, 270; 1720: 25, 529; 1721: 455; 1724: 74. 
 A: 1731: 307; 1732: 356. 
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 R: 1702: 432. 
BEBEL, Johann Balthasar? (diss. Leipzig 1694), historian; Zedler Suppl. III, col. 370. 
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 R: 1700: 145; 1701: 319. 
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 R: 1704: 341; 1708: 204. 
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 R: 1699: 337, 367, 393; 1719: 482. 
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74; 1719: 216, 256; 1721: 228, 270; 1722: 361, 395; 1723: 75; 1724: 297, 356; 1725: 318; 
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244, 249, 292, 305, 345, 392, 466, 518. 
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1702: 465; 1703: 109, 118, 305, 442; 1704: 10, 120, 392, 450; 1705: 61; 1707: 366, 388; 1708: 
358; 1709: 493; 1714: 432; 1717: 1, 59; 1723: 425; 1729: 226; S. III: 19, 87, 183, 241, 294, 
326, 385, 433, 473; S. IV: 145, 245; S. V: 37, 49; S. VI: 80. 
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R: 1714: 561; 1715: 111, 156, 224, 312, 315, 317, 324, 400, 425, 521; 1716: 116, 178, 182(2x), 
187, 518, 537; 1717: 119, 123, 173, 478; S. VI: 111, 159, 194, 204, 207, 212, 234, 333, 412. 
A: S. VI: 218. 
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 Générale…publiée par MM. Firmin Didot Frères…, Paris 1857-1866, vol. VII, col. 761. 
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359, 459, 462; 1716: 23, 29, 61, 65, 491, 495, 503; 1718: 263; S. V: 159, 206, 215, 294, 471, 
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190, 270, 526; 1717: 26, 81, 115, 154, 262, 307, 407, 505, 537; 1718: 12, 124, 181, 308, 351, 
473, 520, 522, 554; 1719: 130, 133, 179, 228, 446, 448, 449, 519, 537; 1720: 75, 95, 177, 368, 
506, 512; 1721: 80, 124, 127, 231, 272, 273, 315, 316, 402, 406, 410, 412, 414, 416, 501, 505; 
1722: 87, 90, 92, 121, 123, 221, 257, 272, 439, 441, 443, 541, 545; 1723: 41, 79, 81, 82, 103, 
137, 214, 220, 323, 367, 369, 406, 451; 1724: 68, 226, 228, 345, 404, 448, 512, 532, 537; 
1725: 22, 69, 176, 261, 328, 376, 404, 449, 544; 1726: 36, 40, 42, 87, 185, 229, 286, 324, 326, 
479, 495, 500, 537; 1727: 67, 71, 125, 173, 221, 275, 398, 407, 522, 525; 1728: 39, 63, 133, 
216, 278, 421; 1729: 63, 220, 267, 543; 1730: 71, 124, 169, 171, 300, 384, 398, 459, 461; 
1731: 17, 30, 94, 125, 164, 233, 371, 372, 406 II, 483, 558 I; 1732: 326, 329; S. III: 334, 500; S. 
IV: 124, 221, 228, 230, 404; S. V: 46, 78, 238, 401, 457, 509; S. VI: 15, 163, 228, 230, 356. 
A: 1703: 221 (> A. Hovius). 
T: 1700: 552; 1701: 230, 231; 1703: 132, 143; 1704: 21; 1705: 110, 215, 275; 1706: 455; S. IV: 
72 (> J. Sloane), 123 (> J. Fawler). 
EULER, Leonhard (1707-1783), mathematician, astronomer, physicist, philosopher, technician; DBA. 
 A: 1726: 361; 1727: 408; 1733: 369. 
FABRICIUS, Johann (1644-1729), theologian; BAChr. 
 R: 1704: 420, 446; 1715: 132, 134, 278; 1719: 135; 1721: 453; 1724: 491. 
FABRICIUS, Johann Albert (1668-1736), philologist, litarary historian, theologian; DBA, ADB. 
 R: 1700: 354, 362, 419, 544, 545; 1701: 31, 48, 143; 1709: 184; 1714: 14. 
 A: 1715: 85. 
FACCIOLATI, Jacopo (1684-1769), grammarian, orator, philosopher, canonical jurist; ABI. 
 A: 1717: 381; 1722: 512. 
FATIO DE DUILLIER, Nikolaus (1664-1753), mathematician, physicist, astronomer; DBA. 
 A: 1701: 134 (< G.W. Leibniz). 
FELLER, Joachim (1628-1691), polymath, librarian; DBA, ADB. 
 R: 1683: 113, 140, 147, 152, 184, 194, 225, 235, 237, 267, 281, 299, 320, 333, 341, 371, 387  
(2x), 517, 538, 544; 1684: 35, 159, 199, 202, 207, 255, 262, 263, 291, 302, 527, 559, 587; 
1685: 28, 147, 207, 210, 212, 228, 271, 272, 274, 357, 361, 363, 374, 401, 403, 460, 464, 557, 
581, 583; 1686: 17, 57, 86, 136, 223, 278, 307, 325, 327, 331, 407, 418, 462, 573, 587; 1687: 
42, 99, 217, 220, 224, 226, 393, 693; 1688: 46, 557; 1689: 1, 137, 144, 338, 376, 541, 625; 
1690: 27, 414, 464, 468, 510; 1691: 52; S. I: 1, 191, 360. 
T: 1683: 460. 
FELLER, Joachim Friedrich (1673-1726), historian; DBA. 
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 R: 1719: 56. 
FEUSTKING, Johann Heinrich (1672-1713), theologian; DBA. 
 R: 1707: 205. 
FIEDLER, Daniel (Disput. Leipzig 1703), theologian; DBA. 
R: 1703: 12, 16, 158, 161, 334, 366, 482; 1704: 49, 296, 529, 549; 1705: 25, 85, 123, 323; 
1708: 182; S. III: 423, 450, 453, 471, 490, 498, 507, 508, 521. 
FISCHER, Christian Gabriel (1686-1751), philosopher, mineralogist, geologist; DBA. 
 A: 1733: 487. 
 FISCHER, Erdmann Rudolph (1687-1776), theologian; DBA. 
 R: 1717: 545. 
FLAMSTEED, John (1646-1719), astronomer; BBA. 
 A: 1682: 167, 263, 277. 
FÖRTSCH, Michael (1654-1724), theologian; DBA. 
 R: 1709: 114. 
FRANCK VON FRANCKENAU, Georg Friedrich (1669-1732), physician; DBA. 
A: 1726: 42. 
FRANCK VON FRANCKENSTEIN, Michael Adam (1675-1728), historian; DBA. 
 R: 1709: 301. 
FRANCKE, Heinrich Gottlieb (1705-1781), jurist; DBA. 
 R: 1733: 90; SN. I: 410. 
 A: 1733: 332. 
FRANCKENSTEIN, Christian Gottfried (1661-1717), jurist, historian; DBA. 
 R: 1685: 303, 447, 485; 1686: 459, 611; 1687: 703. 
FRANCKENSTEIN, Jakob August , also referred to as A.F., F.A. and C.A. (1689-1733), jurist; DBA. 
R: 1713: 417, 554; 1714: 154, 221, 297, 416, 466, 517; 1715: 22, 288, 391; 1716: 92, 145, 157, 
159, 209, 328, 330, 390, 519; 1717: 130, 135, 136, 165, 296, 375, 549; 1718: 346, 355 I, 475, 
478, 479; 1719: 32, 34, 149, 187; 1720: 102, 237, 428, 481; 1721: 1; 1722: 329, 507, 550; 
1723: 198, 203, 385; 1724: 210, 341, 381, 540; 1725: 49, 150, 296, 400; 1726: 102, 214, 442; 
1727: 477; 1728: 193, 254, 321, 347, 397; 1729: 292; 1730: 6, 43, 97, 241, 311, 439, 529; 
1732: 145, 249; S. VI: 5, 72, 231, 241, 349, 416, 418, 464, 513; SN. I: 257. 
FRANZEN, Johann Ernst (fl. ca. 1709), theologian; DBA. 
 R: 1709: 328. 
FRAUENDORF, Johann Christoph (fl. ca. 1695), jurist; DBA. 
 R: 1707: 188, 191, 236. 
FREIND, John (1675-1728), physician; BBA. 
 R: 1717: 152. 
FREYSTEIN, Johann Burchard? (1671-1718), jurist; DBA. 
 R: S. III: 170. 
FREYTAG, Friedrich Gotthilf (1687-1761), Master, headmaster; DBA. 
R: 1715: 320, 417, 420; 1716: 85, 230, 545; 1717: 93, 97, 224, 289, 385, 480, 481; 1718: 1, 
132, 207, 378, 385, 558; 1719: 49, 77, 106, 181, 279, 366, 368, 370, 454; 1720: 69, 337, 389, 
546; 1721: 425; S. VI: 538. 
A: 1716: 95; 1717: 189; 1718: 381. 
FRICK, Johann (1670-1739), theologian, philosopher; DBA, ADB. 
R: 1695: 435, 440; 1696: 195, 378; 1697: 306, 504; 1698: 29, 74, 160, 232; S. II: 356, 407, 527; 
S. III: 416. 
FRISCH, Johann Leonhard (1666-1743), physicist, educator, philologist; DBA. 
 R: 1710: 141 I, 141 II, 142, 143 I, 143 II. 
GÄRTNER, Andreas (1654-1727), mechanic; DBA. 
 A: 1726: 364 (< C.A. Hausen). 
GEBAUER, Georg Christian (1690-1773), jurist, historian, professor; DBA. 
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R: 1719: 329, 377, 381, 383, 473; 1720: 1, 49, 165, 193, 241, 289, 345, 351, 392; 1721: 15, 18, 
121, 281, 321, 333, 340, 535, 543; 1722: 1, 62, 97, 187, 230, 283, 350, 354, 560; 1723: 1, 16, 
144, 281, 434; 1724: 133, 385, 452; 1725: 258, 337, 390; 1726: 9, 208, 305, 393; 1727: 24, 
193, 200, 396; 1728: 296, 318, 539, 541 I;  1729: 1, 129, 134, 446; 1730: 158, 410; 1733: 21; 
1735: 389. 
A: 1720: 395. 
GELLIUS, Johann Gideon? (1664-1739), school rector; DBA. 
 R: 1693: 307. 
GERHARD, Johann Ernst? (1662-1707), theologian; DBA, ADB. 
 R: 1694: 119. 
GERING/GOERING, Jacob (1690-1756), minister, teacher, educator, mathematician; DBA. 
R: 1720: 518; 1722: 40, 536; 1723: 205, 389, 392, 530; 1724: 230, 415; 1728: 394; 1729: 101, 
308, 356; 1730: 281, 380, 448, 453, 534; 1731: 363; 1732: 83, 130, 185, 212, 223; 1733: 71, 
76, 310; 1734: 515; 1735: 15; SN. I: 109, 160, 269, 301, 358, 510. 
GESNER, Johann Matthias (1691-1761), philologist, professor eloquentiae, counsellor to the court;  
 DBA. 
R: 1724: 275; 1731: 44, 105, 109, 198, 321, 382, 401, 402, 452, 454, 489; 1732: 11, 166, 202, 
353, 355, 393, 493, 504; 1733: 102, 110, 151, 210, 239, 294, 385, 467, 515, 551; 1734: 1, 49, 
390, 396, 405, 425, 441, 471; 1735: 241; SN. I: 7, 248, 280, 601, 606. 
 A: 1731: 245; 1732: 295. 
GLADOW, Fridrich, pseud. ELPISTIUS IRENÄUS (d. 1717), author, philosopher; DBA. 
 R: 1717: 127. 
GLAFEY, Adam Friedrich von (1692-1753), jurist, state archivist; DBA. 
 R: 1721: 366. 
GODIN, Louis (1704-1760), astronomer; ABF. 
 A: 1734: 357. 
GÖTZE, Gottfried Christian (ca. 1670-1724), jurist; DBA. 
 R: 1699: 468; 1700: 40, 132, 244, 481; 1701: 49, 149, 500; 1702; 281; 1703: 9, 45, 65, 174,  
475; 1704: 7, 115, 212, 433; 1705: 49, 285, 310, 399, 403, 405, 529; 1706: 97, 136, 153, 193, 
232, 284, 358, 422; 1707: 9, 193, 288, 290, 385; 1708: 25, 368; 1709: 1, 241; 1714: 218; S. III: 
257, 282, 337, 382, 459, 535. 
GOLDBACH, Christian von (1690-1764), mathematician; DBA. 
 A: 1717: 456 (> Giovanni Battista Lamberti?); 1719: 27. 
GOTTSCHED, Johann Christoph (1700-1766), poet; DBA. 
 R: 1724: 455, 458; 1725: 136, 382; 1726: 142; 1728: 42; 1735: 377. 
GRABE, Martin Sylvester (1674-1727), physician; DBA. 
 R: 1714: 92. 
GRAEVIUS, Gottfried (1641-1719), senator Leipzig, librarian; DBA, ADB. 
 R: 1687: 401, 581; 1688: 116. 
GRAMMATICUS, Nicasius (1684-1736), Jesuit, astronomer, theologian; DBA. 
 A: 1724: 509 II. 
GRANDI, Guido (1671-1742), noble, abbot, mathematician, theologian, philosopher; ABI. 
 A: 1714: 85. 
GRANZIUS, Tobias (1660-1732), jurist; DBA. 
 R: 1719: 40. 
GRODDECK, Gabriel (1672-1709), philosopher, philologist, Orientalist; DBA. 
 R: 1697: 449, 519; 1699: 247; S. III: 238. 
GROSSCHUFF, Heinrich August, also referred to as Hieronymus August (d. 1719), philologist; DBA. 
 R: 1708: 292, 328, 376, 424, 537; 1709: 34; 1710: 255, 273, 286; S. IV: 88. 
GRUBER, Johann Daniel (1688 or 1686-1748), librarian, historian, jurist; DBA. 
 A: 1734: 484. 




R:  1704: 277, 335; 1705: 314, 344, 379, 433, 436; 1706: 30, 165, 214, 236, 348, 529; 1707: 
37, 239. 
GRUNDMANN, Christian (1668-1718), theologian; DBA. 
 A: 1717: 430. 
GRYPHIUS, Christian (1649-1706), man of letters; DBA, ADB. 
 R: 1686: 132; 1687: 644; 1699: 59, 526; 1700: 443, 444; 1704: 520; 1705: 370; S. I: 577; S.III:  
 286, 446. 
GULIELMINI, Domenico (1655-1710), physician; Jö vol. II, col. 1269-1270; Kestner, W. Chr., 
 Medicinisches Gelehrten-Lexicon, Jena 1740, p. 369. 
 A: 1684: 482 (< A. Magliabechi). 
GUNDLACH, Christian (fl. ca. 1717), master of theology Leipzig, published Letztes Ehren- 
Gedächtnis…des…Johann Günthers…, Leipzig 1714 and Letztes Ehren-Gedächtnis 
der…Johannen Dorotheen Kochin…, Leipzig 1717. 
A: S. VI: 471. 
HACKMANN, Friedrich August? (before  1678-after 1734), jurist, literary historian; DBA, ADB. 
 R: 1705: 315. 
HAHN, Johann Siegmund Jr.? (1696-1773), physician; DBA. 
 R: 1718: 185; S. VI: 459, 529. 
HALLEY, Edmund (1656-1742), astronomer; BBA. 
 T: 1717: 117 (> C. Wolff). 
HALTAUS, Christian Gottlob (1702-1758), headmaster, historian; DBA. 
R: 1729: 447; 1730: 367, 523; 1731: 15, 60, 140, 142, 162, 163, 242, 416, 420, 504; 1732: 401; 
1733: 16, 337, 520; 1734: 311, 365, 411, 428; 1735: 311; SN. I: 176, 495. 
HANE, Philipp Friedrich (1686-1774), historian, theologian, professor; DBA. 
R: 1729: 49, 94, 202, 371, 487, 504, 508; 1730: 11, 14, 322; 1731: 201, 207, 327, 330, 449; 
1732: 161, 193, 581; 1735: 138; SN. I: 34, 169, 173. 
HANSCH, Michael Gottlieb (1683-1749), philosopher, mathematician, theologian; DBA. 
 A: 1728: 468. 
HARDER, Johann Jakob (1656-1711), physician, physicist, professor of rhetoric; DBA, ADB. 
 A: 1694: 49. 
HARDT, Johann Gottfried (?-1713), philosopher; DBA. 
 R: 1689: 450. 
HARDT, Hermann von der (1660-1746), theologian, philologist; DBA, ADB. 
 R: 1686: 488, 527, 535, 588; 1692: 387; 1693: 464; 1700: 241. 
 A: 1695: 557; 1702: 305. 
HARENBERG, Johann Christoph (1696-1774); theologian, historian; DBA. 
R: 1730: 261; 1732: 377; 1733: 195, 291; 1734: 6, 18, 145, 156, 195, 229, 352, 359, 360, 502, 
507; 1735: 97, 271, 279, 497, 504, 533, 553, 556; SN.I: 97, 120, 163, 193, 198, 200, 212, 256, 
341, 374, 380, 384, 418, 421, 422, 425, 559, 581, 582, 587, 589, 609. 
 A: 1727: 136; 1733: 116; 1734: 222; SN. I: 74, 164, 236, 332, 536. 
HARTMANN, Johann Zacharias (1695-1742), jurist; DBA. 
 R: 1724: 141, 239. 
HASÄUS/HASE, Jakob (1690/1691-1721/1723), professor of philosophy; DBA. 
 R: 1715: 532; 1716: 558; S. VI: 226. 
HASIUS/HASE, Johan Matthias (1684-1742), mathematician, geographer, historian; DBA. 
R: 1717: 167, 274, 285, 450; 1718: 150, 155, 158, 211, 214, 215, 217, 218, 221 I, 221 II, 223, 
224, 275, 278, 282, 358, 367, 370, 421 I, 421 II, 471; 1719: 61, 422, 451, 471; 1720: 23, 86, 
138, 188, 290; 1721: 183, 369, 466, 468, 469; 1724: 138, 183, 187; 1725: 172; 1726: 177, 329; 
1727: 177; 1728: 140, 141, 214; 1729: 287, 520; 1733: 246; S. VI: 441. 
HAUSEN, Christian August (1663-1733), theologian; DBA. 
 R: 1717: 150, 226, 457; 1718: 284; 1721: 362, 459, 463; 1722: 553, 570; 1723: 315, 412; 1724: 
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 65; 1725: 20; 1727: 9; 1728: 52; 1729: 119, 174. 
 A: 1724: 442; 1726: 226, 364 (> A. Gärtner). 
HEBENSTREIT, Johann Ernst (1703-1757), physician, biologist; DBA. 
R: 1729: 269; 1731: 167, 229; 1733: 49; 1734: 80, 167, 193, 204, 337, 414, 464, 510, 513, 553; 
1735: 11, 118, 266, 314, 316, 337, 354, 395, 453, 505, 549; SN. I: 148, 505, 506, 569, 598, 
600. 
A: 1734: 171; 1735: 559. 
HECKER, Konstantin Gabriel (1670-1721), author, astronomer; DBA. 
 A: 1708: 125. 
HEINECCIUS, Johann Michael (1674-1722), theologian; DBA. 
 R: 1709: 442. 
HEINRICH, Christoph (1663-1715), Jesuit, theologian, teacher, mathematician; DBA. 
 A: 1712: 128 (< C. Wolff); 1715: 261. 
HEISTER, Lorenz (1683-1758), physician; DBA. 
 R: 1717: 267, 367; 1719: 249, 325, 533; 1720: 181; 1723: 43. 
 A: 1719: 20. 
HERBERSTEIN, Ferdinand Ernst Graf von (d. 1720), mathematician; DBA. 
 A: 1708: 273, 423; 1709: 80, 179, 236, 465, 546; 1710: 16, 161, 310, 526; 1711: 81 (> Ludolf,?,   
 math. prof. Erfurt), 324; 1713: 519; 1716: 284; S. VI: 474. 
HERMANN, Jakob (1678-1733), mathematician; DBA, ADB. 
 R: 1714: 249; 1716: 49; 1717: 311; S. VI: 26. 
A: 1702: 501; 1703: 345; 1706: 256; 1709: 404 (< C. Wolff); 1716: 370; 1717: 348?; 1718: 32, 
335; 1719: 68, 351; 1723: 171. 
HERTTENSTEIN, Ludwig Bartholomäus Edler von (1709 or 1711-1747 or 1764), philosopher,  
 theologian, jurist; DBA. 
 R: 1733: 331. 
 A: SN. I: 135. 
HERZOG, Christian, pseud. of VOCKERODT, Gottfried pseud. (1665-1727), teacher, historian, music  
 theorist; DBA. 
 R: 1717: 234. 
HESHUS, Anton Günther (1638-1700), theologian, philosopher; DBA. 
R: 1682: 47, 55, 70, 129, 138, 172, 250, 265, 333, 400: 1683: 221, 313, 389; 1684: 343, 570; 
1685: 65, 183, 343; 1686: 191, 263, 421, 498; 1687: 78, 198, 204, 605; 1688: 242, 502, 667; 
1689: 78, 469, 477; 1690: 182, 361; 1691: 321; 1692: 124, 227, 349, 409; 1694: 185; 1695: 20, 
130; 1697: 74; S. I: 227, 262, 304, 420; S. III: 43. 
HEUBEL, Johann Ludwig (d. 1729), jurist, counsellor to the court, historiographer; DBA. 
 R: 1720: 208. 
HEUBNER, Johann Leonhard, from Schwarzenberg, possibly Heubner, J.L. (mag. Phil. 14.10.1698 
Wittenberg);  Album Academiae Vitebergensis, Jüngere Reihe, Bd. II (1660-1710), bearb. von 
Fritz Juntke, Halle 1952, p. 171. 
 A: 1714: 203 (< C. Wolff). 
HEUMANN, Christoph August (1681-1763), professor, historian, theologian; DBA. 
R: 1710: 196, 279, 283, 330, 336, 398, 438, 494, 517; 1711: 61, 125, 181, 199, 205, 250, 333, 
350, 469, 512, 529, 532, 536; 1712: 115, 120, 173, 183, 277, 280, 395, 411; 1713: 22, 70, 101, 
103, 104, 150, 173, 265, 268, 341, 349, 352, 367, 379, 381, 397, 399, 401, 455, 534; 1714: 55, 
64, 67, 74, 123, 145, 279, 336, 345, 385, 389, 401, 404, 408, 441, 489; 1715: 13, 15, 137, 149, 
155, 389, 393, 485; 1716: 42, 45, 58, 59, 151, 155, 211, 322, 325, 341, 401, 434, 436, 441, 
443, 460, 461, 463; 1717: 22, 100, 103, 255, 258, 340, 342, 347, 402, 497, 499; 1718: 38, 39, 
42, 104, 107, 159, 161, 163, 226, 229, 230, 238, 287, 337, 339, 343, 344, 392, 433, 444, 447, 
450, 451, 487, 557; 1719: 104, 139, 182, 191, 195, 201, 233, 364, 375, 385, 458, 461, 470, 
478, 481; 1720: 5, 6, 12, 15, 55, 59, 76, 267, 315, 413, 478; 1721: 23, 46, 114, 140, 171, 237, 
257, 263, 298, 302, 387, 389, 417, 513, 515; 1722: 45, 77, 79, 115, 208, 211, 285, 294, 299, 
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300, 312, 372, 385, 492, 497, 499, 564, 565; 1723: 45, 47, 60, 132, 267, 290, 332, 396, 495, 
518, 540; 1724: 23, 46, 81, 83, 180, 216, 277, 419, 483, 486, 488, 524, 525, 527; 1725: 10, 54, 
89, 103, 168, 220, 225, 308, 457, 460, 505, 508, 509, 511, 519; 1726: 85, 130, 170, 218, 221, 
259, 262, 319, 321, 511, 526, 540, 544, 546, 548; 1727: 84, 86, 89, 93, 95, 96, 111, 260, 262, 
265, 283, 416, 417, 420, 424, 488, 500, 506, 516, 519; 1728: 1, 37, 44, 46, 72, 74, 82, 199, 
242, 273, 285, 286, 287, 289, 291, 426, 431, 502, 529, 543, 554; 1729: 25, 58, 61, 80, 139, 
141, 231, 233, 277, 281, 283, 286, 331, 368, 400, 406, 483, 490, 504, 517; 1730: 17, 19, 21, 
91, 94, 125, 130, 162, 173, 217, 235, 287, 326, 329, 420, 425, 525, 526, 545, 550, 552; 1731: 
215, 220, 262, 267, 270, 336, 343, 368, 389, 422, 467, 497, 545, 547, 558 II; 1732: 34, 100, 
110, 113, 120, 122, 135, 136, 165, 258, 462, 465; 1733: 232, 280, 329, 373, 461, 509; 1734: 
94, 214, 330, 332, 370, 489, 495, 531; 1735: 141, 155, 462, 465, 468, 474, 479, 490, 524; S. 
IV: 286, 336, 342, 354, 452, 495, 529; S. V: 97, 176, 184, 278, 301, 306, 375, 449, 500, 504; S. 
VI: 52, 294, 385, 506; SN. I: 89, 124, 132, 142, 178, 241, 291, 319, 327, 329, 331, 348, 533. 
A: 1709: 539; 1710: 165; 1711: 269, 270, 513; 1712: 21, 26; 1713: 458, 539; 1714: 108; 1715: 
16, 299; 1716: 456; 1729: 500 (< J.F. Schreiber);  1732: 141; 1733: 431; S. IV: 410; S. V: 202; S. 
VI: 77, 170, 196, 296. 
HEUSINGER, Johann Michael (1690-1751), philologist, teacher, educator, publisher; DBA. 
 R: 1735: 415. 
HEVELIUS, Johann (1611-1687), mathematician, astronomer, engraver; DBA. 
 A: 1682: 28, 109, 191, 262, 388; 1683: 201, 290, 350, 484, 558; 1684: 33; 1685: 241 (> F.  
 Bianchini). 
HEYSE, Ernst Gottfried (1657-1692), physician: DBA. 
 A: 1684: 360, 362. 
HICKMAN, [Henry] (?-1692), philosopher, physician; BBA. 
 R: 1686: 447; S. I: 151. 
HILSCHER, Paul Christian (1666-1730), theologian , poet; DBA. 
 R: 1712: 188. 
HOCHSTETTER, Andreas Adam (1668-1717), theologian; DBA, ADB. 
 R: 1690: 58, 115, 138, 192, 198; 1695: 160; 1699: 278; 1707: 38; S. I: 186, 259, 260; S. III: 269. 
HODANNUS, Johann Friedrich (1674-after 1734), theologian, educator; Ersch, J.S., Allgemeine  
 Encyclopädie der Wissenschaften und Künste, Zweite Section, vol. 9, Leipzig 1832, p. 203. 
 R: 1714: 342. 
HOFFMANN, Christian Gottfried (1692-1735), expert of constitutional law; DBA. 
 R: 1716: 35, 76, 192, 381, 383, 414; 1717: 178, 495; 1718: 95, 363; S. VI: 261, 355; SN. I: 503. 
HOFFMANN, Friedrich (1660-1742), physician; DBA. 
 R: 1718: 316; 1721: 397; 1722: 315, 358; 1723: 98. 
HOFFMANN, Johann Heinrich (1669-1716), astronomer, mathematician; DBA. 
 A: 1716: 18. 
HOFFMANN, Johan Wilhelm (1710-1739), jurist, historian, teacher; DBA. 
 R: 1732: 448; 1733: 256; 1735: 55; SN. I: 337. 
HOFMANN, Carl Gottlob (1703-1774), theologian; DBA. 
 R: 1715: 79, 116, 165, 203, 367, 530 II; 1728: 541 II; 1729: 193; 407; 1730: 378, 431, 478. 
HOHENHARD, Peter von, pseud. J.P. VON LUDEWIG (fl. ca. 1708), expert of constitutional law; DBA. 
 R: 1708: 298. 
HOLLMANN, Samuel Christian (1696-1787), professor of philosophy, naturalist, author in philosophy  
 and natural science; DBA. 
 R: 1735: 187. 
HONOLD, Jakob (?-1727), theologian, astronomer; DBA. 
 A: 1698: 90. 
HORN, Johann Gottlob (1680-1754), historian; DBA. 
 R: 1728: 411. 
HORREBOWIUS, Peder Nielsen (1679-1764), astronomer, physicist; SBA. 
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 A: 1717: 92; S. VI: 366. 
HOVIUS, Jakob (fl. 1700-1716), physician; BAB. 
 A: 1703: 221 (<M.E. Ettmüller). 
HÜBNER, Johann (1668-1731), headmaster, educator, historian, geographer; DBA, ADB. 
 R: 1693: 92; 1695: 75, 274; 1708: 451, 498; 1710: 17. 
HUET, Pierre Daniel (1630-1721), polymath, philosopher, bishop; ABF. 
 A: S. II: 101. 
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442, 535, 536, 537, 542; 1724: 1, 7, 49, 51, 99, 101, 129, 151, 164, 167, 263, 266, 270, 272, 
323, 377, 427, 431, 514; 1725: 120, 202, 284, 289, 385, 433, 475, 481, 488, 490; 1726: 49, 97, 
99, 100, 172, 206, 213, 247, 289, 296, 302, 332, 341, 344, 346, 350, 351, 441, 481, 486; 1727: 
90, 97, 103, 108, 145, 181, 184, 208, 237, 241, 266, 476, 481, 486; 1728: 112, 113, 115, 145, 
185, 210, 241, 245, 337, 366, 408, 409, 419, 444, 446, 448, 526, 535, 552, 553; 1729: 91, 97, 
150, 166, 181, 191, 234, 289, 392, 402, 403, 405, 429, 521, 526; 1730: 49, 53, 103, 105, 123, 
166, 168, 289, 325, 335, 336, 364, 393, 415, 426, 427, 428, 436, 444, 475 I, 475 II, 477, 520, 
522, 531; 1731: 1, 4, 6, 40, 46, 47, 97, 99, 116, 120, 139, 143, 154, 249, 297, 333, 360, 393, 
398, 404, 406 I, 430, 461, 462, 510, 550; 1732: 75; 1733: 6; S. III: 318, 380; S. IV: 66, 97, 127, 
128, 192, 235, 239, 281; S.V: 371, 397, 539; S. VI: 48, 330, 497, 500, 520. 
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 A: 1710: 137 (> H.L. van Huyssen), 151 (> W. Best); 1713: 95 I (> anon.), 190; 1714: 127 (> 
anon.), 246 (> J.C. Biel); 1716: 46; 1722: 374; 1725: 526, 528; 1727: 144; 1728: 6; 1729: 376; 
S. IV: 373. 
MENCKE, Karl Otto (born 1711, enrollment University Leipzig 1728, b.a. 1728), son of Johann 
Burchard, brother of Friedrich Otto. See Johann Seifert, Stammtafel der Familie Mencke, as 
copied in A.H. Laeven, The Acta Eruditorum…1990, illustration 2-3, and Die jüngere Matrikel 
der Universität Leipzig 1559-1809, Hrsg. Von G. Erler, Bd. III, Leipzig 1909, p. 261. 
 R: 1732: 452; SN. I: 49, 216. 
 A: 1734: 43; 1735: 380; SN. I: 46. 
MENCKE, Lüder (1658-1726), jurist; DBA. 
 R: 1689: 134, 532; 1692: 219; 1698: 181. 
MENCKE, Otto (1644-1707), philosopher, literary historian; DBA, ADB. 
 R: 1682: 13, 17, 49, 51, 68, 121, 156, 158, 169, 200, 214, 329, 382; 1683: 227, 261, 265, 317, 
411; 1684: 52, 112, 206, 213, 295, 429, 443, 522, 550; 1685: 18, 94, 143, 253, 338, 341, *433, 
445, 539, 541; 1686: 113, 177, 220, 258, 269, 416, 417, 471; 1687: 107, 111, 169, 233, 703; 
1688: 70, 163, 283, 291, 388, 395, 475, 479; 1689: 109, 347, 348, 421, 498; 1690: 152, 313; 
1691: 23, 24, 56 (2x), 93, 335, 547, 589; 1692: 39, 92, 144, 218, 342, 343, 456, 462, 466, 524; 
1693: 105, 114, 130, 144, 165, 186, 364, 513, 516, 526, 544, 545 (2x), 546; 1694: 81, 88, 94, 
95, 96, 128, 461; 1695: 143, 290, 391, 392, 474, 530; 1696: 103, 151, 234, 341, 413 (2x), 426, 
438 (2x), 440, 483; 1697: 23, 179, 306, 365, 437, 487, 491, 533; 1698: 46, 56, 81, 103, 118, 
119, 127, 128, 147, 148, 149, 183, 192, 196, 350, 353, 367; 1699: 48, 97, 107, 236, 380, 382, 
520; 1700: 85, 94 (2x), 127, 141, 142, 297, 409; 1701: 1, 17, 84, 109, 113, 126, 147, 241, 314, 
336, 347, 384; 1702: 113, 131; 1703: 15, 81, 96, 383, 417, 424; 1704: 69, 72, 97, 144, 168, 
183, 292, 400; 1705: 180, 230, 330, 385, 478, 479, 481; 1706: 136, 209, 378; 1707: 239; S. I: 
23, 108, 111, 220, 278, 387, 389, 391, 440, 519, 522, 592; S. II: 161, 345, 349; S. III: 142, 240, 
325, 335, 336 (2x), 384, 423, 431, 505, 528. 
 A: 1696: 482; 1704: 233, 287 (> J. Le Long). 
 T: 1683: 357; 1686: 279, 556; 1695: 189; S. III: 45. 
MENZ, Johann Friedrich, also referred to as F. or J(ac). Menz ( 1673-1749), philosopher, classicist; 
DBA. 
 R: 1703: 273; 1704: 73, 281; 1705: 183; 1706: 233; 1707: 333, 337; 1708: 95, 106, 145, 185, 
333, 428, 431; 1709: 185, 545; 1710: 131; 1711: 53, 467; 1713: 215, 223, 435; 1715: 66, 140, 
218, 233, 334, 415; 1716: 80, 397, 513; 1717: 209, 518; 1718: 49, 322, 325; 1719: 25; 1720: 
16, 17, 140, 169; 1721: 448; 1725: 312; 1726: 241; S. III: 503; S. IV: 184, 225, 325, 490; S. V: 
123, 418; S. VI: 436. 
MICHAELIS, Johann Heinrich (1668-1738), philologist, professor of theology, philosopher; DBA. 
 R: 1721: 49. 
MICHELOTTI, Pietro Antonio (1673-1740), physician, mathematician; ABI. 
 A: 1726: 517. 
MÖBIUS, Georg? (1616-1697), theologian; DBA, ADB. 
 R: 1689: 593. 
MÜLLER, Daniel Leonhard (fl. ca. 1700, baccalaureus artium Leipzig 2-12-1693); Sicul, E., Leipziger 
Jahr-Geschichte 1720, Leipzig 1721, p. 136; Die jüngere Matrikel der Universität Leipzig 1559-
1809, Hrsg. Von G. Erler, Bd. II, Leipzig 1909, p. 299. 
 R: 1707: 97. 
MÜLLER, Gerhard Friedrich von (1705-1783), historian, geographer, publisher, ethnologist; DBA. 
 A: 1734: 214. 
MÜNDEN, Christian (1684-1741), minister; DBA. 
 R: 1721: 108, 242, 524, 530; 1722: 67, 71, 95, 300, 492, 501, 513; 1723: 119, 129, 263, 397; 
1724: 76, 169, 327, 528; 1725: 26, 122, 184, 188, 293, 394; 1726: 52, 95, 126; 1728: 282; 
1729: 17. 
MUHLE, Heinrich (1666-1733), theologian, philologist; DBA,  ADB. 
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 R: 1690: 187, 345; 1691: 340, 525; S. I: 319, 320. 
MURATORI, Ludovico Antonio (1672-1750), librarian, historian, antiquary; ABI. 
 R: 1709: 194; 1711: 224; 1717: 507; 1709: 428. 
 A: 1711: 442. 
MUSIG, Martin (d. 1732), professor of philosophy; DBA. 
 R: 1709: 429; 1711: 362. 
MYLIUS, Christian Otto (1678-1760), assistant to the bench; DBA. 
 R: 1715: 404. 
MYLIUS, Johann Heinrich (1710-1733), jurist, philosopher, professor; DBA. 
 R: 1732: 275, 280, 459, 461; 1733: 257, 296, 360, 451. 
NEUBOUR, Friedrich Christoph (1682-1744), theologian, jurist; DBA. 
 R: 1727: 253, 258, 379, 426; 1728: 116, 119, 165, 169, 174, 197, 217, 221, 234 I, 403; 1729: 
158, 185, 229, 285, 396, 398, 444; 1730: 361; 1731: 464, 522; 1732: 323; 1733: 10. 
OFFENBURG, Carl Ernest (fl. ca. 1707), mathematician ; mentioned in Delcourt, Jean, Les épicycloides 
sphériques…, Université de Cergy-Pontoise & Archives Henri Poincaré 13 mai 2013 = 
html5.ens-lyon.fr.120130513_jean_delcourt_pdf). 
 A: 1718: 164. 
OLEARIUS, (Georg) Philipp (1681-1741), philologist, theologian; DBA. 
 R: 1708: 117, 151, 307, 542; 1716: 549; 1720: 36; 1721: 97; 1727: 339; 1728: 66, 390; S. IV: 
83. 
OLEARIUS, Gottfried (1672-1715), theologian, DBA, ADB. 
 R: 1693: 167, 177; 1694: 241, 254; 1696: 31, 120, 139, 164; 1697: 241, 297; 1698: 91, 105, 
287, 331, 441, 496; 1699: 1, 12, 19, 148, 241; 1700: 426; 1701: 116; 1702: 92; 1703: 193, 241; 
1705: 9, 56, 91, 217, 440, 507, 555; 1706: 1; 1707: 1, 23, 49, 227, 241, 433, 447; 1708: 1, 13, 
193, 239; 1709: 101, 433; 1710: 38, 340; 1712: 86, 481; S. II: 365, 369, 375, 415, 424, 428, 
435, 445, 446, 474; S. III: 37, 69, 70, 71 (2x), *89, 129, 135, 143, 200, 214, 217, 223; S. IV: 1. 
 T: 1700: 87. 
OLEARIUS, Johannes (1639-1713), theologian; DBA; ADB. 
 R: 1682: 6, 19, 47, 61, 94, 168, 171, 199, 207, 247, 354; 1683: 20, 59; 1692: 414, 514; 1693: 
413, 492; 1694: 9, 97, 346, *365, *373; 1696: 113; 1697: 367, 391. 
OLEARIUS, Johann Christoph (1668-1747), theologian; DBA. 
 R: 1707: 533. 
OLEARIUS, probably Gottfried, mostly referred to as M.Olearius, in the copies at Leipzig and 
Heidelberg, in the copies at Dresden and Göttingen often as G. Olearius. 
 R: 1695: 393, 441; 1696: 12, 76, 188, 214, 217, 224, 226, 229, 294, 297, 347, 386, 414, 463, 
469, 535, 536, 537; 1697: 27, 108, 11, 118, 123, 165, 194, 227, 323, 362, 399, 424, 436, 442; 
1704: 481; 1706: 25, 202, 281; 1707: 73; S. III: 48, 55. 
OPITZ, Josias Heinrich (1680-1719), theologian, minister; DBA. 
 R: 1709: 31. 
ORTLOB, Johann Friedrich (1661-1700), physician; DBA. 
 R: 1687: 408, 581, 684; 1688: 48, 203, 279; 1689: 104, 105, 222, 307, 348, 349, 374, 539; 
1690: 161; 1692: 502; 1696: 161; 1708: 325; S. I: 178. 
OUDIN, François (1673-1752), Jesuit; ABF. 
 A: 1718: 491. 
PACCHIONI, Antonio (1665-1726), anatomist; ABI. 
 A: 1701: 415. 
PAPIN, Denis (1647-1712), physicist, mathematician, physician; ABF. 
 A: 1688: 335, 497, 643; 1689: 96, 183, 189, 317, 322, 485; 1690: 223, 410; 1691: 6, 208. 
PASCH, Georg (1661-1707), professor, theologist, philosopher; DBA. 
 R: 1707: 327. 
PATIN, Charlotte Catherine (fl. ca. 1690), philologist, historian, mathematician; ABF. 
 A: 1691: 337 (< C. Wagner). 
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PAULI, Johann Wilhelm (1658-1723), physician; DBA. 
 R: 1683: 543; 1684: 46, 82, 151, 242, 253, 426, 434, 480, 529, 558, 580; 1685: 83, 239, 295, 
296, 424, 454, 456, 587; 1686: 225, 444, 478, 502, 614, 618; 1687: 16, 68, 162; 1688: 490, 
545, 616, 617; 1689: 14, 101, 171, 180, 388, 439, 534, 559, 562; 1690: 83, 134, 186, 216, 296, 
297, 355, 513, *608; 1691: 43, 66, 121, 122, 185, 230; 1692: 7, 37, 92, 93, 97, 220, 491, 492; 
1693: 113, 140, 267, 269, 341, 402, 433, 510, 511; 1694: 1, 334, *377, *379, 444; 1695: 316, 
389, 390; 1696: 147, 201, 270; 1697: 327, 384, 508, 518; 1698: 32, 136, 459, 520; 1699: 49, 
72, 283, 350, 376, 396, 516, 541; 1700: 232, 254, 367, 433, 506; 1701: 312, 441; 1702: 195; 
1703: 396; 1704: 231, 282; 1705: 453, 462; 1706: 49, 143, 145, 160; 1707: 126, 234, 274, 303, 
324, 407, 410, 415, 423; 1708: 29, 68, 122, 174, 407, 418; 1709: 130, 177, 272, 274, 360; 
1710: 4, 136, 482; 1711: 130, 426; 1712: 351, 465; 1713: 36, 449; 1714: 420, 422, 483, 521; 
1715: 310, 329, 452; 1716: 220, 480; 1717: 207, 404; 1718: 6, 232; 1719: 442; 1720: 31, 143, 
172; S. I: 102, 173, 324, 502, 615, 619; S. III: 311, 422; S. IV: 20, 443; S. V: 279, 525; S. VI: 127, 
262. 
 A: 1689: 483 (> G. Tachard); 1711: 47, 94, 139. 
 T: 1683: 125; 1685: 75, 513; 1686: 276, 277; 1688: 611; 1698: 407; 1699: 397; 1700: 23, 255; 
1706: 263, 363, 439; 1710: 247; 1713: 318 (> J. Yonge), 448 (> W. Cowper); S. III: 149, 401; S. 
IV: 519. 
PELICANUS, Joseph Wenzel (1738 counsellor to the Emperor); Zedler vol. XXVII, col. 182. 
 A: 1711: 502 (< C. Wolff). 
PERLITZI, Johann Daniel von (1705-1778), physician, biologist; DBA. 
 R: 1729: 114. 
PEZ, Bernhard (1683-1735), Benedictine, historian, librarian; DBA. 
 A: 1717: 30 II. 
PFAFF, Christian Matthäus (1686-1760), theologist, university chancellor; DBA. 
 A: 1728: 125. 
PFAUTZ, Christoph (1645-1711), mathematician; DBA. 
 R: 1682: 56, 119, 145, 163, 178, 257, 288, 292; 1683: 27, 77, 128, 163, 169 (2x), 207, 249, 
347, 350, 466; 1684: 84, 128, 137, 158, 168, 225, 259, 370, 511, 563; 1685: 25, 130, 141, 163, 
176, 235, 437; 1686: 34, 169, 222, 415; 1687: 246, 543; 1688: 6, 12, 282, 303, 394, 450, 543, 
569; 1689: 257, 290; 1690: 47, 51, 57, 142, 258, 618; 1691: 110, 201, 205, 267, 301, 555; 
1692: 39, 96, 165, 337, 479; 1693: 478, 498; 1694: 60; 1695: 504; 1696: 118, 476; 1697: 91, 
397; 1698: 138, 375; 1699: 490, 544; 1700: 124, 370, 381; S. I: 9, 329, 402, 403, 567. 
 A: 1682: 114, 262 (> A.A. Kochanski), 295, 365; 1683: 73 (> J.A. Borelli), 368, 415; 1684: 100, 
395, 485, 590; 1685: 189 (> F. Bianchini); 1686: 482, 565 (> G. Kirch); 1687: 52 (> E.W. von 
Tschirnhaus), 314 (> Jak. Bernoulli), 348, 647 (> G. Kirch), 701 (> M.A. Cellio); 1688: 452 (> G. 
Kirch), 670 (> G. Kirch); 1690: 609; 1694: 93 (> G. Kirch); 1706: 335 (> anon.). 
 T: 1682: 86, 197; 1683: 124, 274, 537; 1685: 436; 1686: 620, 623; 1700: 29, 139, 306; 1706: 
315. 
PHILIPP, Christian? (enrolled Leipzig 1642); cf. Die jüngere Matrikel der Universität Leipzig 1559-1809, 
Hrsg. von G. Erler, Bd. II, Leipzig 1909, p. 333. 
 T: 1682: 192 (with J. Bohn). 
PINCKER, Christoph (?-1692), jurist; Zedler vol. XXVIII, col. 360. 
 R: 1684: 583, 589; 1685: 37, 41, 61, 100, 106, 107, 129, 153, 188, 198, 205, 237, 255, 267, 
268, 299, 300, 366, 426, 441, 453, 466, 519, 520, 531; 1686: 75, 76, 120, 134, 154, 164, 221, 
239, 245, 277, 313, 323, 334, 337, 339, 382, 458, 460, 483, 485, 522, 541; 1687: 1, 11, 113, 
133, 165, 180, 254, 267, 276, 311, 324, 372, 375, 424, 487, 505, 549; 1688: 83, 84, 174, 224, 
270, 315, 332, 420, 464, 467, 470, 574, 634, 654; 1689: 174, 302, 354, 460, 531, 549; 1690: 
44, 89, 90, 91, 105, 147, 281, 321, 388, 507, *603; 1691: 37, 49, 123, 144, 254, 401, 407, 485, 
511, 573; 1692: 74, 281, 357; S. I: 36, 81, 125, 223, 234, 300, 337, 352, 393, 397, 421, 481, 
525, 612. 
 A: 1689: 634 (> J.W. Valvasor). 
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 T: 1685: 315, 351, 371, 372, 586; 1686: 4, 79, 300, 319, 386, 387, 388, 400, 474, 487, 500, 
545; 1687: 26, 485, 509, 545; 1688: 156, 228, 234, 273, 280, 330, 374, 376, 483; 1690: 405; 
1692: 307, 313, 358, 365, 435; S. I: 246, 250, 310, 315, 367, 443, 447. 
PINIUS, Jean (1671 or 1678-1749), Jesuit, hagiographer; BAB. 
 A: 1734: 55; 1735: 253. 
PIPPING, Heinrich (1670-1722), theologian; DBA, ADB. 
 R: 1693: 443, 456, 458, 489, 499, 505, 507, 529, 540; 1694: 5, 7, 38, 54, 67, 77, 90, 115, 116, 
121, 126, 134, 143, 164, 186, 188, 209, 234, 237, 303, 337, 345, 357, 383, 385, *313, *328, 
*345, *353, *384, 406, 462; 1695: 1, 17, 36, 67, 69, 113, 115, 116, 140, 142, 168, 178, 210, 
246, 263, 302, 320, 336, 347, 353, 406, 412, 416, 419, 421, 452, 501, 512, 517, 533; 1696: 7, 
17, 66, 74, 92, 95, 131, 199, 217, 227, 283, 285, 303, 314, 317, 319, 350, 358, 388, 407, 441, 
508; 1697: 6, 35, 47, 52, 96, 162, 182, 191, 192, 224, 264, 272, 281, 319, 389, 483, 493, 498, 
503, 523; 1698: 1, 9, 27, 57, 62, 67 (2x), 129, 141, 144, 178, 214, 239, 240, 242, 244, 249, 321, 
345, 362, 391, 393, 422, 425, 487, 509, 529, 533, 549, 550; 1699: 5, 41, 60, 63, 64, 85, 93, 
103, 106, 114, 183, 193, 204, 225, 256, 266, 273, 284, 289, 304, 320, 329, 359, 378, 385, 443, 
448, 508, 529; 1700: 16, 18, 22, 46, 82, 92, 180, 230, 236, 284, 289, 313, 365, 396, 397, 398, 
414, 431, 437, 451, 504, 512, 535, 537; 1701: 5, 68, 71, 97, 102, 153, 156, 191, 193, 248, 268, 
302, 325, 348, 360, 382, 421, 428, 440, 462, 467, 477, 519, 530; 1703: 7, 57, 62, 92, 94, 238, 
279, 289, 318, 330, 331, 335, 359, 369, 377, 436, 449, 463, 526; 1704: 1, 30, 32, 45, 85, 142, 
152, 209, 241, 254, 257, 278, 352, 381, 445, 525, 526; 1705: 1, 51, 97, 226, 255, 289, 337, 
388, 413, 476, 500, 547; 1706: 19, 73, 128, 241, 302, 331, 354, 385, 409, 417, 483, 520; 1707: 
11, 145, 217, 285, 300, 400, 434, 440, 514, 529; 1708: 83, 289; 1709: 88, 119, 145; S. II: 165, 
174, 201, 223, 258, 261, 291, 317, 318, 348, 350, 395, 401, 461, 483, 543; S. III: 1, 62, 162, 
190, 289, 323, 347, 443, 445. 
PLATNER, Johann Zacharias (1694-1748), physician; DBA. 
 A: 1729: 347. 
POLACK, Johann Friedrich (1700-1772 or 1771), professor of law and mathematics, Kameralist; DBA. 
 R: SN. I: 153. 
POLENI, Giovanni (1683-1761), mathematician, physician, astronomer; ABI. 
 R: 1712: 420. 
 A: 1724: 71, 121. 
PRITIUS, Johann Georg (1662-1732), theologian; DBA, ADB. 
 R: 1688: 422; 1689: 286; 1690: 271, 590; 1691: 173, 397, 496, 563; 1692: 84, 88, 466, 468, 
473, 523, 560; 1693: 87, 89, 124, 154, 156, 158, 162, 257, 284, 312, 323, 399, 427; 1694: 173, 
175, 240, 282, 283; 1695: 134, 136, 238, 270, 271, 273, 366, 368, 387, 408, 475, 477; 1696: 
149, 174, 238, 546; 1697: 435; 1698: 171; 1703: 172; 1729: 9; 1731: 261; S. I: 61, 99, 110, 
268; S. II: 17, 139. 
PRÖHLE, Immanuel (enrolled Leipzig 1694), philosopher; Jö-Ad vol. VI, col. 964-965. 
 R: 1704: 272, 471; 1705: 139. 
PUFENDORF, Samuel Freiherr von (1632-1694), publicist, jurist, historian; DBA, ADB. 
 A: S. II: 98. 
RABENER, Justus Gotthard (1688-1731), minister; DBA. 
 R: 1709: 257, 260, 337, 497, 522, 529; 1710: 49, 87, 156, *156, 179, 225, 421, 424, 426, 469, 
473; 1711: 51, 95, 99, 239, 335, 355; 1712: 97, 296, 408; 1713: 8; 1714: 97; 1721: 275, 277; 
1724: 329; 1725: 241; 353; 1726: 15, 422; 1727: 511; S. IV: 191, 215, 241, 329. 
RÄSEWITZ, G.C.F. von  see ZEPHYRINUS de PACE. 
RECHENBERG, Adam (1649-1721), theologian, polymath; DBA, ADB. 
 R: 1682: 12, 64, 69, 84, 159, 176, 252, 253, 256, 280, 336, 380; 1683: 14, 39, 47, 62, 140, 176, 
187, 269, 380, 385, 504; 1684: 28, 96, 172, 198, 282, 337 (2x), 342, 399, 431, 486, 524; 1685: 
27, 92, 367, 408, 452, 488, 493; 1686: 33, 219, 249, 380, 429; 1687: 74, 269, 335, 464; 1688: 
252, 432; 1689: 75, 121, 372, 449, 585; 1691: 89, 144, 253, 309; 1692: 253, 448; 1694: 24, 93, 
134; 1695: 82, 319, 487; 1697: 352, 353, 438; 1698: 195, 420; 1709: 87; S. I: 8, 518. 
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REINECCIUS, Christian (1668-1752), theologian, philosopher; JBA. 
 R: 1714: 50. 
REISEL, Salomon (1625-1702), physician; DBA. 
 A: 1689: 614. 
REUSCH, Erhard (1678-1740), philologist, jurist, professor; DBA. 
 R: 1730: 511. 
REVILLAS, Didacus or Diego (fl. 1727-1747), abbot, professor of mathematics; ABI. 
 A: 1734: 356. 
RICCATI, Jacopo Francesco (1676-1754), count, mathematician, astronomer, musicologist; ABI. 
 A: 1723: 502. 
RICHEY, Johann (1706-1738), jurist; DBA. 
 R: 1731: 239; 1734: 527. 
RICHTER, Georg Friedrich (1691-1742); professor, political scientist, mathematician; DBA. 
 R: 1715: 229, 277; 1716: 391, 439; 1717: 364, 473 II; 1718: 235; 1719: 90, 97, 203, 316; 1720: 
151; 1721: 249; 1722: 244; 1723: 116; 1724: 345, 439; 1725: 181; 1726: 188, 244, 488; 1727: 
39, 289, 312, 452, 471, 540; 1728: 276, 377, 433, 437, 518; 1729: 128, 215, 298; 1730: 86, 
145, 193, 196, 269, 342, 348, 508; 1732: 263; 1733: 275, *455; 1734: 35, 164, 166, 202, 211, 
419; 1735: 80, 85, 87, 88, 89, 168, 179, 399, 514, 551; S. VI: 175, 312, 335, 351, 537; SN. I: 25, 
218, 277, 308, 309, 417. 
 A: 1724: 27; 1729: 40, 70; 1730: 32; 1731: 76, 294; 1732: 272; 1735: 83, 511. 
RING, Thomas Siegfried? (?-1705), jurist; DBA. 
 R: 1706: 427. 
RIVALIEIZ, Pierre (fl. ca. 1680), physician at Nîmes; cf. Collection Académique composée des 
Mémoires, Actes ou Journaux des plus célèbres Académies et Sociétés…, T. VII de la Partie 
Etrangère et I de la Médecine séparée, Dyon/Paris 1766, p. 395. 
 A: 1683: 219 (< J. Spon). 
RIVINUS, August Florens (1707-1769), councillor of justice, official to the bench; DBA. 
 R: 1732: 441; 1733: 157; 1734: 158. 
RIVINUS, Augustus Quirinus (1652-1723), physician, botanist; DBA, ADB. 
 R: 1685: 384; 1686: 111, 138, 217, 318, 373, 472; 1687: 105, 229; 1688: 40, 115; 1690: 265, 
267; 1691: 217, 388, *493; 1692: 273; 1693: 311; 1695: 509; 1701: 85; 1703: 517; 1705: 138; 
1707: 481; S. I: 429, 451, 591. 
 A: 1687: 160, 284. 
RIVINUS, Tilemann Andreas (1654-1692), theologian; DBA. 
 R: 1692: 19. 
RIZETTI, Giovanni (1675-1751), physicist, architect; cf. Puppi, L. and Maschio, R., Giovanni Rizetti: 
scienziato e architetto (Castelfranco Veneto 1675-1751). Castelfranco Veneto 1996. 
 A: 1726: 275. 
RÖSENER, Andreas Christoph (1657-1719), jurist; DBA. 
 R: 1694: 360. 
ROHR, Julius Bernhard von (1688-1742), Kameralist, jurist; DBA. 
 R: 1714: 532. 
ROMANUS, Franz Konrad (1671-1746), jurist; DBA, ADB. 
 R: 1694: *375; 1695: 157; 1696: 62; S. II: 296, 325. 
SAGITTARIUS, Kaspar (1643-1694), theologian, historian, jurist; DBA, ADB. 
 R: 1689: 52. 
SAURIN, Jacques (1677-1730), theologian, minister; BAB. 
 R: 1729: 473. 
SCARLETT, John (fl. 1680-1690), financial writer; BBA. 
 A: 1690: 531. 
SCHACHER, Polycarp Gottlieb (1674-1737), physician; DBA, ADB. 
 R: 1699: 237, 333; S. III: 332. 
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SCHADE, Johann Daniel (b. 1687), philosopher, jurist; Zedler vol. XXXIV, col. 717-718. 
 R: 1717: 139, 160, 271, 305, 387, 540, 541, 551, 552; 1718: 47. 
SCHEFFELT, Michael (1652-1720), mathematician; DBA, ADB. 
 A: 1698: 90. 
SCHELHAMMER, Günther Christoph (1649-1716), physician, botanist; DBA, ADB. 
 R: 1693: 37; 1698: 63; S. II: 128. 
SCHELSTRATE, Emanuel (1649-1692), theologian, librarian; BAB. 
 A: 1685: 189 (> F. Bianchini), 470 (> F. Bianchini), 478 (> C.A. Tortoni); 1686: 371 (> G. 
Campani). 
SCHMID, Johann (1649-1731), theologian; DBA, ADB. 
 R: 1687: 377, 405, 440, 569, 629; 1688: 57, 254, 452, 482; 1689: 15, 395, 584; 1690: 249; 
1691: 375, 523; 1692: 154, 305, 449, 542; 1693: 205, 361, 452, 537; 1694: 280; 1696: 329, 
446; 1697: 17, 548; 1698: 543; 1699: 286, 287; 1700: 106; 1701: 104, 371; 1703: 129; 1704: 
38, 251; 1705: 132, 241; 1706: 92, 274, 454; 1707: 186, 347, 530; 1708: 211, 385, 396, 547; 
1709: 306; 1710: 33, 297 II, 419, 533; 1712: 333, 479; 1713: 186, 264, 467; 1714: 119, 144, 
188; 1718: 355 II; 1719: 29, 87; 1721: 520; S. I: 25, 127, 134, 455; S. II: 353, 405; S. III: 483; S. 
IV: 54, 112; S. V: 372. 
 A: 1706: 45; 1710: 312 (> A.C.G.); 1719: 47. 
SCHMID, Johann Andreas (1652-1726), philosopher, theologian; DBA. 
 R: 1700: 448; 1701: 387, 529, 532; 1703: 226, 504; 1704: 346, 537; 1708: 494; S.III: 302, 368. 
SCHMIEDER, Sigismund (1685-1717), physician; DBA. 
 A: 1714: 427; 1715: 456; S. V: 408, 527; S. VI: 154. 
SCHOBER, Gottlob (ca. 1670-1739), physician; DBA. 
 R: 1723: 446. 
SCHÖNE, Christian (1684-1757), jurist; DBA. 
 R: 1730: 112. 
SCHÖTTGEN, Christian (1687-1751), educator, polymath; DBA. 
 R: 1710: 301, 348; 1711: 91 II; 1712: 523 II; 1713: 20, 21, 139 I, 227, 363, 365, 393, 394, 402; 
1714: 163, 166, 170, 453, 494, 499; 1715: 40, 89, 97, 145, 179, 423, 424, 480, 548 I, 548 II; 
1716: 88, 89, 90, 506; 1718: 92, 404; 1719: 226, 241, 310; 1720: 41, 42; 1721: 532; 1724: 142; 
1725: 430; 1727: 280; 1729: 528, 530; S. V: 421, 456; S. VI: 85, 131, 134, 302. 
SCHOLTZ, Heinrich (1696-1769), minister, preacher; DBA. 
 A: 1732: 415. 
SCHRAMM, Sebastian (1652-1719), theologian; DBA. 
 R: 1713: 276, 407, 414; 1714: 88; 1718: 353; S. VI: 36, 63, 136, 235, 288. 
SCHREBER, Johann David (1669-1731), school rector; DBA. 
 R: 1697: 64, 94, 133, 184, 345, 388; 1698: 352, 421; 1703: 518; 1705: 534; 1706: 117; 1707: 
342, 465; 1708: 430; 1709: 65, 158; 1710: 263, 416; S. III: 117, 131, 524; S. IV: 462; S. V: 398. 
SCHREIBER, Johann Friedrich (1705-1760), physician; DBA. 
 R:  1729: 350, 419, 421; 1730: 45; 156; 1731: 31, 89, 173, 375; 1732: 76. 
 A: 1729: 500 (< C.A. Heumann); 1730: 172. 
SCHREITER, Christoph (1662-1720), jurist; DBA, ADB. 
 R: 1690: 35, 74, 209, 303, 366, 477, *607; 1691: 268, 327, 359, 464; 1692: 27, 67; 1694: 429; 
1695: 83, 516; 1696: 518; 1697: 551, 552; 1698: 102, 180, 474; S. I: 218, 267, 364; S. II: 252; 
S. III: 253. 
SCHREYER, Johann? (fl. 1680-1694), physician; DBA. 
 A: 1682: 261. 
SCHUBART, Georg (1650-1701), polymath, jurist; DBA, ADB. 
 R: 1683: 129; 1696: 427; 1697: 147. 
SCHUBERTH, Georg Adolph (1693-1724), philosopher, jurist, professor; DBA. 
 R: 1719: 88, 114, 538; 1723: 335, 401. 
SCHÜTZE, Friedrich Wilhelm (1677-1739), theologian; DBA, ADB.  
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 R: 1699: 462; 1700: 325, 456, 539; 1701: 41, 233, 285, 397, 511; 1703: 50, 142, 390, 473; 
1704: 35, 145, 472; 1705: 381, 558, 559, 560; 1706: 47, 497, 504; 1707: 19, 144, 249, 553; 
1709: 8; 1710: 126, 406; 1712: 289; 1713: 337; 1716: 489; S. III: 273, 412, 513. 
SCHULTE, Rodolphus Fridericus (fl. ca. 1690), “Eques Livonus”, “Consiliarius Dioeceseos Wurzensis”, 
cf. Sicul, Christoph Ernst, Neo-Annalium Lipsiensium Continuatio III, Oder des mit dem 
1715ten Jahre Neu-angefangenen Leipziger Jahr-Buchs Vierte Probe auf das 1718te Jahr…, 
Leipzig s.d., p. 726. 
 R: 1687: 649; 1688: 41, 158, 433, 510, 523, 582; 1689: 17, 127 (2x), 220, 402, 544; 1691: 380, 
473; 1692: 471; S. I: 30, 79, 113, 157, 164, 212, 407. 
SCHULZE, Gottfried (1643-1698), physician; Poggendorf, J.C., Biographisch-literarisches 
Handwörterbuch zur Geschichte der exacten Wissenschaften…, Leipzig, Berlin 1863-1962, vol. 
II, p. 860. 
 A: 1683: 170, 298. 
SCHURIG, Martin (1656-1733), physician; DBA. 
 R: 1720: 512. 
SCHURTZFLEISCH, Konrad Samuel (1641-1708), polymath; DBA, ADB. 
 R: 1686: 567; 1687: 198; 1703: 49. 
SCHWARZ, Christian Gottlieb (1675-1751), philologist; DBA. 
 R: 1732: 310; 1734: 97. 
SCHWARZ, Johann Konrad (1676-1747), philologist, theologian, headmaster; DBA. [Sicul: Christian 
Gottlieb Schwarze, professor eloquentiae et antiquitatis in Academia Altorfense.] 
 R: 1708: 247; 1710: 305 I; 1711: 26; 1715: 359; 1719: 93; 1721: 471; 1732: 166, 168, 397. 
 A: 1708: 481; 1727: 322, 379; 1731: 455; 1732: 290, 339. 
SCOTT, William (1696-1770), A.M. of Trinity College Cambridge, theologian; BBA. 
 R: S. VI: 140. 
SECKENDORF, Veit Ludwig von (1626-1692), polymath; DBA, ADB. 
 R: 1683: 30, 51, 87, 89, 97, 132, 173, 174, 181, 210, 212, 213, 230, 247, 250, 255, 306, 323, 
329, 332 (2x), 364, 373, 392, 396, 438, 443, 468, 476, 506, 507, 520, 530; 1684: 15, 55, 60, 
108, 110, 114, 175, 176, 218, 247, 275, 297, 313, 356, 374, 382, 404, 410, 446, 448, 454, 490, 
497, 505, 526, 547; 1685: 10, 12, 56, 59, 89, 113, 126, 132, 157, 191, 194, 216, 282, 286, 305, 
309, 392, 405, 407, 506, 522, 561, 565; 1686: 9, 23, 87, 88, 127, 130, 140, 179, 183, 208, 259, 
271, 274, 343, 410, 505, 606; 1687: 19, 58, 65, 142, 148, 181, 206, 211, 235, 289, 297, 335, 
353, 360, 383, 455, 477, 492, 500, 551, 610, 657, 670, 677; 1688: 14, 76, 88, 103, 129, 139, 
193, 237, 246, 248, 294, 317, 362, 369, 382, 385, 402, 408, 426, 454, 460, 463, 505, 596, 602, 
625, 661; 1689: 27, 64, 157, 181, 222, 227, 239, 260, 264, 301, 324, 329, 359, 365, 370, 397, 
416, 428, 445, 479, 507, 511, 519, 564, 568, 580, 597, 616, 620; 1690: 1, 17, 99, 126, 173, 
239, 276, 285, 329, 337, 381, 392, 442, 472, 497, 502, 517, 565, 608, 619, *601; 1691: 25, 
189, 345, 418, 422, 424, 449, 460, 479, 520, 529, 533, 568, 570; 1692: 49, 54, 62, 117, 121, 
129, 171, 249, 259, 265, 352, 424, 446, 474, 479, 595; 1693: 130; S. I: 51, 55, 202, 569, 625. 
SENCKENBERG, Heinrich Christian Freiherr von (1704-1768), jurist, historian, publicist, professor; 
DBA. 
 R: 1728: 481, 486, 492; 1732: 79. 
SENDEL, Nathaniel (1686-1757), physician: PAB. 
 R: 1725: 374. 
SENGUERD(IUS), Wolferdus (1646-1724), physicist, philosopher, librarian; BAB. 
 A: 1714: 82 (< C. Wolff). 
SIBER, Urban Gottfried (1669-1741), theologian; DBA. 
 R: 1710: 383; 1711: 184, 185; 1712: 19, 90; 1713: 1, 241; 1715: 473; 1716: 193; 1718: 400, 
436; 1719: 159, 237; 1722: 235, 482; 1723: 21, 233; 1724: 97; 1725: 18; 1726: 197; S. IV: 257; 
S. VI: 157, 481, 521. 
SILBERRAD, Johann Jakob (1682-1726) or Johann Gustav (1685-1737), both jurists; DBA. 
 R: 1710: 402, 408 II; S. IV: 309, 312. 
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SINAPIUS, Johann (1657-1725), headmaster, librarian; DBA. 
 R: 1720: 264. 
SOLLIER, Jean Baptiste du (1669-1740), Jesuit, hagiographer; ABF. 
 A: 1734: 55; 1735: 253. 
SPENER, Jakob Karl (1684-1730), jurist, historian; DBA. 
 R: 1717: 282. 
SPÖRL, Johann Konrad (1701-1773), theologian; DBA. 
 R: 1731: 340. 
SPON, Jacques (1647-1685), physician, archeologist; ABF. 
 R: 1685: 332. 
 A: 1682: 287; 1683: 219 (> P. Rivalieiz), 519; 1684: 272. 
STEINWEHR, Wolf Balthasar Adolf von (1704-1771), councillor of justice, librarian, theologian, 
professor of philosophy and international law; DBA. 
 R: 1733: 402. 
STENDER, Johann Sigismund (1679-1746), minister; DBA. 
 A: S. VI: 422. 
STENGER/STENGLER, Hieronymus = STENGER, Johann Hieronymus? (1712 doctor Leipzig University), 
jurist; Vogel , J.J., Leipzigisches Geschicht-Buch oder Annales…, Leipzig 1714, p. 1025; Zedler 
vol. XXXIX, col. 1832. 
 R: 1712: 261; S. V: 226. 
STHAAR/SZTAR, Joannes Bernardus, Polish physician 18th century; PAB. 
 A: 1710: 215 (< H.L. van Huyssen) 
STIEFF, Christian (1675-1751), school rector, literary; DBA, ADB. 
 R: 1704: 222, 266, 332, 405, 494; 1705: 36, 71, 145, 257, 261, 267, 299; 1706: 85, 88, 181, 
206, 333, 350; 1709: 294; 1710: 145; 1726: 296; S. IV: 217, 467. 
 A: 1709: 331. 
STIEGLITZ, Christoph Ludwig (1687-ca. 1763), theologian; DBA. 
 R: 1723: 467; 1724: 44. 
STRAUSS, Johann Christoph (1645-1718), physician; DBA. 
 R: 1686: 303, 535, 555; 1687: 54, 127, 305, 686; 1688: 353, 481, 537, 639; 1689: 339; 1690: 
588; 1691: 57; 1693: 150, 481; 1694: *330; 1696: 458; S. I: 198, 226, 511, 602, 604; S. III: 102, 
177. 
STRIMESIUS, Samuel (1648-1730), theologian; DBA. 
 R: S. IV: 255. 
STRUVE, Burkhard Gotthelf (1671-1738), polymath; DBA, ADB. 
 R: 1703: 59, 81; 1704: 41, 94; 1705: 127, 169. 
STÜBEL, Johann Jakob (1652-1721), school rector; DBA, ADB.  
 R: 1694: 66; 1705: 448; 1707: 124; S. II: 282. 
STÜBNER, Friedrich Wilhelm (1710-1736), mathematician, philosopher, author; DBA. 
 R: 1735: 71, 180. 
 A: 1733: 523; 1734: 134, 469; 1735: 44; SN. I: 60. 
STURM, Johann Christoph (1635-1703), philosopher, mathematician, physicist; DBA, ADB. 
 R: 1682: 258; 1697: 474. 
 A: 1683: 304; 1684: 123; 1685: 259; 1690: 65; 1699: 208. 
STUSS, Johann Heinrich (1686-1775), 1727 prorector  of Premonstratensian monastery Ilfeld (near 
Nordhausen), philologist, biographer; DBA. 
 R: 1727: 117; 1728: 188; SN. I: 541. 
SULZBERGER, Christian Gottfried? (fl. 1705-1707), jurist; Das ietzt lebende Leipzig, Leipzig 1705, p. 26 
and 1707, p. 22; Die jüngere Matrikel der Universität Leipzig 1559-1809, Hrsg. von G. Erler, 
Bd. II, Leipzig 1909, p. 449. 
 R: 1694: 22, 52, 64, 114, 129, 459; 1695: 402; 1696: 183, 432; S. II: 193, 225, 273. 
SYRBIUS, Johann Jakob (1674-1738), theologian, philosopher, professor; DBA. 
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 R: 1718: 327. 
TACHARD, Guy (1648-1712), Jesuit, missionary; ABF. 
 A: 1689: 483 (<J.W. Pauli). 
TAYLOR, Brook (1685-1731), mathematician; BBA. 
 A: 1722: 452. 
TELESIUS, Gerardus (fl. ca. 1717 at Paris), unknown to the editors of the AE, as stated in the 
introduction to his contribution, he wrote a letter to Felicianus Berger, titled: Apologia 
epistolaris pro recentioris Galliae Christianae autore…Dionysio de Sainte-Marthe…. 
 A: S. VI: 372. 
TELLER, Romanus (1671-1721), theologian, poet; DBA. 
 R: 1682: 356; 1684: 436. 
TENTZEL, Wilhelm Ernst (1659-1707), numismatist, polymath; DBA, ADB. 
 R: 1686: 20, 70, 145, 205, 336; 1687: 129, 135, 303, 445, 541, 668; 1688: 74, 125, 132, 334, 
444, 447; 1690: 291; 1691: 361; 1692: 539; 1693: 280; 1697: 10; 1700: 152, 155, 158, 271, 
274, 380, 446; 1701: 162, 443: 1703: 285; 1704: 337; S. I: 15, 431, 495. 
TEUBER, Gottfried (fl. ca. 1690), mathematician, physicist; Zedler vol. XLII, col. 1527. 
 A: 1686: 125; 1687: 76; 1688: 179. 
THOMASIUS, Christian (1655-1728), jurist, philosopher; DBA, ADB.  
 R: 1683: 284, 285, 328, 414; 1684: 49, 89, 271. 
THOMASIUS, Gottfried (1660-1746), physician, polymath; DBA. 
 R: 1683: 161; 1688: 145. 
THOMASIUS, Jakob (1622-1684), philosopher, philologist; DBA, ADB. 
 R: 1684: 286. 
THÜMMIG, Ludwig Philipp (1697-1728), philosopher, astronomer, mathematician; DBA. 
 A: 1722: 24. 
TILGNER, Gottfried (1691-1717), jurist; DBA. 
 R: 1715: 104, 227, 370. 
TITIUS, Gottlieb Gerhard (1661-1714), jurist; DBA, ADB.  
 R: 1698: 518, 537; 1699: 30, 32, 68, 69, 77, 81, 165, 270, 271, 308, 361, 429, 470, 472, 501; 
1700: 30, 90 (2x), 135, 161, 223, 225, 229, 316, 405; 1701: 129, 164, 239, 277, 300, 364, 458; 
1702: *125, 149, 162, 197, 199, 223, 336, 448, 517; 1703: 71, 322, 352, 499, 521; 1704: 23, 
90, 170, 205, 260, 289, 415, 533; 1705: 43, 207, 340, 428, 430, 491; 1706: 464; 1707: 76, 267, 
377, 378, 467, 547; 1708: 23, 118, 120, 264, 337, 401, 467, 509; 1709: 13, 123, 216, 379, 380, 
452; 1710: 299; 1711: 309, 520; 1712: 79; S. III: 209, 212, 219, 234, 351. 
TITTEL, August (1691-1756), minister; DBA. 
 R: 1721: 481, 488; 1722: 276, 344, 391, 501; 1723: 127. 
TITTEL, Basilius (?-1683), soldier, “Chiliarcha et arcis Pleissenburgensis praefectus”; cf. Rector 
academiae Lipsiensis justa funebris…Basilio Tittelio…militiae tribuno…persolvenda civibus suis 
indicit, [Lipsiae], Georgius, [1683], 40, 3 pp. 
 A: 1682: 23, 236. 
TORTONI, Carlo Antonio (fl. ca. 1680), mathematician, physicist; ABI. 
 A: 1685: 478 (< E. Schelstrate). 
TRIER, Johann Wolfgang (d. ca. 1750), jurist; DBA. 
 R: 1708: 276; 1710: 511, 522; 1711: 69, 158, 198, 281, 283, 415, 418, 451; 1712: 31, 193, 285, 
529; 1714: 502; 1715: 31; 1718: 360; S. IV: 346, 366, 402, 440, 442, 497; S. V: 85, 121, 270, 
271, 517, 519, 536; S. VI: 87. 
TRILLER, Daniel Wilhelm (1695-1782), poet, physician, philologist; DBA. 
 R: 1728: 33, 97, 106, 149, 152, 369; 1729: 46, 145, 152, 154, 460; 1730: 1. 
 A: 1728: 101. 
TSCHIRNHAUS, Ehrenfried Walther von (1651-1708), philosopher, physicist, mathematician, 
technician; DBA, ADB. 
 R: 1687: 702. 
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 A: 1682: 364, 391; 1683: 122, 204, 433; 1686: 169; 1687: 52 (< C. Pfautz), 524; 1688: 206; 
1690: 68, 169; 1691: 517; 1695: 322 (< M. Knorre), 489; 1696: 345, 519, 554; 1697: 113, 220, 
409, 414; 1698: 259; 1699: 445. 
TSCHIRNHAUS, Georg Albrecht von, brother of Ehrenfried Walther, cf. ADB vol. XXXVIII, pp. 722-724, 
sender of contribution, also author? 
 A: 1709: 41. 
UHSE, Erdmann (d. 1730), polymath; DBA. 
 R: 1707: 552; 1708: 49, 87, 90, 91, 97, 171, 251, 255, 257, 259, 282, 330, 427; 1709: 137; 
1710: 220, 313, 315, 316; 1711: 44 I; S. IV: 64, 69, 93, 222, 266, 408; S. V: 48. 
URSINUS, Georg Heinrich (fl. ca. 1715), related to Ursinus, Georg Heinrich (d. 1707)?; cf. DBA; Zedler 
vol. LI,col. 580-581; Jö vol. IV, col. 1738. 
 R: 1715: 374. 
VALLERIUS, Johannes (1677-1718), physicist, mathematician; Nordisk Familjebok, vol. 33, Stockholm 
1922, p. 499-500. 
 A: 1716: 14. 
VALVASOR, Johann Weichard, Freiherr von (1641-1693), historian, topographer, ethnographer; DBA, 
ADB. 
 A: 1689: 634. 
VARIGNON, Pierre (1654-1722), mathematician; ABF. 
 A: 1689: 379; 1712: 154 (< C. Wolff). 
VATER, Abraham (1684-1751), philosopher, physician, anatomist, botanist; DBA. 
 A: 1721: 360. 
VERDRIES, Johann Melchior (1679-1735), physician, physicist, natural scientist, professor; DBA, ADB. 
 A: 1724: 409 (< C. Wolff); 1726: 222. 
VERZAGLIA, Guiseppe (fl. ca. 1720), mathematician at Cezena; for family see ABI; cf. Catalogue 
général des livres imprimés de la Bibliothèque Nationale, vol. 207, pp. 342-343 and Ferrari, L., 
Onomasticon…, Milano 1947, p. 687. 
 R: 1731: 380. 
 A: 1717: 312. 
VEYSSIÈRE de la Croze, Mathurin (1661-1739), Orientalist; ABF. 
 A: 1722: 414, 417. 
VITRIARIUS, Johann Jakob (1679-1745), jurist; DBA. 
 A: 1722: 393. 
Volkmann, Georg Anton (1664-1721), physician; DBA. 
 R: 1721: 85. 
VOLLAND, Christian Wilhelm (fl. ca. 1737), member of consistorial council; DBA. 
 R: 1711: 136, 544, 546; 1712: 233; S. IV: 262, 297, 406, 432, 436, 460; S. V: 67, 133, 191, 275, 
358, 467. 
WÄCHTLER, Christfried (1652-1732), jurist; DBA, ADB.  
 R: 1692: 227, 319, 425, 521; 1693: 35, 519; 1695: 110; 1696: 375; 1697: 68, 419; 1698: 168; 
1699: 119; 1701: 413; 1702: 417; 1704: 227; 1705: 74, 171; 1707: 117, 397; 1708: 303; 1709: 
15, 411; 1710: 1, *149, 200, *201, 501, 531; 1712: 89; 1713: 325; 1714: 320, 510; 1716: 214; 
1717: 521; 1718: 193, 503; 1719: 243; 1720: 107, 257, 363, 471, 494; 1722: 133, 248; 1723: 
24, 483, 488; 1724: 250, 258, 399; 1725: 302; 1726: 23; 1727: 495; 1729: 205; 1731: 12; S. III: 
26; S. IV: 56, 80, 118, 306. 
 A: 1708: 512; 1709: 413; 1710: 73, 236, 481, 505; 1711: 21, 264; 1712: 512; 1713: 205; 1714: 
366, 549; 1715: 505; 1716: 261; 1717: 484, 524; 1718: 117, 508; 1719: 402, 510; 1720: 112, 
499; 1721: 177, 266; 1722: 166; 1723: 292; 1725: 536; 1732: 514. 
WAGENSEIL, Johann Christoph (1633-1708), polymath; DBA, ADB. 
 R: 1694: 214. 
WAGNER, Christian (1663-1693), theologian, philosopher; DBA. 
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 R: 1686: 576; 1687: 29, 32, 43, 57, 88, 122, 172, 234, 248, 268, 300, 301, 302, 308, 311 (2x), 
348, 363, 367, 429, 465, 529, 573, 577, 588, 589, 638, 639, 640, 645, 646; 1688: 24, 31, 167, 
170, 226, 267, 397, 443, 526; 1689: 5, 32, 55 (2x), 113, 166, 177, 249, 251, 306, 336, 344, 410, 
489, 588, 609; 1690: 67, 91, 129, 153, 268, 300, 354, 363, 425, 449, 478, 490, 492, 514, 537, 
541, 542, 544 (2x), 561, 580, 585, 586, 600, 601; 1691: 1, 2, 5, 75, 90, 92, 97, 104, 109, 119, 
130, 131, 132, 153, 162, 183, 202, 204, 207, 213, 222, 228, 246, 247, 249, 250 (2x), 251 (2x), 
305, 306, 310, 324, 329, 378, 405, 447, 505, 541; 1692: 14, 35, 91, 106, 193, 216, 224, 297, 
301, 382, 391, 401, 494, 498, 500, 501, 553, 557; 1693: 6, 13, 23, 32, 42, 44, 49, 106, 119, 
122, 158, 188, 193, 209, 222, 235, 258, 270, 291, 304, 345, 346, 353, 356 (2x), 358, 359, 360; 
S. I: 299 (2x), 328, 335, 336, 347, 348, 356, 358 (2x), 359, 363, 390, 418, 426, 472, 475, 574, 
576, 581, 634. 
 A: 1691: 340 (> C.C. Patin). 
 T: 1687: 29. 
WAGNER, Georg Samuel (1693-1728), superintendent; DBA. 
 R: 1720: 419, 423, 460, 547; 1721: 58, 291, 312; 1722: 524, 532; 1724: 85. 
WAGNER, Johann Wilhelm (1681-1745), professor of mathematics, master builder, librarian; DBA. 
 A: 1718: 468. 
WAGNER, Paul (1618-1697), jurist; DBA. 
 R: S. I: 182, 184, 206, 207. 
WAGNER, Christian or Paul? 
 R: S. I: 12, 19, 134, 279, 288, 291, 529. 
WALCH, Johann Georg (1693-1775), professor, theologian, historian, philologist; DBA. 
 R: 1712: 190, 383, 471, 527; 1714: 94; 1715: 38, 273, 502; 1716: 134, 405, 409, 522; 1717: 49, 
54, 58, 137, 180, 183, 193, 215, 221, 373, 390, 392, 473 I; 1719: 163; 1723: 195, 197; 1727: 
150, 166, 433; 1728: 23, 26, 303, 306; 1729: 465, 478, 514; 1732: 20, 40, 44; S. V: 465; S. VI: 
9, 193, 337, 342. 
 A: 1725: 477. 
WALTHER, Augustin Friedrich (1688-1746), physician; DBA. 
 R: 1724: 291; 1731: 85, 145, 212. 
A: 1725: 492; 1730: 23; 1731: 126; 1732: 173, 521; 1733: 263; 1734: 65. 
WALTHER, Johann Gottfried (1684-1748); musician, music theorist, composer, teacher; DBA. 
 R: 1729: 425, 523; 1730: 183. 
WEDEL, Georg Wolfgang (1645-1721), physician; DBA, ADB. 
 R: 1694: *386; 1695: 16, 34, 45, 46, 80, 125, 183; 1696: 15, 179; 1703: 236; S. II: 274; S. III: 
83. 
 A: S. VI: 314. 
WEGNER, Georg Wilhelm, pseud. THARSANDER (1692-1765), minister, astronomer;  cf. Nova Acta 
Historica-Ecclesiastica…49 (1767), pp. 105-121. 
 A: 1727: 37; 1730: 533; 1731: 178, 180. 
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